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INTRODUCTION

The South Burlington School District commissioned Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. to provide a 

comprehensive existing conditions analysis of the F.H. Tuttle Middle School and South Burlington High 

School in the fall of 2017.  The report outlined herein completes Phase 1 of a two-part Master Plan 

study.  Phase 2 will be completed at a date to be determined by the school district.     

Master Plan Study Objectives

Phase 1 provides the following: 

a. Documentation of existing conditions and physical assessment of the site and buildings with 

recommendations to address the findings.

b. An identification of the potential and suggested capital improvements necessary to extend the 

useful life of the facility as well as recommendations for annual maintenance needs.

c. Cost estimates associated with capital improvements.

Phase 2 would provide the following:

a. Define current and future educational needs relating to: 

 teaching/learning strategies

 space needs and optimal adjacencies of related programs

 grade configurations

 enrollment projections 

b. Development of conceptual options taking into consideration capital improvement needs (Phase 

1) and future educational needs (Phase 2) and cost estimates

c. Options ranging from repair/renovations only, renovations/additions, consolidation, new 

construction and will include optimal site circulation configurations

d. Development of priority project(s)

Documentation

This report is based on information gathered by visual observations of the building and site reviewed by 

Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. and its consultants in fall 2017, existing building drawings, discussions 

and input from school staff, administration, school board and building committee members.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

This Phase 1 Report –Facilities Assessments – provides an independent architectural and engineering 
assessment of the Middle School and High School buildings and associated campus that are operated 
and maintained by the South Burlington School District.  This report serves as a tool to assist the District 
in identifying and documenting the existing conditions of each facility, and provides an understanding of 
the extent of renovations or improvements needed to maintain the long term viability of each facility.  
Recommendations are included for each building, along with cost estimates, to provide a basis for the 
District’s future capital improvement plan.  

Through the course of Phase 1, Dore & Whittier Architects worked closely with the School District, 
gained input regarding the condition and ongoing maintenance plans of each building.  The extensive 
amount of information gathered herein should be used as a resource for any future capital 
improvement planning for these facilities. 

The District is planning to move ahead in the near future with Phase 2 of this Study to define future 
space planning needs and an analysis of the educational programming needs for both buildings.  Phase 2 
results, when completed and combined with Phase 1, will constitute a long term Master Plan.  All future 
work, which may include repairs, renovations or replacement of facilities should be reviewed in the 
context of District-wide long-term educational needs and goals.

Facilities Overview

This Phase 1 analysis is limited to an assessment of the building and site conditions; the Phase 1 scope 

does not include an assessment of each building’s space planning, educational programming or 

educational delivery methods; this work will be completed as part of Phase 2. 

It is obvious that the facilities have been maintained well and proactive measures by the District have 

addressed ongoing maintenance items.  Improvements have been made to mechanical and electrical 

equipment, fire alarm systems, roofing repairs and replacement, as well as energy efficiency measures, 

handicap accessibility improvements, safety and security improvements as well as other ongoing 

maintenance improvements.  The level of maintenance needs and required upgrades vary in each 

building.  Outlined below is a general overview of our findings: 

Both buildings appear to be structurally sound and maintained well.  Common to both schools is the 

fact that aside from the renovations and additions to the high school in 1977-78, neither building has 

had significant renovations over the past 40 years (HS) and 51 years (MS). Extending the life of 

building systems infrastructure such as heating, ventilating and air conditioning (hvac) and electrical 

and plumbing systems, as well as roofing, window and door replacement topped the list.  

Codes and regulations for fire safety, handicap accessibility, ventilation rates, and energy efficiency 

have changed significantly over the past 40 to 58 years.  Building infrastructure systems and 

components have a typical life-span of 25 to 35 years, and as such, many of the buildings original 

components have exceeded their life.  
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Safety and security measures in schools have also changed significantly, particularly in the last 5 to 15 

years.  There is a stronger need for improved safety and security particularly at school entrances in 

light of the violent events that have occurred at schools around the country.  The school district has 

taken some steps toward these improvements and more improvements are recommended within the 

CIP.      

Prior to investing significant capital in these buildings, it is recommended that the Phase 2 Study, 

which will include the assessment of the educational space needs analysis is completed to assist in 

providing the necessary information to make informed decisions on the best use of funds and the 

options available to address the issues.  

It is important to note that throughout this report, references have been made to the current building 

codes.  It is assumed that at the time of construction, each facility met the existing building codes and 

that existing conditions have been grandfathered.  Upgrades for compliance with current building codes 

are suggested in all areas of life safety and accessibility.  All new work and renovations to existing 

conditions must comply with current building codes.  In some instances, new repair or renovation work 

may trigger facility upgrades such as the addition of sprinklers, seismic bracing, or ADA (handicap 

accessibility) compliance.  Specific thresholds are defined in detail under the appropriate regulation 

description as noted in the Regulatory Overview, but in general, when the proposed scope of work does 

not exceed a defined threshold, only the work being performed is required to comply with the current 

edition of the codes. 

Capital Improvement Plan Summary

The Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) section of this study summarizes the recommendations for each 

building along with itemized costs.  The CIP is designed to assist in the planning and management of 

capital and maintenance improvements for District facilities.  In the CIP spreadsheet, building needs and 

recommendations are organized into six categories: Health, Safety, and Welfare; Code Compliance; 

Handicap Accessibility; Maintenance – Extending the Life of the Facility; Energy Efficiency and Hazardous 

Materials Abatement.  Estimated cost of the repairs, replacement, or work noted is developed based on 

the current cost of the work (present value) and the items are prioritized in terms of when repairs 

should occur; Priority-1: immediate needs (1-2 years), Priority-2: short-term needs (3-6 years) and 

Priority-3: long-term needs (7+ years).  The actual years that the items are completed will be determined 

by the school district as they evaluate their stewardship plan each year.  The School District and Dore & 

Whittier (D&W) worked together to organize the building needs, recommendations and priority levels. 

The CIP should be considered a “living/working document” for the District to use as a guide for future 

improvements and can/should be modified as needs and changes arise.  The CIP may also serve as a 

baseline of comparison for other options to be considered.   

This Capital Improvement Plan is a great first step in planning and prioritizing 

work for cost-effective decision making.

These estimates were prepared for budgetary purposes, using 2018 costs; are preliminary and 

conceptual in nature based on limited investigations.  These estimates are identified as “Project Costs” 

and include contingencies as well as allowances for architect/engineering services, permitting, GC 

overhead & profit, etc.  Further refinement of costs will be necessary after a detailed scope of work is 
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developed.  Costs for temporary facilities, phasing or for increased escalation beyond this date are not 

included.  The hazardous materials abatement items would only be completed through the course of a 

renovation project, and would depend on the scope of the work. 

A full, detailed scope of work must be developed along with a complete code review and updated cost 

estimate prior to the start of any repair, renovation, or new construction project.

Below is a summary of the Capital Improvement Plan cost estimates: 
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It is important to note that the capital improvement items address the building conditions only and do 

not reflect the functional use of the space, or educational programming.  In some areas of the report, 

we noted conditions where space needs were not being met or site circulation issues need to be 

resolved; however recommendations have not been submitted to resolve these conditions as part of 

Phase 1.  To better understand where these issues occur and how best to resolve these types of 

conditions, a full educational space programming analysis and campus master plan is planned as part of 

Phase 2 of this study.
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW  
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Buildings undergoing repairs, altera�ons, addi�ons, changes in use, or reloca�on will be permi5ed under the ap-

propriate adopted regula�on for the scope of work. The current  State of Vermont rules are: 

• Vermont Fire and Building Safety Code, 2015 edi�on 

• Vermont Electrical Safety Rules, 2017 edi�on 

• Vermont Plumbing Rules, 2015 edi�on 

• Vermont Elevator Safety Rules, 2014 edi�on 

• Vermont Access Rules, 2012 edi�on 

• Vermont Commercial Building Energy Standards (CBES), 2015 edi�on 

In addi�on to the state rules above, buildings providing a place of public accommoda�on would be required to 

comply with the applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabili�es Act (2010 edi�on) .  

 

S$,!#-) R'G*#H'I'-+. %-J TKH'.K,"J. L,H C,I!"#%-$' 

For certain regula�ons, such as the Fire and Building Safety Code, compliance thresholds for full compliance with 

the code as for new construc�on for elements or systems throughout a building may be required by the code 

language, even if the scope of work did not originally an�cipate upgrading these systems or elements. These 

thresholds for compulsory compliance can be based on the type of work and/or the area impacted by the pro-

posed scope of work. Specific thresholds will be defined in greater detail under the appropriate regula�on de-

scrip�on below, but in general, when the proposed scope of work does not exceed a defined threshold, only the 

work being performed is required to comply with the current edi�on of the codes.  
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When considering changes to an exis�ng building, the principal guiding regula�on is the Vermont Fire & Building 

Code (Building Code), which is enforced by the Vermont Department of Public Safety. This Code is actually a 

combina�on of adopted na�onal standard codes, with adopted amendments, that regulate the construc�on and 

maintenance of new and exis�ng structures. The following standards are adopted as part of the state Building 

Code. 

 NFPA 101 (2015) - Life Safety Code 

 NFPA 1 (2015) - Fire Code 

 IBC (2015) - Interna�onal Building Code 

 IEBC (2015) - Interna�onal Exis�ng Building Code 

 NBIC (2015) - Na�onal Board of Inspec�on Code   

This Code has various degrees of applica�on of these regula�ons based on the type of project that is an�cipated. 

The Code incorporates the matrix below to iden�fy which regula�ons apply to which type of project.  
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When considering changes to an exis�ng building, the principal guiding regula�on is the NFPA 101 Life Safety 

Code. This code includes general chapters related to building systems and general provisions for all building types 

(chapters 1 through 11), occupancy specific chapters (chapters 12 through 42) and a chapter dedicated to 

building rehabilita�on (chapter 43). In NFPA 101 “Building Rehabilita�on” includes the Repair, Renova�on, 

Modifica�on, Reconstruc�on, Change of use or Occupancy Classifica�on, or Addi�on to an exis�ng building. 

Chapter 43 further defines each of these terms to clarify the classifica�on of a given scope of work. Following 

classifica�on into one or more of these categories of work, the applicable requirements for the type of work can 

be determined.  

In order to accurately determine the applicable provisions of the Code, it is important to understand how each 

type of work is defined.  Chapter 43 includes the following defini�on for category of work scoping, each falling 

under the general category of “Building Rehabilita�on”.  

Repair. The patching, restora�on, or pain�ng of materials, elements, equipment, or fixtures for the 

purposes of maintaining such materials elements equipment or fixtures in good or sound condi�on.  

Renova�on. The replacement in kind, strengthening, or upgrading of building elements, materials, 

equipment, or fixtures, that does not result in a reconfigura�on of the building spaces within.  

Modifica�on. The reconfigura�on of any space; the addi�on, reloca�on, or elimina�on of any door or 

window; the addi�on or elimina�on of load-bearing elements; the reconfigura�on or extension of any 

system; or the installa�on of any addi�on equipment.  

Reconstruc�on. The reconfigura�on of a space that affects an exit or a corridor shared by more than 

one occupant space; or the reconfigura�on of a space such that the rehabilita�on work area is not 

permi5ed to be occupied because exis�ng means of egress and fire protec�on systems, or their 

equivalent, are not in place or con�nuously maintained.  

Change of Use. A change in the purpose or level of ac�vity within a structure that involves a change in 

the applica�on of the requirements of the Code. 

Change of Occupancy Classifica�on. The change in the occupancy classifica�on of a structure or 

por�on of a structure.  

Addi�on. An increase in the building area, aggregate floor area, building height, or number of stories 

of a structure.  

 

In addi�on to the requirements for the type of work in Chapter 43, any project undergoing a repair, renova�on, 

modifica�on, or reconstruc�on (the first four defini�ons above) must also comply with the chapter for its 

respec�ve exis�ng occupancy classifica�on. These occupancy specific chapters indicate requirements for means 

of egress arrangement, finishes, fire detec�on and suppression, and building system requirements.   

These four categories of work are also required to comply with the Interna�onal Exis�ng Building Code (IEBC) for 

“structural requirements only” as stated in the Vermont Code. However, the means of scoping work for structural 

requirements is not clearly defined in Vermont. Similar to NFPA 101, Chapter 43, the IEBC has different 

methodologies for categorizing work and determining applicable provisions. Because this methodology is not 

clearly defined in the Vermont Code, the approach for determining a structural scope for any category of building 

rehabilita�on should be reviewed with the Building Official. 

For the next two categories of work above (Change of Use or Change of Occupancy Classifica�on), the Code may 
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require compliance with the respec�ve occupancy chapters as for new construc�on under certain condi�ons 

where the new use or occupancy results in a higher hazard classifica�on or hazardous use area. This is an 

important dis�nc�on that may be overlooked when referring only to the Vermont Matrix of codes. This Matrix 

only refers to the “appropriate occupancy chapter”; however, different categories of work will determine which 

occupancy chapter—new or exis�ng—is “appropriate”.  

Addi�ons will be required to comply with the applicable occupancy chapter as for new construc�on and, in 

Vermont, are also required to comply with specific chapters of the Interna�onal Building Code (IBC) as for new 

construc�on. The general intent of the Vermont Code is to rely on NFPA 101 for life safety features such as the 

means of egress system and to u�lize the IBC as an augmenta�on to the NFPA Code. The Vermont Code excludes 

or limits the applicability of IBC chapters and also defers to NFPA 101 where conflicts between the two model 

codes occur. Any repair, renova�on, altera�on, or reconstruc�on work within an exis�ng building to which an 

addi�on is being made will be required to comply with the provisions for those categories of work as described 

above.   

S!H#-^"'H PH,+'$+#,- R'G*#H'I'-+. 

Sec�on 43.6.4 of NFPA 101 describes the requirements for the incorpora�on of Ex�nguishing Systems (sprinkler 

systems, generally) in buildings undergoing rehabilita�on work. While specific project circumstances may require 

the addi�on of or expansion of sprinkler systems based on occupancy type and project scope, there are two 

broad-brush thresholds that would require a project to incorporate sprinkler systems throughout a building or 

story and on all stories below the rehabilita�on work area. 

1. In a building with rehabilita�on work areas (renova�ons, modifica�ons, or reconstruc�on work) involving 

over 50 percent of the aggregate building area (all stories combined), automa�c sprinkler systems shall be 

provided on the highest floor containing a rehabilita�on work area and on all floor below.  

2. On any story with rehabilita�on work areas involving over 50 percent of the area of the story, a sprinkler 

system shall be provided throughout the story.  

 

In addi�on to the sprinkler system requirements above, any rehabilita�on work areas in a building required to be 

provided with a standpipe in other sec�ons of the Code will be required to be provided with a standpipe up to 

and including the highest rehabilita�on work area floor.  

A$$'..#&#"#+Q 

In Vermont, the Vermont Access Rules are developed by the Vermont Access Board and enforced for new 

construc�on or exis�ng building altera�ons by the Department of Public Safety, Division of Fire Safety. For the 

most part the Access Rules follow the organiza�on of the Americans with Disabili�es Act Architectural Guidelines 

(ADAAG 2010) described in more detail below. However, the Vermont Access Rules differ from the ADAAG in a 

couple of significant respects.  

First, the Access Rules are enforceable as a Code in Vermont. This means that, in order to obtain a building 

permit, and any scope of work for new construc�on, addi�ons, altera�ons, or the installa�on of equipment must 

demonstrate compliance with accessibility regula�ons in the same manner as for the building code. The Vermont 

Access Rules do not apply to exis�ng buildings that are not altered, whereas certain aspects of ADA for barrier 

removal may be applicable to un-altered exis�ng public facili�es or programs.  

Second, the Vermont Rules defini�on of a Public Building is applicable to some building types that may be exempt 

from ADA, such as private clubs. The Vermont  Access Rules defini�on of a public building is included here in full 

to convey the extent  of applicability of these regula�ons.  
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Public Building – A state, county, or municipal building, airport terminal, bus or railroad sta�on, school 

building or school, or society hall, hotel as defined in sec�on 9202 of Title 32, restaurant, apartment, 

church or other house of worship, factory, mill, office building, or in other building in which persons are 

employed, store or other space wherein goods are offered for sale at wholesale or retail, nursery, 

convalescent home, home of the aged or day care facility; provided that the term “public building” does 

not include a family residence registered as a day care home under subchapter 1 of chapter 35 of Title 

33. […] “Public building” also means a tent or outdoor structure, place of amusement, barn, shed or 

workshop, if normally open to the public for the purpose of offering goods for sale at wholesale or retail, 

public assembly or viewing, entertainment, or educa�on. […]  [The defini�on of a public building under 

these rules differs in some respects from the defini�on of a public building that applies to the Vermont 

Fire & Building Safety Code under 20 V.S.A. 2730.]  

 

The Americans with Disabili�es Act Architectural Guidelines (ADAAG 2010) is part of a federal civil rights 

regula�on that is also applicable to work on exis�ng buildings depending on their intended users. ADA 

applicability would be under Title II for any state or local government en�ty, program, service, or facility whereas 

Title III is applicable for any places of public accommoda�on or commercial facili�es that fall into specifically 

defined categories. The requirements for buildings under the ADA are enforced by the US Department of Jus�ce, 

and enforcement is typically through inves�ga�ons or civil lawsuits resul�ng from complaints filed by individuals 

or organiza�ons for perceived viola�ons of the Act. These ac�ons can be brought against a building Owner at any 

�me, as opposed to building codes which are typically enforced when a building permit is granted for a proposed 

scope of work. 

Title II (State and Local Governments) of the ADA requires that all services, programs, and ac�vi�es provided 

by state and local government en��es be accessible to people with disabili�es. This does not require that all 

exis�ng facili�es be brought into compliance, but that barriers be removed in exis�ng buildings such that all 

public services or programs, when viewed in their en�rety, are accessible. Any proposed work on an exis�ng 

building under Title II would be required to comply with ADA guidelines to the maximum extent feasible and new 

facili�es would be required to comply completely with the guidelines. Addi�onally, when work is proposed that 

affects a primary func�on of an exis�ng facility, the path of travel to that area, including the bathrooms, drinking 

fountain, and telephones on that path would need be made accessible as well. There are excep�ons in Title II for 

structural imprac�cability, historic buildings, certain types of spaces, and dispropor�onality of cost for altera�ons 

to an accessible path serving a primary func�on area which all require close considera�on for each scope of work 

in each building under considera�on. 

Title III facili�es are privately owned buildings that are either defined as places of public accommoda�on 

(business open to the public and fall into one of 12 categories listed in the ADA) or as commercial facili�es (non-

residen�al facili�es that are not defined as places of public accommoda�on). The requirements for altera�ons to 

these facili�es are similar to those as for Title II facili�es, including the provisions for an accessible path serving a 

space that is considered a primary func�on. The most significant difference is that Title III exis�ng facili�es are 

not held to the same "removal of exis�ng barriers" standard or program and service access standards as Title II 

facili�es. S�ll, any proposed work in a Title III building would be required to comply to the maximum extent 

feasible, taking all of the applicable excep�ons into considera�on.  

E-'H)Q C,-.'Hf%+#,- 

The 2015 Vermont Commercial Building Energy Standards (CBES) serves as the energy conserva�on code for any 

new construc�on, addi�on, altera�on, renova�on, or repair of commercial buildings in Vermont. This specialized 

code, administered by the Department of Public Service, is intended to regulate the design and construc�on of 

facili�es with respect to the use and conserva�on of energy over the life of the building.  While other codes 

discussed in this overview are enforced by a building or fire official, the enforcement of the energy code is 
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through a cer�fica�on process. Vermont statutes requires cer�fica�on that both the design and construc�on of 

commercial buildings are in compliance with CBES. The design is typically cer�fied by the primary licensed design 

professional (architect or engineer) and the construc�on is cer�fied by the primary party responsible for the 

construc�on (construc�on manager or general contractor). 

Chapter 5 of the CBES controls the altera�on, repair, addi�on, and change of occupancy of exis�ng buildings and 

has no authority to require the removal, altera�on, or prevent the con�nued use of any exis�ng buildings. 

Proposed addi�ons to exis�ng structures would be required to comply with the CBES as for new construc�on.  

Altera�ons to exis�ng buildings also need to comply with the CBES as for new construc�on and cannot make the 

exis�ng building less conforming to the code than it was prior to the altera�on. In general, this means that when 

a building envelope or mechanical system or piece of equipment is modified as part of a scope of work, the 

replacement elements or systems are required to comply with the CBES for new construc�on. There is no 

provision, based on the work area or dollar value of altera�ons, which would require an exis�ng facility to be 

brought into full compliance with the energy code.  

Certain specific scopes of work that may be limited to one por�on of the building, whether considered as 

addi�ons or altera�ons to exis�ng facili�es, are required to consider the effect on the en�re facility. The addi�on 

of windows or other fenestra�on, including skylights, needs to incorporate all of the building fenestra�on areas 

in the total allowable fenestra�on area. Alterna�vely, a project could pursue the Total Building Performance 

method, requiring energy modeling, but would then need to demonstrate full compliance with the CBES as for 

new construc�on.  Otherwise, altera�on and addi�on compliance requirements are limited to the work 

performed. 

F#H' S%L'+Q C,J' 

In addi�on to the Building Codes (NFPA 101 / IBC / IEBC), there is also a Fire Code (NFPA 1) which is enforced by 

the Division of Fire Safety. The Fire Code is generally enforced as a safety maintenance code, intended to prevent 

or remedy any condi�ons that may be fire hazards and to provide safety requirements to protect the public in the 

event of a fire. This code also regulates the installa�on and maintenance of fire safety equipment such as 

sprinkler systems and fire detec�on systems.  

The Fire Code does apply to both new and exis�ng condi�ons, but this code states that all installa�ons of 

equipment completed prior to the adop�on of the code are deemed to be in compliance. However, the fire 

official s�ll has the authority to require compliance with the code for any condi�on which cons�tutes an 

imminent danger.  

For the purposes of this report, it is important to note that the Fire Code also states that any provision related to 

the construc�on, altera�on, movement, enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use, occupancy, removal, 

or demoli�on of buildings shall effec�vely be regulated by the building code. As such, this report contains 

minimal references to the Fire Code and will rely on the NFPA 101 / IBC / IEBC requirements outlined above for 

evalua�on and considera�on of exis�ng condi�ons and any proposed scope of work.  
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REGULATORY ASSESSMENT: SOUTH BURLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL  

This Regulatory Assessment will seek to convey to what degree the South Burlington High School, in its 

current condi�on, complies with current building codes and regula�ons. The Assessment does not 

a+empt to define a scope of work, but rather highlight specific non-complying condi�ons and iden�fy 

which condi�ons would require correc�on if a repair, altera�on, addi�on, or change of use were to be 

proposed for the facility.  

It’s important to note that a building or a por�on of a building does not require correc�on simply 

because it does not comply with current codes; any building that is legally occupied and adequately 

maintained can remain so without bringing the building into full compliance with codes and 

regula�ons. This principal of non-conforming rights (that a newly adopted regula�on cannot impose 

the undue burden of compliance on legally exis�ng occupancies) is reflected in how the codes iden�fy 

to what degree exis�ng buildings must be brought into compliance when a scope of work is proposed. 

The greater the scope of work, the greater the burden of compliance with a given code or regula�on 

will be required.  

The Exis�ng Building Code uses the type of work and the affected area to determine when increasing 

levels of compliance are required. When considering a proposed scope of work for the building, a 

careful considera�on of the various degrees of compliance will need to be considered. Refer to the 

Regulatory Overview sec�on of this report for a more detailed descrip�on of the various compliance 

paths outlined in the Exis�ng Building Code. 

NFPA 101 - E<=>?=@A EBCDE?=F@EG ODDCHE@DI RJKC=LJMJ@?> 

Any future renova�on or addi�on projects would be required to comply with the requirements of 

NFPA-101 related to Exis�ng Educa�onal Occupancies.  If any poten�al future projects are planned, the 

following issues of conformance with NFPA 101 may affect the design and scope of such a project: 

BC=GB=@A HJ=AP? E@B ALJE: Based on the area of the main floor of the building of approximately 83,000 

square feet, it significantly exceeds the allowable area of 14,500 square feet for Type II-000 

construc�on in a non-sprinklered condi�on.  It is not clear from the drawings of the original building or 

the addi�ons that any valid fire walls exist that would segment the structure into separate buildings 

which would help to limit the spread of fire.  Based on this actual area, any significant renova�on 

projects or addi�ons may require that the building be fully sprinklered and/or have the structure 

protected with fireproofing, and/or subdivided with “alterna�ve compliance” fire walls in order to 

make the building area more compliant. 

While the building code does not require that the exis�ng structure to be improved aside from a 

significant renova�on, any planned renova�ons may include a requirement for improvements to the 

exis�ng building.  Any addi�ons should be an�cipated to be constructed as structurally separate 

buildings with a fire wall separa�on to the exis�ng building. 

Means of Egress Requirements:  From a few different standpoints, the exis�ng building would not 

conform to the current building code.  One important aspect is that the exit stairs that provide egress 

from the second floor are not enclosed - they are not separated and protected from the remainder of 

the corridors or building to prevent smoke or fire from entering them.  In the current building code, the 
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stairs would have to be enclosed with 1 hour fire resistance rated construc�on, and a por�on of the 

corridor on the ground floor that connects the corridor to the exterior would also have to be separated to a 

1 hour ra�ng to provide a con�nuous protected path from the stairs to the exterior.   

Travel distances - being the distance one must travel from any point in the building to the nearest exit - 

is limited by the occupancy type and whether the building is protected with fire sprinklers.  Since the 

stairs are not enclosed and protected, they are not considered an exit in code terms; so the travel 

distance from any second floor space must include the distance traveled on the stair itself and through 

the first floor to an exterior exit door.  This added distance of travel from many second floor rooms 

means that the travel distances exceed the code limit for a building that is not fully sprinklered 

throughout. 

Sprinkler Protec�on Requirements:  The building is only par�ally spinklered, since the 1978 addi�ons 

included fire protec�on; the original building does not include fire sprinklers, and subsequent to the 

1978 addi�on sprinklers were at least par�ally removed from the southerly addi�on area at the weight 

room.  Since the building is only par�ally sprinklered, some benefits in the code applicable to fully 

sprinklered buildings cannot be applied to the building.  For instance: 

• The maximum travel distance to the nearest exit in a sprinklered building is 200 feet; in a non-

sprinklered building it is 150 feet.  The travel distance from many occupied spaces (including 

classrooms) to the nearest exit or exit enclosure is over 150 feet.  Adding sprinklers to throughout 

the building would make the egress from many spaces and classrooms compliant with code travel 

distances. 

• In non-sprinklered educa�onal buildings, classrooms below the 4
th

 floor level of any building must 

include at least one outside window capable of facilita�ng emergency rescue through the window; 

specific opening dimensions and sill heights are required. Not all classrooms feature compliant 

windows. While the code includes some excep�ons to this rule, none of them appear to be 

applicable to the school. 

• In non-sprinklered educa�onal buildings, corridors are required to be separated from other spaces 

by fire-resistant walls and openings.  We cannot determine if exis�ng walls are constructed 

properly above ceilings with all openings and penetra�ons properly sealed with firestopping to 

provide a con�nuous barrier, and some openings do not appear to be compliant, as fire ra�ng 

labels were not observed on the doors and frames.  Some openings that include wired glass appear 

to have openings larger than permi+ed by code. 

• In non-sprinklered buildings, the building must be subdivided by walls to form “smoke 

compartments” of no more than 30,000 s.f. each which are separated by fire rated walls. Similar to 

the corridor walls described above, we could not verify that adequate building 

compartmentaliza�on exists to sa�sfy this requirement. 

ADDJ>>=[=G=?I 

Because the building is a public school, owned and operated by the local municipality, it is considered a 

Title II facility under the (ADA). As such, any proposed work to the facility would be required to comply 

to the maximum extent feasible with the ADA Architectural Guidelines (the ADAAG) except where it 

would be structurally imprac�cal. The ADA does not have a threshold for requiring full facility 
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compliance, but does require that when there are altera�ons to an area of "primary 

func�on" (including classrooms, media center, gymnasium, cafeteria, and administra�on areas), then 

the path of travel to the renovated primary func�on areas and the restrooms, telephones, and drinking 

fountains serving those areas are also renovated to be accessible.  It is also worth no�ng that under the 

ADA scoping, any person that feels that they have been discriminated against in terms of providing 

access to building areas, func�ons, or programs related to exis�ng non-conforming features can file 

civil ac�on against the school at any �me seeking to resolve or remove those barriers. 

Site 

• There does not appear to be sufficient designated parking for disabled persons.  Refer to the Civil 

Assessment for further discussion. 

• Some areas of the site feature deteriora�ng paving, which due to its condi�on does not provide an 

accessible route to the building. 

Entrances & Doors 

• The storefront entry (A15) between the library addi�on and the original building include sloping 

concrete approaches to the doors. While the door thresholds are flat, the slope of the concrete 

leading from the asphalt sidewalk to the doors rises approximately 6.5 inches over a length of 

approximately 68”. This sec�on of paving exceeds both the 1:20 slope limit for walking surfaces 

and the 1:12 limit for ramps. While ADA permits up to 1:10 slope for exis�ng sites where there is a 

space limita�on, there doesn’t appear to be such limita�on in the current condi�on.  Since this 

slope clearly is best described as a ramp condi�on by ADA rules, handrails should be provided on 

each side of the paving, as it exceeds a 6” rise. 

• Many secondary exits from the building are not accessible, as they include steps at the door 

threshold.  Where a space or por�on of the building require two means of egress, both should be 

accessible.  Doors from the wood frame addi�on to the exterior and other building exits are not 

accessible. 

• Some doors located in deep wall alcoves do not feature the required side-approach space, due to 

the depth from the face of wall to the face of door, which cannot exceed 8 inches.  On doors with 

closers, the floor area approach must be within 8” of the door face, and be 12” wide beyond the 

knob or handle edge of the door; on pull sides of doors an 18” wide space is needed for all doors.  

This is common to mul�ple interior and exterior doors. 

• Similarly, many interior doors do not feature the required push and pull side clearances due to the 

proximity of adjacent walls.  In many instances renova�ng the spaces would appear to be difficult, 

as the walls are CMU construc�on, and providing the required space at the doors would not be 

possible without significant renova�ons and reconfigura�ons of space. 

• Many doors at the interior feature knob-style hardware, which does not comply with accessibility 

rules.  Lever-style hardware is required that does not require grasping and turning of the wrist to 

operate. 

• Some double doors within the building are 5 feet wide, such that neither leaf does not provide 32” 
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clear width of opening, as required by access rules. 

• Many single doors within the building are less than 36 inches wide; when fully open doors 

must provide a 32” clear passage through the opening. In order to provide that, openings 

generally must be at least 34” wide.  Some openings are 30 and 32 inches wide.  A building 

wide survey of accessibility should verify that all spaces are served by at least one accessible 

route which includes a 36” wide door. 

• Accessible room signage does not exist for the vast majority of spaces.  Tac�le room signage is 

required by the access rules to be located at the strike side of door openings, mounted 60 

inches above floor to center of sign, and including raised le+ers and braille characters. 

Stairs and Ramps 

• The stair leading to the exterior door from the mechanical room does not include a guard or 

edge protec�on. Since the flight is more than 30 inches high, a guard and handrail are required 

at the open side of the stair. The stair flight is located in front of the leb hand door leaf, such 

that there is not a level floor landing across the full width of the door. 

• Similarly, the custodial room is accessed only by an interior metal stair.  While guards are not 

required at either side of this stair, as the total rise is less than 30 inches.  The landing at the 

interior of the door does not appear to be 36 inches long as required by the building code, and 

does not provide an accessible route into the space. 

• The mechanical room is accessed from the building interior by a make-shib plywood ramp laid 

over the exis�ng concrete stair. The ramp is too steep for accessibility rules, is not flush at the 

top and bo+om edges, does not appear to be secured in place, and has an unprotected edge at 

the edge of the plywood, where it drops off to the concrete floor. The ramp does not include 

handrails.  Being Type 2 construc�on, plywood is not suitable construc�on for a floor; the floor 

construc�on must be of the same class as the building. 

• Some interior stairs - especially the short stairs of 3 risers - do not feature the correct handrail 

extensions at the top and bo+om of the flights, as required by the access rules and building 

code. 

• The stairs that provide egress from the bleachers on the stage placorm are par�ally obstructed 

by the stage front curtain, which is hung near the center of the width of each flight of stairs.  

Egress paths must be clear and unobstructed.  These stairs do not include compliant handrails 

or guards at open edges.  

• Guards at original stair towers are not compliant with current code, as they include openings 

larger than 4” in diameter. Heights at open floor edges do not appear to comply with minimum 

42” height.  Handrails in some cases do not include required horizontal extensions at the top 

and bo+om of flights.  As these guards are exis�ng and not in danger of collapse, the building 

code does not require replacement, however these do not conform to current code. 
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Toilet & Shower Rooms 

• Doors to some accessible toilet stalls swing into the stalls.  Accessible stall doors must swing out, 

based on the size of the stalls, and be located diagonally opposite of the toilet.  The toilet rooms 

also require a turning space within the room outside of the stalls. Toilet rooms at the cafeteria do 

not comply. 

• Piping below wall mount lavatories in toilet rooms do not feature insulated hot water or trap 

piping, which is required by accessibility rules. 

• Some toilet accessories located above grab bars (such as toilet paper dispensers) are installed a 

few inches above the grab bar. This is not compliant with access rules, which require obstruc�ons 

above a grab bar to provide 12 inches clear height above the grab bar. 

• The locker shower rooms do not feature an accessible shower with transfer seat.   

• Where toilets are provided in the locker room, none are accessible.  Grab bars have been provided 

in one standard stall, but the dimensions of the stall do not comply, and the side grab bars are not 

installed at proper moun�ng heights. 

• The urinals located in the locker room do not comply with plumbing code or access rules.  One is 

located within 12” of the side wall - the minimum is 15”.  The grab bar at the other urinal is not 

required per access rules.  The urinals do not feature a privacy screen between them as required 

by the plumbing code, and are likely too close together to install one and have either urinal meet 

access width requirements. 

• At the sinks in the locker room, the paper towel dispenser is not within reach of a person 

posi�oned at the accessible sink, and is mounted above the maximum 48” reach range. 

• The gym locker rooms feature raised curbs at the entry to the shower rooms, making the showers 

inaccessible.  No accessible shower is provided. 

• There are no urinal screens at the gym locker rooms. 

• Mirrors at the gym locker room are not installed at accessible height. 

• There is no accessible toilet stall at the gym locker rooms. 

• The coach’s toilet/shower rooms are not accessible - toilets do not include grab bars, shower stalls 

include raised pans and are not accessible or adaptable.  The rooms are too small to provide 

turning radius within the room. 

• Drinking fountains within the school are not compliant; they are not mounted at the appropriate 

heights, do not provide knee space clearance, do not provide adequate approach clearances, and 

in many loca�ons are not even approachable due to other obstruc�ons.  

Other Equipment 

• Casework in most classrooms does not provide knee space at sink units.  Countertops in many 

loca�ons exceed the 34” height limit.  Refer to the Architectural Assessment for more discussion. 
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REGULATORY ASSESSMENT: F.H. TUTTLE MIDDLE SCHOOL  

This Regulatory Assessment will seek to convey to what degree the F.H. Tu"le Middle School, in its 

current condi�on, complies with current building codes and regula�ons. The Assessment does not 

a"empt to define a scope of work, but rather highlight specific non-complying condi�ons and iden�fy 

which condi�ons would require correc�on if a repair, altera�on, addi�on, or change of use were to be 

proposed for the facility.  

It’s important to note that a building or a por�on of a building does not require correc�on simply 

because it does not comply with current codes; any building that is legally occupied and adequately 

maintained can remain so without bringing the building into full compliance with codes and 

regula�ons. This principal of non-conforming rights (that a newly adopted regula�on cannot impose 

the undue burden of compliance on legally exis�ng occupancies) is reflected in how the codes iden�fy 

to what degree exis�ng buildings must be brought into compliance when a scope of work is proposed. 

The greater the scope of work, the greater the burden of compliance with a given code or regula�on 

will be required.  

The Exis�ng Building Code uses the type of work and the affected area to determine when increasing 

levels of compliance are required. When considering a proposed scope of work for the building, a 

careful considera�on of the various degrees of compliance will need to be considered. Refer to the 

Regulatory Overview sec�on of this report for a more detailed descrip�on of the various compliance 

paths outlined in the Exis�ng Building Code. 

NFPA 101 - E<=>?=@A EBCDE?=F@EG ODDCHE@DI RJKC=LJMJ@?> 

Any future renova�on or addi�on projects would be required to comply with the requirements of 

NFPA-101 related to Exis�ng Educa�onal Occupancies.  If any poten�al future projects are planned, the 

following issues of conformance with NFPA 101 may affect the design and scope of such a project: 

BC=GB=@A HJ=AP? E@B ALJE: Based on the area of the main floor of the building of approximately 63,000 

square feet, it significantly exceeds the allowable area of 14,500 square feet for Type II-000 

construc�on in a non-sprinklered condi�on.  It is not clear from the drawings of the original building 

that any valid fire walls exist that would segment the structure into separate buildings which would 

help to limit the spread of fire.  Based on this actual area, any significant renova�on projects or 

addi�ons may require that the building be fully sprinklered and/or have the structure protected with 

fireproofing, and/or subdivided with “alterna�ve compliance” fire walls in order to make the building 

area more compliant. 

While the building code does not require that the exis�ng structure to be improved aside from a 

significant renova�on, any planned renova�ons may include a requirement for improvements to the 

exis�ng building.  Any addi�ons should be an�cipated to be constructed as structurally separate 

buildings with a fire wall separa�on to the exis�ng building. 

Means of Egress Requirements:  Generally speaking, the means of egress routes are very well laid out with 

stairways located within distance requirements, even for a school without a sprinkler system, with the 

excep�on of one area on the 2nd floor.  The stairways are enclosed and exit directly to the outside.  

Some doors were noted to be held open with door stops and latches; this is not permi"ed by current 
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code.  Other doors were held open with magne�c hold-opens connected to the fire alarm system.   

Sprinkler Protec�on Requirements:  The building is only par�ally spinklered, in storage rooms off of the 

domes�c water system; this method of providing fire protec�on is no longer permi"ed in current 

codes.  Since the building is only par�ally sprinklered, some benefits in the code applicable to fully 

sprinklered buildings cannot be applied to the building.  For instance: 

• The maximum travel distance to the nearest exit in a sprinklered building is 200 feet; in a non-

sprinklered building it is 150 feet.  The travel distance from many occupied spaces (including 

classrooms) to the nearest exit or exit enclosure is over 150 feet.  Adding sprinklers to throughout 

the building would make the egress from many spaces and classrooms compliant with code travel 

distances. 

• In non-sprinklered educa�onal buildings, classrooms below the 4
th

 floor level of any building must 

include at least one outside window capable of facilita�ng emergency rescue through the window; 

specific opening dimensions and sill heights are required. None of the classrooms feature 

compliant windows. While the code includes some excep�ons to this rule, none of them appear to 

be applicable to the school. 

• In non-sprinklered educa�onal buildings, corridors are required to be separated from other spaces 

by fire-resistant walls and openings.  We cannot determine if exis�ng walls are constructed 

properly above ceilings with all openings and penetra�ons properly sealed with firestopping to 

provide a con�nuous barrier, and some openings do not appear to be compliant, as fire ra�ng 

labels were not observed on the doors and frames.  Some openings that include wired glass appear 

to have openings larger than permi"ed by code.   

• In non-sprinklered buildings, the building must be subdivided by walls to form “smoke 

compartments” of no more than 30,000 s.f. each which are separated by fire rated walls. Similar to 

the corridor walls described above, we could not verify that adequate building 

compartmentaliza�on exists to sa�sfy this requirement. 

ADDJ>>=Z=G=?I 

Because the building is a public school, owned and operated by the local municipality, it is considered a 

Title II facility under the (ADA). As such, any proposed work to the facility would be required to comply 

to the maximum extent feasible with the ADA Architectural Guidelines (the ADAAG) except where it 

would be structurally imprac�cal. The ADA does not have a threshold for requiring full facility 

compliance, but does require that when there are altera�ons to an area of "primary 

func�on" (including classrooms, media center, gymnasium, cafeteria, and administra�on areas), then 

the path of travel to the renovated primary func�on areas and the restrooms, telephones, and drinking 

fountains serving those areas are also renovated to be accessible.  It is also worth no�ng that under the 

ADA scoping, any person that feels that they have been discriminated against in terms of providing 

access to building areas, func�ons, or programs related to exis�ng non-conforming features can file 

civil ac�on against the school at any �me seeking to resolve or remove those barriers. 

Site 

• There does not appear to be sufficient designated parking for disabled persons.  Refer to the Civil 
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Assessment for further discussion. 

• Some areas of the site feature deteriora�ng paving, which due to its condi�on does not provide an 

accessible route to the building. 

Entrances & Doors 

• Many secondary exits from the building are not accessible, as they include steps at the door 

threshold.  Where a space or por�on of the building require two means of egress, both should be 

accessible.   

• Some doors located in deep wall alcoves do not feature the required side-approach space, due to 

the depth from the face of wall to the face of door, which cannot exceed 8 inches.  On doors with 

closers, the floor area approach must be within 8” of the door face, and be 12” wide beyond the 

knob or handle edge of the door; on pull sides of doors an 18” wide space is needed for all doors.  

This is common to mul�ple interior doors. 

• Similarly, many interior doors do not feature the required push and pull side clearances due to the 

proximity of adjacent walls.  In many instances renova�ng the spaces would appear to be difficult, 

as the walls are CMU construc�on, and providing the required space at the doors would not be 

possible without significant renova�ons and reconfigura�ons of space. 

• The majority of doors at the interior have had lever style handles retrofi"ed onto exis�ng original 

doors in an effort to make them accessible.   

• Most single doors meet the minimum 32” clearance. Some double doors within the building are 5 

feet wide, such that neither leaf provides 32” clear width of opening, as required by access rules. 

• Accessible room signage does not exist for the vast majority of spaces.  Tac�le room signage is 

required by the access rules to be located at the strike side of door openings, mounted 60 inches 

above floor to center of sign, and including raised le"ers and braille characters. 

Stairs and Ramps 

• Several loca�ons throughout the building, there are steps leading down into sunken parts of the 

school (ie. library and cafeteria). While ramps were constructed to provide accessibility to these 

spaces, there are aspects of these features that do not meet today’s guidelines (ie. handrails and 

extensions, landing dimensions in front of a door, ramp slope and finish material).  

• Stairs provide a barrier to access the pla_orm in the cafeteria.   

• Risers in the music/band rooms do not allow disabled musicians to access the upper levels of the 

space.   

• Some interior stairs - especially the short stairs of 3 risers - do not feature the correct handrail 

extensions at the top and bo"om of the flights, as required by the access rules and building code.  

Some ramps and stairs only have a handrail on one side.   
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Toilet & Shower Rooms 

• Doors to some accessible toilet stalls swing into the stalls.  Accessible stall doors must swing out, 

based on the size of the stalls, and be located diagonally opposite of the toilet.  The toilet rooms 

also require a turning space within the room outside of the stalls. Some toilet rooms have 

accessible features while appearing to be compliant, but may be lacking in other areas making it 

not fully compliant with current codes.   

• Piping below wall mount lavatories in some toilet rooms do not feature insulated hot water or trap 

piping, which is required by accessibility rules. 

• Some toilet accessories located above grab bars (such as toilet paper dispensers) are installed a 

few inches above the grab bar. This is not compliant with access rules, which require obstruc�ons 

above a grab bar to provide 12 inches clear height above the grab bar. 

• Where toilets are provided in the locker room, none are accessible.  Grab bars have been provided 

in one standard stall, but the dimensions of the stall do not comply, and the side grab bars are not 

installed at proper moun�ng heights. 

• The urinals located in the locker room do not comply with plumbing code or access rules.   The 

urinals do not feature a privacy screen between them as required by the plumbing code, and are 

likely too close together to install one and have either urinal meet access width requirements. 

• At the sinks in the locker room, the paper towel dispenser is not within reach of a person 

posi�oned at the accessible sink, and is mounted above the maximum 48” reach range. 

• The gym locker rooms feature raised curbs at the entry to the shower stalls making the showers 

inaccessible.  The locker shower rooms do not feature an accessible shower with transfer seat.   

• Mirrors at the gym locker room are not installed at accessible height. 

• Drinking fountains within the school are not compliant; they are not mounted at the appropriate 

heights, do not provide knee space clearance, do not provide adequate approach clearances, and 

in many loca�ons are not even approachable due to other obstruc�ons.  

Other Equipment 

• Casework in most classrooms, including the science lab casework does not provide knee space at 

sink units.  Countertops in many loca�ons do not sa�sfy height requirements. Refer to the 

Architectural Assessment for more discussion. 
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Engineering Ventures Inc. C-2-1

CIVIL ASSESSMENT 
A site-visit was conducted to South Burlington Tuttle Middle School and South Burlington High School on 

Tuesday, November 21, 2017 and Friday December 1, 2017 to assess the general facility condition.  A 

portion of the site-visit on Friday December 1 was spent watching the morning drop-off circulation and a 

portion with the facilities director, Bart Miceli.  The site-visits consisted of a general observation of the 

grounds exterior to the building and the surrounding site.  No detailed inspections, measurements, soil 

investigation, or sub-surface review occurred. 

Figure 1:  GIS based aerial image of Tuttle Middle School and South Burlington High School Campus

General site description:

The site is approximately 80 acres (see Figure 1).  The west half of the site, situated adjacent to Dorset 

Street is the developed portion which consists of the Tuttle Middle School located in the northwest 

corner and the High School located in the west and southwest corner.  Associated parking and sidewalks 

are located north and south of each of these buildings and several athletic sports fields (including the 

track, synthetic turf field and bleachers) are located generally east of the buildings.  There are 

approximately 9.5 acres of impervious surfaces (buildings, parking, sidewalks, track, etc).  East of the 

athletic fields is a wooded bank that slopes down to an extensive Class 2 wetlands area associated with 

Potash Brook that is approximately 23 acres.  While some partial plans of discrete portions of the site 

were provided by Bart Miceli, no campus wide maps of the site were located.  

Recommendations:  
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 Prior to proceeding with any detailed campus master plan or construction project design, a 

topographic (with wetland delineation) and boundary survey should be performed.

Circulation, parking, sidewalks:

South of High School Student parking:  This parking area is accessed from Kennedy Drive or Dorset 

Street and is primarily used for student parking (see Figure 2).  It also provides access to the loading and 

parking area south of the High School.  Vehicles may only exit to Dorset Street.

 Pavement here is in good condition.

 Circulation appears to function well.

 There are approximately 159 parking spaces.  Per ADA regulations, there should be 6 ADA 

spaces, including 1 Van Accessible space.  There appear to be only 5 identified ADA spaces, and 

only 2 of these appear to meet the striping and signage ADA requirements (see Figures 3 and 4).  

 There are no sidewalks in this area.

 Surface drainage and catch basins appear to function well 

Recommendations:

 ADA parking space count, location and configurations (striping and signage) should be reviewed 

and revised as appropriate to meet requirements.

 Provide sidewalks and/or safe walking paths from parking to building.

 Identify visitor parking spaces.

 Catch basin sumps should be inspected and sediment removed if more than half full.

Figure 2:  Aerial image of a portion of South High School parking and High School drop-off
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Figure 3:  South High School ADA parking that do not meet ADA striping and signage requirements.

Figure 4:  South High School ADA parking that does not meet ADA striping and signage requirements.

High School drop off loop:  This drop off area is accessed primarily from Dorset Street (though vehicles 

may enter from Kennedy Drive and pass through the student parking area to the south).  Vehicles may 

only exit to Dorset Street (See Figures 5 and 6).
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 Pavement is in moderate condition

 Drop-off circulation functions, but is not optimal. The drop-off zone is insufficient for the 

number of busses, leading to back up and congestion at the intersection of north end of student 

lot, parent drop-off and bus drop-off loops. The existing layout can result in vehicle conflicts, 

increasing driver and pedestrian confusion, impacting safe and efficient movement through the 

intersection for both vehicle and pedestrian traffic to the school entrance.

 Buses enter here first, drop off High School students, then exit to Dorset and enter central lot 

for Middle School student drop-off

 No long-term parking in this area, signage is unclear if short term parking/loading is allowed.

 Sidewalks in this area are in good condition

 Surface drainage and catch basins in this area appear to function well

Recommendations:

 Catch basin sumps should be inspected and sediment removed if more than half full.

 Review and clarify short term parking/loading in this area, update signage as appropriate.

 Additional review and analysis with option development for improved traffic patterns of 

pedestrians, student cars and bus and parent drop-offs.  Campus wide parking and drop-off 

configuration should be reviewed.

 Investigate options for a dedicated bus drop-off zone, independent of vehicles and student 

entrances.

 Investigate options for locating a designated visitor parking area, with improved pedestrian 

pathways and signage.

Figure 5:  South Burlington High School bus drop-off loop with separated passenger vehicle lane.
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Figure 6:  South Burlington High School bus drop-off loop (with passenger vehicle)

Central Staff parking and Tuttle Middle School drop off loop:  Vehicles enter and exit this area from 

Dorset Street.  The parking lanes are all one-way.  Buses and passenger vehicles circulate through the 

parking lot to the Tuttle Middle School drop off lanes, which are separated for buses and passenger 

vehicles (See Figure 7).

 Pavement is in poor condition.

 Drop-off circulation pattern with busses driving through parking lot shared with passenger 

vehicles and pedestrian cross traffic is undesirable and problematic. In addition to pedestrian 

traffic generated by vehicles parking in the lot and crossing to respective schools, students now 

use parking lot north of Tuttle, creating additional foot traffic, with resultant bus, vehicular and 

pedestrian conflicts, impacting vehicle flow and a significant concern for pedestrian safety.

 There are approximately 250 parking spaces.  Per ADA regulations, there should be 7 ADA 

spaces, including 2 Van Accessible spaces.  There appear to be 8 identified ADA spaces, 

however, some of these do not appear to meet the striping and signage ADA requirements (See 

Figure 8).

 Surface drainage is poor with standing water present throughout.  This appears due to poor 

pavement conditions and flat conditions, with long drainage paths to catch basins (see Figures 9 

and 10).

 Sidewalks around parking and drop off areas in varied condition.  Sidewalks are moderate to 

poor on south side near the former library entrance (see Figure 11).  Sidewalks are in good 

condition along the Tuttle Middle School drop-off loop.

Recommendations:
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 Parking reconstruction, including review of existing subbase materials and potential re-grading 

and redesign of drainage should be considered.

 ADA parking space count, location and configurations (striping and signage) should be reviewed 

and revised as appropriate to meet requirements.

 Catch basin sumps should be inspected and sediment removed if more than half full.

 Sidewalk circulation around north side of the South Burlington High School should be considered 

based on relocation of library and sidewalk repair/replacement should be evaluated, prioritized 

and planned for.

 Additional review and analysis with option development for improved traffic patterns for bus, 

passenger vehicle and pedestrian movement.

 Investigate options for a dedicated bus drop-off zone, apart from central parking lot.

Figure 7:  Aerial image of central parking area showing extents of poor pavement condition.
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Figure 8:  Central staff parking that does not meet ADA striping and signage requirements.

Figure 9:  Image of central parking area showing poor drainage.
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Figure 10:  Image of central parking area showing poor drainage and pavement condition. 

Figure 11:  Image of sidewalk south of central parking area showing extents of poor pavement condition.
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Figure 12:  Tuttle Middle School drop-off lane showing pavement in poor condition.

North of Tuttle Middle School staff and facilities parking/storage:  This area is understood to be an 

overflow staff parking lot and also facilities storage area.  There is also a power line running along the 

north edge of this area which likely includes an unknown associated easement.

 Surface is a mix of gravel and pavement in poor condition (see Figure 13).

 Parking and circulation is informal and inefficient.

 Facilities storage appears to consist of a variety of permanent, temporary, open and enclosed 

features.

Recommendations:

 If more formalized parking and circulation is desired, consider reconstructing parking subbase, 

pavement and striping, which will also likely require stormwater management features.

 Storage for facilities equipment and materials should be evaluated and a central and formalized 

storage facility considered.
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Figure 13:  North staff parking area with mix of gravel and pavement.

Gravel and Paved fire lane and athletic fields access east of High School:  This gravel lane appears 

intended to provide fire access around the east perimeter of the High School and vehicular access to the 

athletic facilities to the east (see Figures 14 and 15).

 The gravel lane surface is rough with potholes in many locations and undefined surface drainage 

resulting in standing water in some locations.

Recommendations:  

 If improvements to the fire lane are proposed, consider reconstructing with improved drainage, 

subbase and more stable surface (pavement or sur-pac).
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Figure 14:  Gravel and paved fire lane near tennis courts.

Figure 15:  Gravel and paved fire west of high school.

Athletic facilities:

Track and Artificial Turf field:  The track, artificial turf field and associated fencing, storage building and 

concession stand/ticket booth appear to be in adequate condition (see Figures 16-18)
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 Gravel from track storage building apron is spreading onto track surface (see Figure 19)

 All vehicle access gates were open during both site visits (see Figure 20).

Tennis courts:  The tennis court surface appeared to be in adequate condition.

North natural turf fields:  The south natural turf fields appeared to be in adequate condition (see Figures 

21 and 22).  

South natural turf fields:  The south natural turf fields appeared to be in adequate condition.  Sections of 

the perimeter chain link fence around these fields were in disrepair (see Figure 23).

Recommendations:

 Consider paving the apron adjacent to the track storage building to prevent gravel from 

spreading onto track surface.

 Vehicle gates around perimeter of track and artificial turf field should be closed and locked to 

prevent unauthorized vehicle access to this facility.

 If athletic field maintenance, use and conditions are a concern a comprehensive athletic facility 

assessment and master plan, which is an in-depth process that evaluates athletic facility 

demand and use correlation.

Figure 16:  Track with bleachers.
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Figure 17:  Track with artificial turf field.

Figure 18:  Track with artificial turf field.
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Figure 19:  Track storage building with gravel on track and open vehicle gate.

Figure 20:  Track with open vehicle gates.
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Figure 21:  North athletic fields.

Figure 22:  North athletic fields.
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Figure 23:  South athletic fields.

Water, Sewer and Stormwater drainage services:  There are minimal site plans available showing the 

extents, type and age of the utility services to the Tuttle Middle School and High School.  The services to 

the Tuttle Middle School and South Burlington High School likely date back to the original construction 

of these buildings in the 1960’s.  Many water and sewer construction materials are considered to have 

an expected useful lifespan of between 50 and 100 years, and these services are likely about 50 years 

old.  

Based on a conversation with Bart Miceli, the Tuttle Middle School sewer service backs up at least once 

per year and needs to be jetted out (see figures 24 and 25).  No known issues with other sewer service, 

waterline or stormwater drainage lines are known.  Aside from a stormwater infiltration system 

associated with the Track Concession building, there are no known stormwater treatment systems on 

the campus.

Recommendations:

 The Tuttle Middle School sewer should continue to be jetted annually (or as required).  After the 

next jetting, it is recommended to video the line to determine condition and location of likely 

cause of back-up.  Pending results of video, limited repair, or perhaps full replacement should be 

considered.  An external grease tank for kitchen waste line should be considered.   

 Consider videoing the High School sewer line to determine condition.

 Fire hydrants should be operated annually and flushed.  The flow rate should be measured and 

compared to NFPA recommended flow rates if this activity has not been recently performed by 

the City.
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Figure 24:  Tuttle Middle School sewer service routing through clearing in woods.

Figure 25:  Tuttle Middle School sewer service routing north of school.

Land Use Permits:
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Act 250:  A search of the online ANR Act 250 Database did not reveal any existing Act 250 Permits for 

this facility.  The original buildings pre-date Act 250 and it is possible that no work since has been 

greater than 10ac total which is the threshold for Act 250 for municipal (and school) projects.

Stormwater:  A search of the State of Vermont Environmental Interest Locator was performed.  The site 

has an Operational Stormwater permit # 6174-INDS.AR.  This permit is for Stormwater runoff the High 

School Concession and Team Rooms and Proposed Sidewalk to groundwater in the Potash Brook.  A 

stormwater permit amendment or new permit will likely be required for any new impervious area 

(buildings, pavement etc), or for more than 1 acre of redevelopment of impervious areas (converting 

one type of impervious area to another for example).

In addition, the recently passed Act 64 (H.35): An Act Relating to Improving the Quality of State Waters, 

will have an impact on this site since it has more than 3 acres of impervious surface that have not 

previously been permitted.  A summary of the relevant section of Act 64 is below:

§ 1264(g)(3): On or before Jan. 1, 2018, ANR shall issue a general permit for discharges of 

stormwater from impervious surface of 3 or more acres in size that previously were never 

permitted or were permitted under a pre-2002 permit standard.

 The general permit shall require retrofitting or redevelopment of old impervious surface.

 The permit shall establish an implementation schedule, provided that the permit will be 

implemented in the Lake Champlain basin by Oct. 1, 2023, and by Oct. 1, 2028 for the rest of 

the State.

 The general permit shall allow for the use of stormwater impact fees, offsets, and 

phosphorus credit trading within the watershed of the water to which the stormwater 

discharges or runs off.

Water/Wastewater:  A search of the online database for the State of Vermont Potable Water Supply 

and Wastewater Permits was performed.  The site is subject to permit numbers WW-4-0823 (for a YMCA 

facility at the School) and WW-4-3341, WW4-3341.1 for the Track and Field concession stand and 

subsequent waterline change from 4in to 8in diameter.  There may be other water/wastewater permits 

for the site which are not available online.

Other permits:  Other permits may exist that relate to exterior site features.  These permits could 

include Wetlands, City Zoning, Underground Storage Tank, and Public Water Supply permits.  This list 

does not include permits related to the building or interior operations of the building.

Recommendations:  

 Most new work at the campus, aside from standard maintenance and repair, may be subject to 

permits.  Consult with City of South Burlington Planning Staff or Vermont State permit 

coordinators (ANR and Act 250) prior to planning and beginning work.

 A General Permit will be available from the State of Vermont by January 1, 2018 and coverage 

will be required by October 1, 2023.  Coverage will require implementation of stormwater 

management for the impervious areas of the campus and/or impact fees or offsets.  

Recommend consulting with a civil engineer to seek coverage under the general permit.
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South Burlington High School – Structural Assessment

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This investigation of the existing structure was limited to visual observation of the exterior façade from 

grade and of main structural elements, where readily exposed to view.  No finishes were removed, nor 

was any non-destructive or destructive testing performed.  Partial sets of original structural design 

drawings depicting the existing construction were made available for use and were reviewed as part of 

this investigation.  The plan sets are as follows:

 South Burlington Junior-Senior High School by Julian W. Goodrich Architects, dated 8/20/60

 South Burlington High School Renovations by Durbrow Associates, dated 4/19/95

Additionally, partial sets of the architectural, electrical, mechanical, and site drawings were made 

available.  The general condition of the building is good.  This report identifies items that are of fair or 

poor condition.  Structural items observed, as part of this investigation, that are not specifically 

identified were generally seen to be of good condition, or better.  Evaluation of framing capacity and 

code compliance is based on the 2015 Vermont Fire and Building Safety Code and 2015 International 

Building Code, as adopted by the state.

FOUNDATION

The foundations are reinforced concrete frost walls and footings with a concrete slab-on-grade.  Visible 

portions of foundations are generally in good to fair condition.

EXTERIOR WALLS

The exterior walls of the Core, East, and West Wings are generally concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls 

with brick veneer or granite tile veneer.  According to the architectural drawings for the 1977 Addition, 

the exterior walls of the North, South, East, and Core Additions are generally metal stud and brick 

veneer infill wall construction.

FRAMING

The 1960 Building is a two-story structure comprised of the “Core” and the “East and West Wings.”  The 

1977 Addition consisted of a two-story “North Wing”, “South Wing”, “East Wing Addition”, and “Core 

Addition”.

1960 Building

The floor framing consists of open web steel joists and steel beams with a concrete slab, supported by 

CMU bearing walls and steel columns.  The roof framing consists of open web steel joists and steel 

beams with a metal roof deck, supported by CMU bearing walls and steel columns.  The roof 

construction is flat throughout the building.
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Original drawings indicate design live loads of 40 psf at the second floor framing, 100 psf at corridors 

and stairs, and 150 psf at the gym floor.  These values are consistent with current building code 

requirements for live load.  A preliminary review of representative framing found the existing framing 

suitable to support this load.  Original drawings also indicate a design roof live load of 40 psf, except for 

the roof over the storage, gym stage, and auditorium stage which have a design roof live load of 60 psf.  

The current design snow load for a flat roof in South Burlington, Vermont is 40 psf.  

The current building code requires that roofs adjacent to higher portions of the same structure be 

designed to withstand drifting snow from the higher roofs.  The roof framing was not designed for 

drifting snow, as was typical at the time of construction.  The roof framing surrounding the gym and 

auditorium could be subjected to snow loads, including drifting snow, of around 115 psf.

The addition of new equipment or insulation on the roof would require further evaluation of the 

capacity of the existing roof framing.  The roof framing at high snow drift areas and areas of increased 

load would likely require reinforcing.  A preliminary review of representative framing found the existing 

framing suitable to support the flat roof snow load, but not the additional snow drift load.

1977 Addition

No original structural drawings were available for the 1977 Addition.  Therefore, the structural framing 

for the North Wing, South Wing, East Wing Addition, and Core Addition is unknown.  According to the 

architectural drawings for the 1977 Addition, the floor framing is depicted to be steel beams with a 

composite concrete slab-on-deck, supported by steel columns and the roof framing is depicted to be 

open web steel joists and steel beams with metal roof deck, supported by steel columns.

Specific Issues Recommendations

The exterior exposed, concrete-filled steel HSS 

10x4 columns along the exterior façade of the 

East and West Wings exhibit splitting at the top 

of the columns, adjacent to the roof overhang.  

Splitting of the steel indicates water has 

infiltrated the concrete within the steel column.  

The infiltration of water into the steel column 

suggests that there may be corrosion of the 

interior of the steel column.  The columns do not 

appear to be structural load-resisting elements. 

(Figures 1-4).

Sample cementitious material at top of columns 

to determine whether metallic grout that would 

continue to produce damage present; and 

measure steel section loss.

Remove any metallic, loose, interfering, or 

expanded grout in top.

Clean steel; and stich weld and steel patch in 

place.  Coat interior steel.

Fill top with non-shrink, non-metallic grout; and 

allow to fully cure and dry.  Drill 3/4” diameter 

“breath hole” in HSS sides amidst new grout 

depth.

Affix and seal weld steel cap plate.

Clean and coat all steel surfaces and edges.  

Apply sealant to breath hole edge.   

The exterior exposed HSS columns have corrosion 

patches and blooms at several locations.  

(Acoustic testing indicated these were surficial 

conditions with insignificant section loss.  (Figure 

5)

Clean corrosion at locations.  Re-test by sounding 

and spot test hole drilling.  If surficial and/or very 

localized (~>2 square inches) as assumed , patch 

holes, clean surfaces and coat. 

At several locations, the brick veneer has defined, Either a maintenance or a rehabilitation level of 
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linear cracking.  The brick is non-loadbearing. 

Most cracks have received past patch measures, 

indicative of the cosmetic and rein-screen 

function of the system.   It appears that the 

cracks formation may be occurring as a result of 

anomalies in the brick ties pattern at edges and 

at corners under the influence of normal, 

seasonal brick thermal and moisture movements. 

(See Figures 6-8)

addressing the cracks are appropriate.  

- Removing the patches, routing and 

preparing the cracks for a recessed, 

ductile sealant application will retard 

moisture intrusion and allow for brick 

movement without additional major brick 

wall distress. Plan to recondition the joint 

on a 5-15 year cycle.

- Remove the brick around the corner area 

and add a new tie system.  Installing a 

nearby new brick control joint with 

sealant (and estimated maintenance of 

10-20 years) may be part of this wall 

design.

At the corners of the corners of the North wall of 

Library on the East and West wall faces; 

significant brick veneer cracking and non-

standard relatively large displacement has 

occurred.  The condition appears to have 

developed from a confluence of design and 

construction situations:

- Seasonal brick movement of the North 

wall toward the corner being significant 

due to insufficient vertical brick jointing. 

- Brick with differential gravity support as 

some of the brick is supported from the 

foundation directly adjacent to brick 

supported by the elevated framing above 

the windows – without adequate 

movement tolerance.

- Possible brick tie system anomalies ate 

edges and corners (that are not found 

specifically addressed in the design or 

construction on occasion.)

(Figures 9-10)

A deconstruction design is recommended, which 

could replace the brick with and alternative 

facade system - or replace the brick.  A protocol 

that permits brick removal and observations to 

inform an ongoing remedial design could be 

advantageous.  This could eliminate a separate 

destructive or invasive investigation study and 

might only be conclusive above built and 

deteriorated (e.g. corrosion) conditions.  It is 

anticipated that elevated structural support, brick 

tie system, and brick movement joints will be in 

the mix.   

At various locations in the East and West Wings, 

Shrinkage step cracking is present in the CMU 

walls between classrooms, adjacent to the steel 

lintels at the doors (Figures 11-12).

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or 

dormant with regard to movement from seasonal 

moisture volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, 

they can be filled with a ductile sealant.  If cracks 

are dormant, masonry can be repointed with 

mortars.

Shrinkage cracking is present in CMU walls at 

various locations (Figures 13-14).

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or 

dormant with regard to movement from seasonal 

moisture volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, 

they can be filled with a ductile sealant.  If cracks 

are dormant, masonry can be repointed with 

mortars.
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Differential deflection cracking is present in the 

CMU wall in the Girl’s Locker Room (Figures 15-

17).

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or 

dormant with regard to movement from 

foundation settlement or from structural opening 

support deflection in conjunction with moisture 

volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, they can 

be filled with a ductile sealant.  If cracks are 

dormant, masonry can be repointed with 

mortars.

LATERAL LOAD RESISTANCE (WIND AND SEISMIC)

The CMU bearing walls are de facto functioning as the building’s lateral load resisting system.  The 

masonry walls appear to only have horizontal joint reinforcing, indicating that the system does not meet 

the lateral load requirements of current building codes.  Therefore, the removal of any substantial 

portions of masonry walls during a renovation will require a review of the lateral load resisting system. 

OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A main concept to keep in mind when planning future use of space is to generally maintain the masonry 

bearing/shear walls.  Eliminating substantial portions of masonry walls would require reinforcing of the 

lateral load resisting system, which would likely affect the cost of the proposed floor plan alteration.

Any changes to the roof, including the addition of new equipment or insulation would require further 

evaluation of the capacity of the existing roof framing.  The roof framing at high snow drift areas and 

areas of increased load would likely require reinforcing.  

A potential addition taller than the existing building could impact the existing building by creating a 

snow drift on the existing roof framing.  This would require an evaluation, and possible reinforcing, of 

the existing roof framing for additional drifting snow loads from the new roof.
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Figure 1 - 1960 detail depicting exposed concrete-filled steel HSS column (Detail 12/Sheet 17)

Figure 2 - Splitting at top of exposed steel HSS column due to water infiltration
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Figure 3 - Splitting at top of exposed steel HSS column due to water infiltration

Figure 4 - Splitting at top of exposed steel HSS column due to water infiltration
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Figure 5 -Spot corrosion on exposed steel HSS columns.

Figure 6 – Brick veneer corner/edge crack
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Figure 7 – Brick veneer corner/edge crack

Figure 8 – Brick veneer corner/edge crack
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Figure 9 – Brick veneer at Library – Northeast corner

Figure 10 – Brick veneer at Library – Northwest corner
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Figure 11 - Shrinkage step cracking in CMU at lintel over door

Figure 12 - Shrinkage step cracking in CMU at lintel over door
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Figure 13 - Shrinkage cracking at CMU wall

Figure 14 - Shrinkage cracking at CMU wall
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Figure 15 - Settlement cracking in CMU wall

Figure 16 - Settlement cracking in CMU wall

Figure 17 - Settlement cracking in CMU wall
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSESSMENT 

South Burlington High School 

South Burlington High School was designed by Julian Goodrich Architects and constructed in 1960 with several 
additions in 1977-78 designed by Wiemann Lamphere Architects. Overall the building is in very good condition 
with some elements beginning to show their age, and other systems and elements being at, or beyond their intended 
service life. The building was constructed in an era when little attention was paid to energy performance, yet this 
building was constructed with 2” rigid insulation both at the foundations, and at exterior wall cavities. Even with 
this, the insulating values of the building envelope are substandard by current energy requirements.   The 1960 and 
1977 exterior window systems exhibit multiple issues,  many areas of the roof are near the end or beyond their 
intended service life; both systems are due for replacement. There are some accessibility issues present, however 
the school district has been making significant improvements over recent years.  It is evident that the building has 
been maintained well with no significant safety concerns.   

T#$%&'()(*+ 

 
Building condition scale of terms used throughout this report are as follows: 

• “Excellent”: New, or nearly new condition with few or no blemishes or compromises of quality or function. 
No recommendations needed at this time. 

• “Very Good”:  Highly functional condition with slight wear and tear and/or minor compromises of quality or 
 function. Can be considered for long-term replacement, dependent on continued maintenance. 

• “Good”: Median functional condition with noticeable wear and tear and/or compromises of quality or 
function.  Should be periodically reviewed and considered for future upgrades and/or 
replacement. 

• “Fair”:  Below median functional condition with significant wear and tear and/or major compromises 
 of quality or function. Seriously worn parts or elements, minor structural compromise. 
 Possible near-future safety hazard.  Should be addressed in near term. 

• “Poor”: Nearly, or completely non-functional condition with major wear and tear and/or serious 
compromises of quality or usability. Missing parts or elements, significant structural damage or 
condition.  Immediate safety concern; should be addressed as soon as possible.   
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Founda�ons are constructed of cast-in-place concrete.  Founda�ons range in age due to the number of addi�ons 

added onto the building.  Most of the areas iden�fied herein appear to have experienced damage or deteriora-

�on due to proximity to vehicular traffic, increased exposure to the elements or harsh winter condi�ons of salt 

and/or freeze and thaw ac�on.      

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Various areas of  cracking and in some cases exposed 

rebar was noted.  Past parging is apparent through-

out many por�ons of the founda�on wall.  Cracks at 

the surface can allow water infiltra�on and addi�on-

al damage during freeze-thaw cycles. (Figures 1-2).  

 

Remove loose and unstable material, remove any 

rust and protect reinforcing with an applied coa�ng; 

patch all missing or cracked concrete.  Apply a pro-

tec�ve coa�ng such as elastomeric coa�ng to in-

crease the service life of the patched walls.  Replace 

damaged/deteriorated brick. 

Concrete ramp and stairs near kitchen loading dock: 

concrete has failed in numerous loca�ons; patching 

has been aJempted but these have been short-term 

repairs.  This is an area of high traffic and accelerated 

deteriora�on. (Figures 3, 4) 

Remove en�re ramp and stairs and replace with new 

concrete as well as new stainless steel railings on 

both sides of ramp and stair.  U�lize elastomeric 

coa�ngs with integral sand/slip-resistant finish over 

concrete.   

Founda�on deteriora�on at southern wing (former 

loca�on of overhead garage door); it appears that 

metal thru-wall flashing has become exposed and 

deteriorated over �me.  Sealants at the aluminum 

framing system/panel infill has failed and the alumi-

num panel is showing signs of pi�ng/failure (Figure 

5).   

 

 

At Figure 5: remove all deteriorated and loose mate-

rial at founda�on; this will likely involve removal of 

brick.  Install new concrete founda�on and replace 

brick.  The extent of improvements will need to be 

determined aOer removals.  

Replace en�re aluminum framing system with brick 

infill at base, and high-performance window unit 

above.  

Founda�on deteriora�on at window sill outside cafe-

teria; this appears to be due to snow si�ng on sill 

ledge and cracking due to freeze-thaw condi�ons. 

(Figure 6)  

At Figure 6:  remove all cracked concrete down to 

solid substrate.  Install stainless steel stud anchors 

and patch concrete flush with exis�ng.  Apply elasto-

meric coa�ng to increase service life of patched 

walls.  Coincide this work with window replacement. 
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Figure 1—foundation wall showing cracking Figure 2—foundation wall showing cracking 

Figure 5—failure at base of wall and aluminum wall 
panel   

Figure 6—deteriorated concrete sill 

Figure 3—deterioration and patching Figure 4-deterioration and patching 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Concrete loading dock is generally in fair condi�on, 

however there are a few areas of severe spalling of 

concrete. Dock bumpers are corroding, and staining 

concrete; rusted anchors can permit water to enter 

the concrete wall and cause addi�onal deteriora�on. 

(Figures 7, 8). 

Remove all loose concrete from loading dock walls 

and slab. Modify slab edge to include galvanized 

steel angle embedded in concrete to protect the 

edge of concrete. Seal all cracks in concrete. Parge 

concrete to match exis�ng adjacent surfaces. Apply 

protec�ve coa�ng such as elastomeric paint to in-

crease service life of patched areas. 

Replace dock bumpers. 
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Figure 7—Foundation wall showing cracking Figure 8—Foundation wall showing cracking/failure 
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Exterior wall construc�on is primarily of exterior veneer of standard modular brick with concrete masonry unit 

back up and 2” rigid insula�on in the wall cavity.  The brick is laid up in a running, or stretcher bond.  

The façade of the 1960 classroom wings originally had a horizontal band of single pane metal windows and 

ceramic mosaic �le.  In 2006, the ceramic �le was removed and granite panels installed.  In 2017 these windows 

were replaced. 

The front entry was an addi�on, constructed in 1977, which has brick veneer and has a white plaster surface 

The brick located in the 1960 and 1977 por�ons of the building are generally in good condi�on, with the 

excep�on of a few areas noted here.  The granite panels are generally in very good condi�on with some issues 

noted in isolated loca�ons.  Sealant used at the granite panels has deteriorated in many loca�ons. 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

There are several areas noted in the 1977 building 

where movement of the brick face was observed.  

The two most dis�nct loca�ons are at the northeast 

corner of the 1977 library addi�on, and at the 

southwest corner of the 1977  south classroom wing 

(Figures 9,10,11).  

Remove brick 5’ horizontally for en�re height at 

corner.  Install new anchors and brick.  Perform this 

work at same �me as window replacement work.  

Refer to structural report for addi�onal 

recommenda�ons 

Cracking was observed at the 1960 brick, par�cularly 

within 12’ of an edge where it meets the granite 

panel/window wall  (Figures 12, 13). 

Undertake a building-wide caulking maintenance 

and replacement program to iden�fy and replace all 

caulking and sealants that are at the end of their 

expected service life. 

Mortar at base of wall where it meets asphalt 

pavement has deteriorated.  This appears to be 

primarily from splashback and wicking of water 

(Figures 14). 

Repoint masonry joints with water-resistant mortar 

or apply a breathable water-proof coa�ng. 
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Figure 9—movement at NE corner of li-
brary 

Figure 10– movement at NE corner of library 

Figure 13—cracking at north side of 1960 west wing   

Figure 11—movement at SW corner of 1977 
addition 

Figure 12– cracking at south side of 1960 west wing 

Figure 14—deteriorated mortar joints 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Sealant around 1960 and 1977 windows has failed.  

Typically sealant can be expected to last 5 to 10 

years, depending on the extent of exposure to UV 

rays and the elas�city of the sealant (Figure 15).  

When replacing the windows, provide new sealant 

and backer-rod.  

In a few areas around the building, landscaping/earth 

was placed up against the brick façade.  This limits 

the wall’s ability to release moisture that occurs 

behind the brick; this may result in premature failure 

of the brick or possible moisture issues (Figure 16). 

Relocate soil, shrubs and trees away from the 

building, to allow the exterior façade to weep water 

out.  Clean masonry with a low-acid masonry 

cleaning detergent. 

Rus�ng was observed at corners of white 

cemen��ous surface at entry (Figures 17). 

Scrape/remove rust.  Apply protec�ve coa�ng to 

metal and then apply cemen��ous coa�ng and 

epoxy topcoat.   

Granite panels installed in 2006 to replace original 

ceramic mosaic �les were designed to float in order 

to allow for movement, expansion and contrac�on, 

with backer rod and sealant used at the joints.  AOer 

11 years of exposure the sealants have reached the 

end of their service life, par�cularly on the southern 

exposure. (Figure 18, 19) 

 

Replace sealants at all granite panel joints. 

Cracking at granite panels was observed in isolated 

areas.  Cause of cracking is not known as it appears 

to be random. (Figure 20) 

Remove and replace cracked granite panels when 

sealants are replaced. 
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Figure 15—failed sealant at windows Figure 16– soil against brick wall 

Figure 19—cracking at granite panels 

Figure 17—rusting at cementitious coating at 
entry corner 

Figure 18– granite panels at 1960 wing 

Figure 20—failed sealant at granite panel joints 
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The 1960 window systems consist of non-thermally-broken aluminum frames with single pane glazing.   The 1977 

windows have anodized aluminum frames with insulated glass units. 

The school district replaced approximately 60% of the windows (1960 classroom wings) with high-performance, 

insulated commercial aluminum window systems in the summers of 2015 and 2017.  The remaining windows 

appear to be original.    

Generally the  1960’s and 1977 windows systems perform poorly from an energy conserva�on standpoint, as the 

framing is not thermally broken, and insula�ng glass seals have failed and there is no insula�on at the perimeter 

of the window frames.   

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Original 1960 aluminum windows, being 57 years 

old, have far surpassed the end of their service life.  

These windows offer very liJle thermal value, have 

significant glazing compound failure and are a source 

of heat loss, as well as solar heat gain in the summer, 

on the south facing windows in par�cular.  Locker 

room windows appear to be steel rather than 

aluminum(Figures 21, 22).   

 

Replace exis�ng window systems in their en�rety 

with high-performing, energy efficient window 

systems with insulated glazing tuned to building 

eleva�ons. 

The aluminum 1977 windows offer insulated glass 

units, however the frames are not thermally broken, 

and do not have insula�on between the frame and 

the rough opening.  The seals for many of the 

insulated glass units have failed.   

Because the frames are not thermally broken, there 

is significant movement in the frame, crea�ng 

warping and movement in the windows, resul�ng in 

gaps at the frames and failure of the track and 

hardware.  Many windows are now inoperable.  

Being 40 years old, these windows have exceeded 

their service life.  (Figure 23, 24, 25). 

Replace exis�ng window systems in their en�rety 

with high-perrorming, energy efficient window 

systems with insulated glazing, tuned to building 

eleva�ons. 

High performance, insulated aluminum window 

systems installed in 2017.  No issues or concerns 

observed.   

Plan for possible replacement in 25 years.   
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Figure 21—1960 vintage windows (Cafeteria) Figure 22—1960 vintage windows at 2nd floor locker 
rooms 

Figure 25—1977 windows; significant gaps around 
windows frames 

Figure 26—2017 insulated aluminum windows 

Figure 23—1977 vintage aluminum windows –failed 
seal at insulated glass unit; mildew at brick sill  

Figure 24—1977 south wing windows 
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Entrance systems and doors appear to be original to the 1977 addi�on (the entry por�on of the building was 

added in 1977).  Main Entry doors consist of aluminum storefront doors.  Service doors feature hollow metal 

doors in hollow metal frames.  Some hollow metal doors and frames have been replaced, while others appear to 

be 1960 vintage.  

The condi�on of the exterior doors varies widely, from good to fair.  While most appear to func�on reasonably 

well, some are in very poor condi�on and should be replaced.   

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

The exterior aluminum storefront and curtain wall 

doors are in fair condi�on, as  they func�on well 

however they are frequently missing weather-seal 

boJom sweeps and gaskets.  The hardware has seen 

significant use and at 40 years, these doors have 

served their useful life  

These doors do not have laminated safety glass as 

seen in newer schools, to slow a violent intruder. 

(Figures 27-28)  

Replace storefront system, including doors, frames 

and hardware with insulated, thermally-broken 

heavy-duty entrance framing system with high 

strength laminated safety glass and egress 

hardware.   

In the short-term, inspect all aluminum entrance 

doors for proper weather-seals, and replace or 

install new seals to help prevent air leakage through 

the openings.   

Some hollow metal (HM) doors and frames have 

been replaced (Figure 29), while others are original 

and in poor condi�on with significant rust at the base 

of the frames and doors.  Some doors have had 

stainless steel plates added to them to extend their 

life.  The original doors however, have far exceeded 

their useful life, as many of them have warped over 

�me, crea�ng gaps between the door and frame, as 

well as hardware that doesn’t operate well.  In some 

cases doors do not operate as intended and are a 

source of heat loss, and poten�al pests. (Figures 30, 

31) 

Replace all hollow metal doors and frames with 

insulated units.  

In the short-term, inspect all doors for proper 

opera�on, weather-seals, and replace or install new 

seals to help prevent air leakage through the 

openings. 

1977 south wing had vehicle bays with overhead 

garage doors for their tech program.  The program is 

no longer there.  One of the bays has an overhead 

door but it is now used as an exterior wall, as a man-

door has been constructed within it (Figure 31).  This 

door appears to be in reasonably good condi�on 

however if this is a long-term condi�on, conver�ng 

this to a wall with addi�onal insula�on would 

provide improved thermal performance.  

The other bay was infilled with an aluminum 

storefront window system with insulated metal 

panel below. (Figure 32).  This window system is in 

fair condi�on, with deteriora�on and pi�ng noted 

on the panels, and sealant failure.  The frames are 

not thermally broken.   

 

Replace infilled openings with insulated exterior 

walls, designed for the intended use of the interior 

space to provide improved thermal efficiency.   
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Figure 27—Exterior storefront / curtain wall doors Figure 28—Main Entrance Doors 

Figure 30—1960 original door with steel plate 
added at base  

Figure 29—New Exterior hollow metal doors 

Figure 32—Infilled openings at original garage door 
openings 

Figure 31—Significant deterioration at 1960 frame 
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Louvers on this building are typically horizontal blade louvers which are typically used in the brick veneer and in 

the curtainwall spandrel panels for classroom unit ven�lators, however a few ver�cal blade louvers were ob-

served.   

Generally most louvers in the classroom wing are in good condi�on, however some are damaged, and the ver�cal 

blade louvers do not perform as well as horizontal blade louvers in terms of preven�ng rain penetra�on of the 

building envelope. 

Several other issues with openings were observed and noted below.  

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Some louvers observed had bent blades.  Horizontal 

louvers at first floor classrooms appeared to have 

more damage than those at 2nd floor level.  Ver�cal 

bladed louvers at the south wing addi�on were in 

very poor condi�on to the extent that there is likely 

very liJle air flow through it (Figure 33 and 34). 

Replace damaged louvers with new. 

Kitchen exhaust duct penetrates window.  This is not 

an ideal condi�on as it allows for significant air loss 

around the penetra�on as well as conduc�ve heat 

loss through metal duct (Figure 37). 

Remove duct and window system.  Provide insulated 

air-�ght sealed wall system and thermally broken 

penetra�on to minimize heat loss and heat/air 

transfer.  

An exhaust damper at the south side of the south 

wing has a broken and damaged blades.  Insula�on 

was observed to be in the opening sugges�ng that 

this exhaust damper is no longer func�oning or in 

use. 

If exhaust damper is no longer in use, remove en�re 

damper assembly, provide air-�ght insula�on to fill 

en�re opening, seal air/water �ght and cap.  

Refrigerant piping penetrates through the exterior 

wall, without adequate insula�on and seal at the 

penetra�on.  This allows air, water, snow, and 

insects to enter through the wall cavity.  (Figures 35, 

36) 

Seal penetra�on through exterior wall air/water 

�ght; provide rubber gasket seal and weatherproof 

escutcheon on top of granite panel. 
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Figure 33—Louver damage at curtain wall Figure 34—bent/damaged vertical blades at south wing 

Figure 35—refrigerant piping penetrating wall 

Figure 36—refrigerant piping penetrating wall  

Figure 38—damaged louver blades for exhaust at south 
wing 

Figure 37—-duct penetration thru window  
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The exis�ng roof is comprised of mostly PVC and TPO roofing membranes, while one wing was replaced in 

summer of 2017 with Garland 2-ply modified bitumen polymer, built-up roof system (BUR).  

Based on informa�on provided by the school district, as prepared by Garland, an overview of each of the exis�ng 

roof systems is outlined below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

North Wing– Library:  Overall this sec�on of the 

roof is in good condi�on; the en�re roof was snow-

covered, indica�ng that the roof was well insulated.  

No reported leaks or issues.   

Maintain at least three maintenance reviews of the 

roof.  Roof should begin to be considered for 

replacement in 10 years.    

East and West Wings: PVC roof is in poor condi�on 

with significant ponding and ten�ng, as well as moss 

growth near HVAC units (Figures 39, 40, 41).  This 

roof appears to be en�rely flat.  Based on test cuts 

performed by Garland roofing, there are two roofs 

installed (PVC over insula�on over PVC) over these 

wings, which is not an ideal condi�on; no more than 

two roofs can be installed on a roof. 

As part of a re-roof project, remove both roofing 

systems including exis�ng membranes and polyiso 

insula�on, fiberboard, and perlite down to metal 

deck.  Provide tapered insula�on to provide posi�ve 

drainage at drains.   

Add addi�onal roof drains as necessary to allow a 

min. of 1/4” per foot slope.  Provide new roofing 

system with 30-year warranty.   

Auditorium, Band , Boiler and small 1977 addi)ons: 

The PVC roofing appears to be in good condi�on 

generally, it is not known if each of these roofs are 

the same age.    Membrane roofing was installed on 

the ver�cal surface of the auditorium roof; the 

reason is not known but membrane roofing is 

typically not used to extend to this height of ver�cal 

surface. (Figure 42) Leaking reported at band and 

auditorium walls.  (Figure 43) Typically weep holes 

are provided at the top of thru-wall flashing to allow 

moisture in the brick cavity to weep out.  No weep 

holes were visible and thru-wall flashing has likely 

failed as it has surpassed its service life.  Significant 

ponding/flat roof noted at boiler room roof. 

Remove membrane roofing from ver�cal face of 

wall.  Install metal siding.  Use this opportunity to 

inves�gate exis�ng condi�ons to determine why 

membrane was added.   

Remove three to four courses of brick above thru-

wall flashing at band room, auditorium, gym and 

other roof to wall transi�ons.  Remove thru-wall 

flashing and replace with new; install new brick.   

Remove pvc membrane and insula�on down to 

deck, provide new tapered insula�on (min 1/4” 

slope) and new roofing system with 30-year 

warranty. 

Area Roof type Approx. Installed 
Date and age  

Overall 
Condition 

North Wing– Library Carlisle TPO 2009 (9 years old) Good 

East and West Wings Trocal PVC 1999 (18 years old) Poor 

Auditorium, Band and 
small 1977 additions 

Carlisle PVC 2003 (14 years old) Good/
Fair 

Gym Roof  Trocal PVC 
plus Coating 

1994 PVC and 
2015 top coating  

Fair 

South Wing  Modified 
BUR 

2014 (4 years) Excellent 

Roof Construction 

Polyiso, TPO 

Fiberboard, perlite, 2” polyiso, 
PVC, 2” Polyiso, PVC 

 

Batt Insul, BUR, Batt, 3” Poly-
iso, PVC, topcoating 

3” Polyiso Insul,”secure rock” 
board, modified BUR 
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Figure 39– East wing– Ponding water—two roofs 

Figure 41– ponding and moss growth  

Figure 43– no weep holes—leaking reported 
Figure 44– ponding at boiler rm roof 

Figure 40– east wing –tenting membrane—two roofs 

Figure 42– membrane covered wall– pulling away 
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Note:  Prior to any roofing system replacement, it is recommended to have a structural engineer review the roof 

system’s structural integrity to support addi�onal insula�on and current snow load calcula�ons, par�cularly at 

roof to wall transi�ons where snow driO may occur.  At �me of original building construc�on, snow load 

calcula�ons were not part of code requirements.  

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Inappropriate ladders were noted leading up to the 

auditorium roof, as well as from two interior access 

loca�ons to get onto the roofs.  (Figure 45 and 46) 

 Exterior ladders of this height are required to have 

cage enclosure as well as handrailing extensions.  

Interior ladders should be permanently aJached to 

the building. 

Replace all roof access ladders with code and osha 

compliant ladders. 

Caulking at control joints throughout the exterior of 

the building have exceeded their useful life, have 

cracked and failed (Figure 47). 

Replace all caulking at control joints. 

Several strainers were noted to be missing.  This can 

allow leaves and other materials into the roof drain 

and develop a clog.  (Figure 48) 

Provide cast-iron or stainless steel strainers at all 

roof drains. 

South Wing:  

The roof system at the south wing was replaced in 

2014.  According to records, the exis�ng built-up-

roof (BUR) system was removed down to deck and 

according to documents, appears to have installed 3” 

of polyiso insula�on and a new modified BUR system 

by Garland roofing was installed. (Figure 48).   

3” of  polyiso insula�on amounts to approx. R-18 

thermal value, which is typically not enough 

insula�on for this region and does not meet current 

energy code requirement of R-30 con�nuous.  

One area was noted to have some of the river 

washed stone missing.  This could be due to heavy 

winds or rain.   

 

Confirm R-value of installed system with Garland to 

determine compliance with energy code.   

The stone should be reviewed regularly to make 

sure the BUR sheet is covered by stone.   

Gym Roof:  

There are reportedly two roofing systems installed 

on top of one another on this roof: what is likely the 

original built-up-roofing (BUR) system, with baJ 

insula�on on top of it, followed by polyiso insula�on 

and mechanically aJached PVC membrane.  In 2015 

a field-applied top-coa�ng was added on top of the 

PVC membrane.  This roof appears to be flat, with 

ponding noted throughout; very few roof drains.  

Leaking was noted through air-intake louver unit on 

roof curbs (Figure 50) 

The field applied top-coa�ng is a temporary fix.  

Within the next 3-4 years, the school district should 

consider replacing this roof system with new. 

Remove exis�ng roofing, insula�on, etc down to 

deck.  Provide new tapered insula�on (min 1/4”per 

O slope) and roofing system (with 30-year warranty).  

Replace air intake units.   
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Figure 48– missing strainer 

Figure 45– inadequate ladder 

Figure 50– Gym roof– flat– ponding water– few drains 

Figure 46– inappropriate ladder 

Figure 47– failed caulking at control joint 

Figure 49– South wing–newest roof replacement modi-
fied BUR roof 
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INTERIOR 

FLOORING 

Flooring material in classrooms and related circula�on spaces consists primarily of 12” x 12” vinyl composi�on �le 

(VCT), its condi�on ranges from fair to very good. It is showing wear at high traffic areas and isolated damaged 

�les in mul�ple loca�ons.   

The kitchen features a combina�on of quarry �le flooring , which is in good condi�on, and VCT (or VAT - confirm), 

which is also in fair to good condi�on. 

The gymnasium features  a floa�ng, resilient wood floor system, which is in good, to very good condi�on. 

The Guidance Area, Library, Offices, and aisles in the Auditorium are carpet. In some rooms the carpet is in very 

good condi�on, while in others it is in fair condi�on. The Main Entry is carpet �le, and is in very good condi�on. 

The flooring in the bathrooms is ceramic mosaic �le which is in fair to very good condi�on. The very good CMT 

being in toilet rooms that have been upgraded in recent years. In older areas the �le is generally dated in appear-

ance and appears to be “dingy” with soiled grout joints. Tile flooring and/or �le base is missing in various loca-

�ons. 

The flooring in the boiler room, receiving room, all janitorial spaces, and some storage areas is sealed concrete, 

which exhibits a worn surface finish. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

VCT in mul�ple loca�on is cracked, broken, and 

deformed by telegraphing of the uneven surface 

beneath (Figures 36, 37).  At some loca�ons the VCT 

is either shrinking, migra�ng, or there is slab 

movement resul�ng in large open joints (Figure 38).  

Remove exis�ng VCT, patch substrate to provide an 

even surface, install new resilient flooring such as 

sheet linoleum, linoleum �le, or new vinyl 

composi�on �le.  

The quarry �le flooring in the Kitchen is in fair to 

good condi�on, with broken areas that have been 

patched with an epoxy concrete or similar surface.  

(Figure 39). 

Remove the flooring system down to the substrate 

slab, and provide a new mud set quarry �le floor 

system, and/or seamless epoxy floor system in areas 

where a slab depression was not provided to receive 

quarry �le. 

Carpe�ng throughout the school varies in condi�on 

from fair to good. In most all cases there is either 

fading, wrinkles to the point of overlapping (tripping 

hazard), pulls, and taJered edges, or combina�ons 

thereof. (Figures 40, 41). 

Remove exis�ng carpe�ng and replace with Flocked 

Flooring, linoleum �le, or VCT. 
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Figure 36—Failed VCT due to telegraphing Figure 37—Damaged VCT at door opening 

Figure 40—stretched carpeting tripping hazard Figure 41—gaps in carpet (Auditorium) 

Figure 38—VCT shrinkage, or slab movement Figure 39—Damaged quarry tile floor in Kitchen area 
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INTERIOR 

F)(($&'* (C('9&'6#7) 
 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Concrete slab at sawcut in exis�ng founda�on wall 

has a chipped area crea�ng a tripping hazard (Figure 

42). 

Chip away to remove any loose concrete, clean, and 

fill with epoxy grout mixture to provide a flush 

condi�on. 

There are many areas of damaged VCT due to failed/

failing door stops aJached to many of the door 

boJoms (Figure 43). 

Re-secure, or replace damaged door stop hardware, 

remove damaged VCT and replace with new. 

In many loca�ons, VCT at the intersec�on of the wall 

and floor is cracked and broken due to a possible 

void beneath the �le (Figure 44). 

Remove damaged VCT, fill void with floor leveler, 

install new VCT. 

In the Technology Ed Room (Rad Lab) exis�ng VCT is 

stained from rust, and paint from previous 

furnishings loca�ons (Figures 45) 

Strip and refinish the exis�ng VCT to aJempt to 

remove stained areas. If unsuccessful, remove 

exis�ng VCT and replace with new. 

Ceramic Mosaic Tile (CMT) in some areas is stained, 

has areas with missing �le, and grout patching at 

areas of revised services (Figure 46). 

Remove CMT at heavily damaged areas and replace 

with new CMT, Epoxy Floor, or other applicable floor 

type. 

Exposed concrete slabs are finished with either a 

clear concrete sealer, or a painted finish. In both 

cases exis�ng finish is worn and in need of 

replacement (Figure 47). 

Thoroughly scrape painted slabs, fill any voids with 

appropriate material (floor leveler, epoxy floor 

patch, and re-paint or re-seal. 
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Figure 42—Void in concrete slab in Boiler Room Figure 43—Damaged VCT at door opening(s) 

Figure 46—Voids and stains in CMT 

Figure 44—Typical damaged VCT at wall. Figure 45—Stained VCT 

Figure 47—Worn painted finish at slab 
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Interior walls and par��ons are a mixture of painted CMU, glazed block, and gypsum board construc�on. Typical 

gang bathrooms are 4” ceramic �le from floor to ceiling, with either a 1” x 1” , or 2” x 2” ceramic mosaic �le base. 

Condi�on of most of the CMU is in good condi�on, with very few cosme�c blemishes or areas of deeper damage. 

There are some areas of isolated cracking in the CMU walls.  The ceramic wall �le in the gang bathrooms is in fair 

to good condi�on, with the good condi�on �le being in the more recently renovated toilet rooms.  The wood slat 

walls in the Auditorium are also in good condi�on. 

 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

There are several cracks in the CMU walls in various 

loca�ons throughout the school, with notable cracks  

in the Girls Locker Room.  The cracks at this room are 

approximately 1/8” to 1/4” wide (Figures 48, 49). 

See Structural Assessment for recommended reme-

dies. 

The original ceramic mosaic �le in the locker rooms 

has areas where the �le has lost its adherence and 

has fallen from the wall leaving voids in the finish 

(Figures 50,  51). 

Remove any remaining loose �le, prep surface for re

-�ling, install new CMT to infill voids. 

In some loca�ons oversized openings have been pro-

vided for penetra�ng items. In one case a 10” hole 

was provided in CMU for running of 2 Data lines 

(Figure 52). 

Provide conduit through wall for running of Data 

lines, infill opening around conduit with mortar (in 

this par�cular instance), or other materials related 

to specific wall construc�on. 
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Figure 48—Cracking in CMU wall Figure 49—Cracking in CMU wall 

Figure 52—Oversized wall penetration 

Figure 50—Damaged ceramic-mosaic wall tile Figure 51—Damaged ceramic-mosaic wall tile 
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Ceilings throughout the building are typically suspended 2’ X 4’ Acous�cal Ceiling Panel (ACP) in a metal grid sys-

tem while some spaces are of 2’ x 2’ ACP.  Most ceilings throughout exhibit sagging ceiling panels with frequent 

staining, and corrosion on the grid framing, as well as paint peeling from the grid. 

The stage, receiving area, and other service areas are exposed metal deck. 

The gymnasium is comprised of tectum ceiling panels laid into a grid system, which is in good condi�on.   

 

 
 
 
 

Specific Issues Recommendations 

Much of the ACP ceilings  throughout the building 

are beginning to show their age, and in some areas 

exhibit significant sagging from humidity.  In some 

loca�ons ceiling panels are no longer supported by 

the grid members.  Many panels throughout are 

stained from water damage, or are discolored from 

Replace acous�c panel ceilings throughout the 

school with new humidity resistant panels. 

In numerous loca�ons ceiling grid members are be-

ginning to show signs of rus�ng, or are already heavi-

ly rusted (Figures 57, 58).  This is the result of a com-

bina�on of the breakdown of the original factory 

finish, and exposure to high humidity. In other areas 

the factory finish is in the process of peeling from the 

grid members. 

Remove exis�ng ceiling grid system and replace with 

new. 

The ceilings  in the kitchen are a mix of hard ceilings 

(GWB), and lay-in ACP, which are moisture suscep�-

ble fissured type panels that are not washable  

Repair damaged areas of GWB ceilings and repaint 

with a washable gloss, or semi-gloss paint. Replace 

fissured ACP and exis�ng grid with new washable 

acous�c ceiling panels (server area). 
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Figure 53—Sagging ACP ceiling Figure 54—Sagging and mis-matched ACP ceiling 

Figure 57—Rusting ceiling grid Figure 58—Paint finish peeling from grid 

Figure 55—Water stained ACP tile Figure 56—Sagging, damaged, and mis-matched ACP 
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Interior doors throughout the building are either solid core flush wood doors with a natural finish, or flush, paint-

ed hollow-metal doors. Frames for all doors are  painted hollow metal, with the frames being of a conven�onal 

square shape construc�on. The borrow-lites are of hollow metal construc�on with most having wired glass. Corri-

dor separa�on doors in the original buildings are typically solid core wood doors with a half-lite vision panel 

mounted in hollow metal frames with transom and side-lites. Glazing in the doors, transoms, and side-lites are 

typically wired glass. 

The condi�on of both the wood doors, and the hollow metal doors varies from poor to very good, with the major-

ity being in good condi�on. The hollow metal frames for all doors and borrow lites are in good condi�on for the 

most part, with a few being in poor condi�on. 

See the Accessibility sec�on for door hardware and clearance issues. 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

The wood doors through out the building are show-

ing there age they are ge�ng dingy and scuffed up 

(Figure 57). 

See below. 

Typical flush wood door with cut-in wired glass lites 

throughout the building.  Wired glass is a safety con-

cern and is not allowed under present building code: 

the wire actually weakens the glass, increasing likeli-

hood of breakage even from a small amount of pres-

sure, and once broken, the wire can increase injuries.  

(Figure 58) 

See below. 

The wood borrowed lites are in good condi�on how-

ever the glazing is wired see above for issues with 

wired glazing (Figures 59, 60). 

Glazing needs to be replaced in the borrowed lite 

systems to tempered glazing. 

Wood storefront door system in the corridors have 

wired glass in doors as well as other glazing see 

above for issues with wired glazing (Figures 61, 62). 

See below. 

  

  

GENERALLY: Replace all doors and frames with new, for reasons 

of: accessibility accommoda�on (change in door 

size, or hardware, or both), wear and tear, different 

program requirements, breakage, unsuitability of 

the door type to its func�on, and/or change in hand-

ing or swing direc�on. 
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Figure 59—Damaged finish on wood door. Figure 60—Damaged finish and veneer 

Figure 63—Knob style door latch 

Figure 61—Sidelights and doors with wired glass. Figure 62—Borrowed lite system with wired glass 

Figure 64—Knob style door latch 
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Storage in classrooms and in the building appears to be inadequate.  In classrooms the tops of cabinets and shelv-

ing have been used for high-stacked storage, which can represent a hazard.  

Classrooms in the original building feature obsolete chalk boards throughout the rooms, which are s�ll u�lized.  

Most every classroom has been provided with a ceiling mounted projector and drop down screen.   

Toilet room fixtures and equipment consist of toilet compartment screens, dispensers, trash containers, towel 

dispensers, etc.  These items range widely in condi�on from poor to very good Re-moun�ng new toilet room 

equipment (and accoun�ng of that cost) is covered under accessibility improvements. 

Other miscellaneous equipment include items like fire ex�nguishers and cabinets, corridor lockers for student 

personal storage, stage equipment, etc.  

 

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

The toilet par��ons varying forms of damage.  Some 

are bent, and star�ng to rust. Por�ons of some of the 

original stone par��ons/pillars have been replaced 

with painted wood.  Some toilet rooms have been 

upgraded and are in very good condi�on (Figure 66). 

Replace older toilet compartment wall panels, 

doors, and pillars. 

Many fire ex�nguishers are cabinet mounted, with 

some being installed too high for code compliance, 

others are not cabinet mounted. Fire ex�nguishers 

appear to be provided in insufficient quan��es.  

(Figure 67). 

Undertake a code analysis of fire ex�nguisher sizes 

and quan��es throughout the building to confirm 

that sufficient ex�nguishers are provided.  Verify all 

are mounted at code-compliant moun�ng height for 

size, and that cabinets are provided where required.  

In general classroom casework is nearing the end of 

its service life, par�cularly in the original classrooms.  

In some loca�ons, laminates are chipped or 

delamina�ng from substrate. Some drawer glides no 

longer operate smoothly.  Sink cabinets do not meet 

accessibility requirements (Figures 68) 

Replace classroom casework with new units that are 

compliant with accessibility rules for the age of the 

intended users, and with a uniform appearance 

throughout the school. 

  

Classroom wall surfaces commonly feature chalk 

boards that are not compa�ble with modern 

teaching methods.  In some classrooms marker 

boards  have been installed, yet the area of marker 

board surfaces in many rooms is very limited (Figure 

69). 

Remove exis�ng chalk and cork boards and related 

trim from walls; provide new marker and tack 

boards following repair of scars at wall surfaces.  

Assume two new 8’ marker boards and two new 6’ 

tack boards per classroom.  

Storage in the building appears to be inadequate for 

current needs. Classroom storage is piled high and 

densely on shelving; exis�ng storage 

accommoda�ons may not be efficient for current 

needs.  (Figure 64, 65) 

Undertake a storage needs study for classrooms, to 

iden�fy the types of storage needed for typical 

classrooms.  Replace storage casework in classrooms 

with modern storage cabinets that beJer meet 

classroom needs 
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Figure 64—Classroom storage Figure 65—Full Storage Room 

Figure 68—Non-compliant sink base. Figure 69—typical mismatched teaching wall 

Figure 66—Wood post replacing original stone post. Figure 67—Exposed Fire Extinguisher 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

In the Gymnasium, exis�ng wall padding is very good 

condi�on. The front face of the stage apron does not 

currently have any padding and is a concern when 

using the prac�ce courts due to its proximity to the 

basket (Figure 70). 

Install new wall padding along front wall of gymnasi-

um stage from 4” above floor to approximately 3’ 

above floor, with a 12” lap onto the stage. 

Student lockers in the corridors are in fair to good-

condi�on; many of the doors have dents, and in 

some loca�ons rust is beginning to form.  Some of 

the locker doors are out of alignment with the face 

of the locker frames (Figures 71, 72). 

Remove and replace old lockers with new heavy 

duty locker systems. 

Athle�c lockers are in fair condi�on, with some 

den�ng, malfunc�oning doors, and rust forming 

throughout the locker rooms (Figure 73). 

Remove and replace athle�c lockers with new heavy 

duty, non-metallic locker system. 

At the Gym Stage there are no true stage ligh�ng 

elements or controls in the space appropriate to this 

type of space. Exis�ng ligh�ng consists of chain hung 

2 x 4 fluorescent lights.  Curtains consist of a travel-

ing main curtain forestage, and a neJed curtain 

above (Figures 74). 

Provide new, basic-level LED stage ligh�ng and con-

trols appropriate for a secondary stage se�ng.   

Adjust curtain travelers for smooth opera�on. 

While many of the Toilet Rooms have been renovat-

ed and made compliant with ADA requirements, 

there are s�ll remaining toilet rooms that do not 

comply for various reasons, i.e. urinal spacings, single 

user toilet rooms, sink heights and faucet fixtures, 

approach clearances entering toilet rooms, etc. 

(Figure 75). 

Renovate exis�ng toilet rooms that have not been 

updated to meet current ADA accessibility require-

ments. 
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Figure 70—Gymnasium Stage apron wall Figure 71—Rusted, damaged corridor lockers 

Figure 74—Gym Stage curtain / netting / lighting Figure 75—urinal configuration / spacing 

Figure 72—Rusted, damaged corridor lockers Figure 73—Rusting Gym lockers 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Old style drinking fountains no longer meet accessi-

bility requirements and in some cases, are damaged 

and in need of replacement (Figure 76). 

Remove older, non-compliant drinking fountains and 

replace with new compliant models. New drinking 

fountains (or electric water coolers) are recom-

mended to feature boJle fill sta�ons. 

The majority of observed combina�on clock / Inter-

com / PA devices are damaged, missing clocks com-

pletely, or par�ally dismantled with wiring exposed 

to view(Figure 77). 

Remove old system and replace with new system, or 

remove and provide code compliant cover to ex-

posed wiring. 

Many of the classroom sinks are mounted in old-

style sink bases. These bases are not compliant with 

current ADA requirements. Many of the wall mount-

ed sinks located in toilet rooms are installed at com-

pliant heights (Figure 78, 79). 

Remove and replace exis�ng sinks and bases with 

compliant bases , sinks, and faucet systems. 

The Music and Band Rooms are not accessible as the 

approach to doors leading into the spaces do not 

meet minimum ADA guidelines for approach. The 

risers within each of the spaces are also not accessi-

ble to wheelchair bound students as no access to 

upper �ers are provided (Figure 80). 

Making these spaces accessible is challenging as it 

would require reconfigura�on of wall / entry sys-

tems, as well as a reconfigura�on of the risers them-

selves. 

Original stair systems throughout the buildings do 

not meet current code requirements for both riser 

height, and tread depth. This is highlighted by the 

use of yellow / black warning tape applied to the 

nosing of each stair (Figure 81). 

Revising the stair systems within the confines of the 

exis�ng building is also challenging as the new code 

requirements will require addi�onal length at each 

run of stairs, requiring reconfigura�on of walls and 

to some extent, corridor systems. 
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Figure 76—Damaged, non-compliant drinking fountain Figure 77—Non-functioning clock / intercom system 

Figure 80—Music / Band Room riser systems Figure 81—Stair riser / tread depth issues 

Figure 78—Non ADA accessible sinks Figure 79—Non-compliant sink height 
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SOUTH BURLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 The mechanical systems serving the High School have been maintained well and are generally in good condition, 
however a number of systems are antiquated and in need of replacement.

o The air system is in poor to very good condition and vary in age from 2 to 58 years old.
o The boiler plant is in good condition and is 22 years old.
o There is no chilled water plant.

 There is no current balance reports or information on the construction documents that provides any information on 
the amount of outside air serving the school. 

 The plumbing system is a good shape. There appears to be normal wear and tear for a 58 year old system. 

 The fire protection system appears to be only in the 1977 additions. Most of the school is not covered by a 
sprinkler system.

EXISTING MECHANICAL SYSTEM

 The South Burlington High School was built in 1960.

 Classrooms, located in the east and west wing, were heated and ventilated with unit ventilators (1,000 cfm) with 
12.0 kW electric heating coil. Outside air was supplied by the unit ventilators and air was exhausted by relief 
dampers. The principle was, as the amount of outside air increase, it would positively pressurize the classroom and 
air was exhausted through the relief dampers. These dampers look similar to the outside air intakes located at the 
unit ventilators.

 Bathrooms, locate at the ends of each wing, were heated with electric baseboard and ventilated with exhaust fans.

 The Auditorium, located in the center of the school, was heated and ventilated by two (2) air handling units and 
return fans. One unit on the east side and one on the west side. The AHU/RAF’s were designed for 7,000 cfm with 
a 30.0 kW electric heating coil. Air was supplied by ceiling mounted diffusers and returned back to each AHU at 
the base of the stage. Outside air was supplied by a roof mounted louvered penthouse. Exhaust air was discharge 
through a wall mounted louver adjacent to each AHU/RAF.

 The Lobby, located on the west side of the school was only heated by electric cabinet unit heaters. There was no 
ventilation.

 The Library, adjacent to the lobby on the east side, was heating and ventilated by an AHU. This unit was designed 
for 600 cfm with a 16.8 kW electric heating coil. Air was supplied by ceiling mounted diffusers. There was no 
returned back, the unit was 100% outside air. The outside air was supplied by a wall mounted louver.  Air was 
exhausted by an exhaust fan located on the roof. This exhaust fan served several spaces on the second floor.

 Administration Offices, located on the second floor above the Lobby, were heated with electric baseboard and 
ventilated by exhaust fans.

 The gym (include the stage), located at the south end of the school, was heated and ventilated by two (2) air 
handling units and return fans. One unit was located on the north side and one on the south side. The AHU/RAF’s 
were designed for 8,000 cfm with a 40.0 kW electric heating coil. Air was supplied by one single wall mounted 
grille (one for each AHU) and returned by another wall mounted grilles beneath the supply. Outside air was 
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supplied by a roof mounted louvered penthouse. Exhaust air was discharge through another roof mounted 
penthouse above to each AHU/RAF

 The locker rooms, located on the east side of the gym. Boy’s locker rooms are on the same level as the gym and 
girl’s locker rooms are located above. These spaces were heated by electric baseboard and ventilated by an exhaust 
fan located in a mechanical room above the girl’s locker room. Make up for the exhaust fans came through 
transfer grilles located on the east side of the gym.

 The kitchen and two (2) cafeteria, east side under the gym, was heated by electric baseboard and ventilated by an 
air handling unit located in a mechanical room above the girl’s locker room. The AHU was designed for 5,600 
cfm with a 90.0 kW electric heating coil. Air was supplied to the cafeterias by ceiling mounted diffusers. There 
was no returned back, the unit was 100% outside air. Air was exhausted by the kitchen and dishwasher hoods. The 
exhaust fan serving these two hoods was located in the same mechanical room and the kitchen AHU and the 
locker room exhaust fan. Make up for the kitchen and dishwasher hoods can from the cafeterias. Outside air was 
supplied by a roof mounted louvered penthouse directly above the AHU. Exhaust air was discharged through 
another roof mounted penthouse above the two (2) exhaust fans.

 The Industrial Arts area, located on the west side under the gym, was heated by electric unit heaters and ventilated 
by exhaust fans located in the space. These fans discharged air into the same exhaust as the gym RAF’s. There 
was one classroom in the Industrial Arts that is served by the kitchen AHU with no exhaust or return.

 Vestibules and other similar areas were heated with electric cabinet unit heaters or baseboard.

 The original control system was pneumatic.

 In 1977, there were four (4) additions to the high school. One on the north side off the core that consisted of a new 
Library on the first floor and science labs on the second. One on the west side of the school, off the Lobby that 
consisted of new Administration Offices and Student Government on the first floor and Chorus/Band on the 
second floor. One on the east side adjacent to the Library and mechanical room. One of the south side off the 
Industrial Arts that consisted of new boy’s and girl’s locker rooms, new industrial arts on the first floor and an 
exercise room, graphic lab and drafting room on the second floor.

 The 1977 addition to north consists of two (2) roof top units (RTU’s), one serves the Library the other serves the 
science classrooms on the 2nd floor. These units are constant volume RTU’s with terminal reheat. The units 
provide ventilation to duct mounted electric heat coils which distributes the air through a ductwork system. Air is 
returned back to the units where some is exhaust and outside air is introduced. It is unclear at this time if these 
spaces were air conditioned. There are some areas where electric baseboard heaters were installed.

 The 1977 addition to the west consists of the following:
o 1st floor north side (Student Government): Ventilated with unit ventilator (with a 12.0 kW electric 

heating coil) and heated by electric baseboard. Outside air is introduced with wall mounted louver. There 
is no exhaust air.

o 1st floor south side (Administration): Ventilated with a RTU and heated by electric baseboard. Air is 
supplied by ceiling mounted diffusers and returned to the RTU where it is exhausted and outside air is 
introduced. It is unclear at this time if this space was air conditioned.

o 2nd floor north side (small classroom): Ventilated and heated by a unit ventilator (with a 4.4 kW electric 
heating coil). Outside air is introduced with wall mounted louver. There is no exhaust air.

o 2nd floor south side (Offices): Ventilated with unit ventilator (with a 6.0 kW electric heating coil) and 
heated by electric baseboard. Outside air is introduced with wall mounted louver and air is exhausted 
with gravity ventilator.

o 2nd floor Chorus and band: Heated, ventilated and air conditioned by three (3) unit ventilators (with 12.0, 
12.0 and 10.9 kW electric heating coils) and cooled by condensers on the roof. Outside air is introduced 
with louvered penthouses and air is exhausted with gravity ventilators.

 The 1977 addition to the east consists of the following:
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o 1st floor (Superintendent Space): Ventilated with a RTU and heated by electric baseboard. Air is returned 
to the RTU where it is exhausted and outside air is introduced.

o 2nd floor north side (Business Manager Space): Ventilated with the same RTU that serves the 1st floor. 
Heated by electric baseboard. Air is returned to the RTU where it is exhausted and outside air is 
introduced. It is unclear at this time if these spaces were air conditioned.

 The 1977 addition to the south consists of the following:
o 1st floor (Industrial Arts, Shop, Girl’s and Boy’s Locker Rooms): Ventilated with unit ventilators 

(ranging with 16.0 to 18.0 kW electric heating coils). Some spaces were heated by electric baseboard. 
Outside air is introduced with wall mounted louver. Air was exhausted by various exhaust tans.

o 1st floor (existing industrial arts): A couple of new exhaust fans were added.
o 2nd floor east side (Exercise Room): Heated and ventilated by an AHU (size of the electric heating coil is 

unknown). Air was supplied by ceiling mounted diffusers and returned back to the AHU. Outside air is 
introduced with a wall mounted louver. Air was exhausted with gravity ventilators.

o 2nd floor west side (Graphics and Drafting): Heated and ventilated by two (2) unit ventilators in each 
space (with 9.0 kW electric heating coils). Outside air is introduced with wall louvers and exhausted with 
small wall mounted exhaust fans.

 The 1977 control system was pneumatic.

 In 1995 a new hot water heating system was installed. This replaced the electric heat throughout the school. A new 
boiler room which was installed adjacent to the existing mechanical room. The following equipment was installed.

o Two (2) gas/oil fire boilers.
o New heating pumps.
o New expansion tank.
o Piping.
o Combustion air louver and damper assembly.
o A new DDC operating control system (direct digital controls).
o Gas was piped to the new boilers.
o A new oil tank was installed.
o New domestic water heater, expansion tank and recirculation pump. Refer to existing plumbing system 

description.

 In 1995 there were several areas renovated. There are:
o Three (3) classrooms on the 1st of the east wing were converted to office space and a learning lab. The 

existing unit ventilators were removed. Three (3) new roof top units (RTU) were used to ventilate and air 
condition these spaces. Heating was provided by new hot water baseboard radiation. Air was ducted 
from the roof to the first floor and supplied with ceiling mounted diffusers and returned back to the RTU 
where is was exhausted and outside air introduced.

o One (1) classroom on the 1st floor east wing was converted to office space. The existing unit ventilators 
were removed.  A ductless split system was added to air condition this office space and heating was 
provided by new hot water baseboard radiation. There does not appear to be any means of mechanical 
ventilation.

o The Design Tech. classroom in the industrial arts area was removed from the AHU that serves the 
cafeterias and a new unit ventilator was install. A wall mounted louver supplied outside air to this unit 
ventilator. There was no exhaust.

o The south east corner of the Library was remodeled and the existing mechanical system modified 
accordingly.

 The boiler room is controlled by the older DDC system.

 At some point, there was a small addition off the south side of the east wing (by the gardens) that serves the 
Information Systems Department. This office space is heated by a unit ventilator and cooling by a window air 
conditioner. The hub some is cooled by redundant ductwork split systems and a homemade outside air system. 
The age of this equipment is unknown.
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 In 2003 the unit ventilator in the chorus room (east side) were abandoned in place, the gravity ventilator was 
removed along with the condensing unit on the roof. A new RTU was installed to ventilate and air condition this 
space. A duct mounted hot water heating coil was added to heat the space. It appear that the air from the RTU was 
supplied to the existing ductwork system. The piping to the heating coils is a combination of copper and PEX. 
This unit and heating coil are controlled by the older DDC system.

 In 2005 two (2) new RTU’s were installed to ventilate and air condition the Auditorium. These RTU’s do not have 
heat. Air from the new RTU’s was ducted to existing AHU’s and the existing heating coil and the existing 
ductwork system was reused. This ductwork is un-insulated which inefficient operation. The existing RAF was 
removed and the ductwork modified to the new RTU. This unit and heating coil are controlled by the older DDC 
system.

 In 2006 the unit ventilators in the band room (west side) were abandoned in place, the gravity ventilators were 
removed along with the condensing units on the roof. A new RTU was installed to ventilate and air condition this 
space. A duct mounted hot water heating coils were added to heat the space. Similar to the Chorus room. It appear 
that the air from the RTU was supplied to the existing ductwork system. The piping to the heating coils is a 
combination of copper and PEX. This unit and heating coil are controlled by the older DDC system.

 In 2007 the RTU serving the Administration Offices of the 1977 addition was removed. A new RTU was installed 
to ventilate and air condition this space. A duct mounted hot water heating coil was added to heat the space. It 
appear that the air from the RTU was supplied to the existing ductwork system. This unit and heating coil are 
controlled by the older DDC system.

 In 2008 the two (2) RTU’s serving the Library and Science Wing of the 1977 addition were removed. A two (2) 
new RTU were installed to ventilate and air condition these spaces. Existing hot water heating coils remained to 
provide heat. This unit and heating coil are controlled by the older DDC system.

 In 2009 the RTU serving the Superintendent and Business Offices of the 1977 addition was removed. A new RTU 
was installed to ventilate and air condition this space. An existing hot water heating coil remained to provide heat. 
This unit and heating coil are controlled by the older DDC system.

 In 2012 the follow equipment was either replaced or added.
o Digital routers were installed for web based operation of the control system.
o The domestic hot water tank pumps were replaced.
o The burner on boiler #1 was replaced.

 In 2015 The Big Picture Classroom (original library) was renovated. The existing unit ventilator, ductwork system 
(including exhaust system) and controls were removed. Only the outside air duct and the exhaust duct up to the 
roof remained. A new AHU was added to ventilate and hot water baseboard to heat the project area. A new 
exhaust fan installed. This AHU, exhaust fan and baseboard radiation are controlled by a new DDC system.

 In 2016 the main hot water pumps were replaced.

 In 2017 the bathroom group on the east end of the west wing (near the auditorium) was renovated and a new 
exhaust fan was installed. This unit is controlled by a new DDC system.

 In 2017 the follow equipment was replaced:
o The burner on boiler #2.
o The boiler hot water pumps.

MECHANICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

 There are two (2) different types of control systems at the high school which can communicate with each other. 
The older system is the Automated Logic Legacy system which uses DDC circuit boards with pneumatic-electric 
transducers. These transducers use an electric signal from the DDC system to operate a pneumatic actuators: The 
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actuators are on the dampers and control valves. Therefore, the air compressor in the boiler room is still necessary 
for this system to work. The issue that arises is the components of the Legacy system are no longer available. The 
following equipment is still on the old Legacy system:

o 13 RTU’s.
o The boiler room.
o The kitchen, gym and exercise room AHU’s.
o The unit ventilators.
o The reheat coils in the Library and Science Wing of the 1977.
o 17 exhaust fans.

 The newer DDC system which is web based only serves the following areas/equipment:
o The Big Picture AHU and exhaust fan.
o The two (2) lengths of baseboard radiation in rooms 154A and 155 in the Big Picture Area.

 Baseboard radiation uses 2-way control valves. Reheat coils and AHU’s use 3-way control valves.

 Terminal heat transfer units (baseboard radiation, unit and cabinet unit heaters) are on electric thermostats.

 The controls valves located in the unit ventilators (that were originally installed in 1960) are inaccessible for repair. 
According to the maintenance staff, if the pneumatic actuator fails, there is no enough space to install a new. 
Therefore, the valve is put into a permanent open position (hot water constantly flowing thru the heating coil) and 
the fan is cycled to maintain temperature. This consequently varies the amount of outside air to the space and a 
potential waste of energy.  

EXISTING FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

 In the original high school there was no fire protection system.

 In 1977 with the additions were added to the school fire protection was only in the Library and Science wing to the 
north and to the industrial arts area and maintenance shop in the south addition. No other areas of the school have 
fire protection.

 There has been some recent modifications in the 1977 south addition on the 1st floor. The industrial arts are has 
been modified to a weight room and the fire protection system has been removed. The only are in these section 
covered is the maintenance shop.

EXISTING PLUMBING SYSTEM

 The boiler room, located on the east side of the school adjacent to the Big Picture Room is where the domestic 
water entrance, water heaters and pneumatic compressor are located.

 The water entrance is 4-inch and reduces down to 3-inch. The water entrance assembly consists of the following:
o Ball valve.
o Pressure gauge, reading 88 psi.
o Strainer with blow down.
o Water meter.
o Gate valve.
o Double check valve backflow preventer.
o Gate valve.
o Pressure reducing valve, set at 38 psi.
o Pressure gauge.

 Off the main water entrance, there are four (4) branch lines with ball valves. They are:
o 2 1/2-inch head to the south to serve the kitchen and locker rooms.
o 2-inch heads to the domestic water heaters.
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o 3-inch heads to the west (underground) were it comes up near the Lobby and splits to serve the east and 
west wing.

o 2-inch that heads south to serve the 1977 addition

 The two (2) original water heater were electric with storage. Their size and capacity is unknown. These water 
heaters only served the south end of the school (kitchen, industrial arts and locker rooms) with a tempering valve 
and hot water recirculation loop.

 The bathrooms in the core, east and west wings used point of use hot water heaters. These heaters only served the 
bathroom groups where there were located.

 The plumbing system consists of water closets, lavatories, urinal and service sinks. There are showers in the boys 
and girls locker rooms.

 There is a kitchen with pots and pans sink, exterior grease trap, steamers, hand sinks and dishwasher with booster 
heater.

 Roof drains and the storm water system are separated from the domestic sewer.

 In 1977, there were four (4) additions to the high school. Refer above in the existing mechanical systems 
description.

 1977, the north addition was connected to the two (2) science classrooms on the east wing, 2nd floor. This area is 
now served from the 1977 addition and the original plumbing.

 At some point, a 120-gallon electric water heater was added. Today this water heater is not used.

 At some point, the following modifications were made to the bathrooms at the ends of east and west wings:
o 1st floor east wing (by the tennis courts): A wall was added separating the space into a bathroom with 

exterior access and a storage and electrical equipment room.
o 2nd floor east wing (by the tennis courts): This bathroom has remain unchanged.
o 1st floor west (by Dorset Street): This space was changed to storage and electrical equipment room.

 In 1995, the following was done to the domestic water system:
o The original electric hot heaters were removed. A new hot water heater/storage tank was added with an 

expansion tank. The existing tempering valve remained. It appears that there was no major work to the 
domestic hot water recirculation system.

o There was a sink added to the Library.
o Handicap water fountains were installed in existing locations on the 1st and 2nd floor around the 

Auditorium.
o New water closet and lavatory were added to the 1st floor bathroom on the east wing.
o New water closets and lavatories were added to the 1st and 2nd floor bathroom on the west wing.
o The 2nd floor west (by Dorset Street): A wall was added separating the space into a men’s bathroom on 

the north side and women’s bathroom on the south side.
o A new 30-gallon electric hot water heater replaced an existing for the bathrooms in the east wing.
o There was a toilet room added to the 1st floor of the east wing with a new 10-gallon electric water heater.
o A new hot water heater (30 gallon) replaced an existing on the 1st floor of the west wing.
o The boiler room was added off the existing mechanical room. Natural gas was added for the new hot 

water boilers.
o A toilet room was added to the 2nd floor of the southern 1977 addition.
o Condensate drains were added to existing AHU’s.
o Kitchen equipment was converted to gas.

 In 2013 the domestic hot water recirculation pump was replaced.
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 In 2017 the bathroom group on the east end of the west wing (near the auditorium) was renovated replacing the 
existing plumbing fixtures with new.

PROJECTED ENERGY COSTS

 Reviewing the last three (3) years of billing history shows an average of 42,000 CCF of gas usage. Therefore it 
will cost about $28,000 plus fees and charge.

 There is no analysis for alternate fuel sources. 

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE

With proper service and maintenance the average life of the equipment is as follows:

 The boilers should have a life of 30 years.

 The circulators should have a life of 10 to 15 years.

 The piping system should have a life of 30 to 40 years depending on the water treatment.

 The air system should have a life of 30 years. This does not include drive (motor and belt) replacements.

 The exterior exhaust fans should have a life of 15 to 20 years.

 The interior exhaust fans should have a life of 10 to 15 years.

 Terminal heat transfer units should have a life of 30 years.

 The control system should last 20 years. There will be failures of control valves, damper operators, thermostat and 
sensors.

 The water heaters should have a life of 15 to 20 years.

 The plumbing piping system should have a life of 20 to 30 years.

 The plumbing fixtures should last the life of the building. This do not include faucet replacements.

OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

I have listed items that require improvements and/or attention in the order of importance.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

 Perform a complete air system and water balance on the entire mechanical system. This will provide a starting 
point to identify potential problems that can be immediately addressed.  Such as low water flow, low air flow, high 
pressure drops, overloaded motors and control issues. Then schedule balancing every 5 to 7 years. This shall 
include airflow readings from all equipment and the distribution system.  Data at each unit shall include static 
pressure profiles across each component in the air handling units and amperage readings on the fan motors (supply 
and return) and heating and chilled water pumps.  This will provide the school with the current operating 
performance of the system.  It will also determine if we are meeting current ventilation requirements. This will 
help identify any potential problems.  The estimated cost for to balance the system $10,000 to $15,000.

 Perform water testing on the hot heating water loop annually. This will provide information on the quality of the 
water and existing pipe conditions on the heating system. Steel pipe and other steel equipment (i.e. expansion tank) 
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will deteriorate over time if the water in the system is not treated properly.  Oxygen in the water can cause the steel 
to rust, which can lead to premature leaks, and expensive water damage or replacement of equipment. Each 
system currently has a glycol and water mixture. Over time the glycol becomes acidic which deteriorates the 
piping system. Having this information can help prevent this, prolong the life of the heating systems and provide 
an idea of the condition of the existing piping system. The estimate cost to test the water is around $600.

 Replace the current glycol solution in the heating and cooling system. The age of this solution is unknown. The 
water quality test may indicate that the solution has some life remaining. The estimated cost to replace the glycol 
in both the heating and cooling system is $20,000 to $30,000.

 Perform a duct cleaning on the ductwork throughout the school. This should include all components and 
equipment in the air stream. The estimated cost to clean the ductwork is $20,000 to $30,000.

 Replace the existing pneumatic control and older Legacy system with a new direct digital control system. This can 
be done over a couple of year period. This will include complete removal of the pneumatic control system 
(compressor, tubing/piping, sensors, controllers and valves). Installation of new controls, sensor, damper actuators 
and complete valve assemblies. This will also include the addition of carbon dioxide sensors and airflow stations. 
The CO2 sensors measure the amount of carbon dioxide in a space and adjust the outside air according. This 
results in a tremendous energy savings. The airflow stations can track the amount of outside air into the school. 
The estimated cost is $250,000.

 Add variable frequency drives (VFD’s) to the two (2) RTU’s serving the Library and Science Wing. This will 
include replacing the existing reheat coils with new variable air volume (VAV’s) boxes with integral reheat coils 
and new controls. This will result in energy savings. Additional measures should include occupancy sensors for 
each VAV (these sensors can be interlocked with the lighting), carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors to control the 
amount of outside air and airflow stations on the outside air. The estimated cost is $50,000 to $60,000.

 Add variable frequency drives (VFD’s) to the two (2) RTU’s serving the Auditorium. There is no need to replace 
the heating coil since this is a single zone. This will result in energy savings. Additional measures should include 
occupancy sensors, carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors to control the amount of outside air and airflow stations on the 
outside air. The estimated cost is $15,000 to $20,000.

 Remove the abandoned AHU’s in that served the Auditorium. As previously described the RTU’s discharge the 
supply air for the Auditorium through the existing units with is inefficient (the existing components may still be 
install, which is adding static to the system. These translates to more horsepower). Modify the ductwork, add a 
new heating coils, new controls and insulated the ductwork. The estimated cost is $10,000.

 Replace the gymnasium AHU’s and exhaust fans. The new unit will not fit into the existing locations (mechanical 
room on each side of the stage), therefore a roof top units (RTU’s) should be considered. The new RTUs can be 
provided with energy recovery devices to reduce energy consumption and the heating coil can be located in the 
existing mechanical space. The same for the exhaust fans. New fans will not fit in the existing locations 
(mechanical room over the locker rooms), therefore, a new roof mounted exhaust fans will be required. The 
estimated cost is $20,000 to $25,000 per RTU and about $5,000 to $7,500 per exhaust fan.

 Replace the kitchen/cafeteria AHU and exhaust fan. The new unit will not fit into the existing location 
(mechanical room over the locker rooms), therefore a roof top unit (RTU) should be considered. This unit will 
have to be 100% outside air which can be heated by a hot water coil in the mechanical room or go with a gas 
furnace. The same for the exhaust fan. A new fan will not fit in the same space as the existing, therefore, a new 
roof mounted exhaust fan will be required. The estimated cost is $25,000 to $30,000 for the RTU and about 
$7,500 to $10,000 for the exhaust fan.

 The other RTU’s still have some life remaining. When they are replaced consider converting to VAV with CO2 
sensors on the return and airflow stations on the outside air.
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 Add variable frequency drives to the main circulating pumps. This will result in electrical energy savings. This 
will require replacing the existing 3-way valves with new 2-way valves. The estimate cost is $5,000 to $10,000 for 
the VFD’s on the pumps.

 Replace the existing combustion dampers, actuators and controls with new dampers that are thermally broken and 
insulated. They are currently manually controlled. They need to open with the water heaters or the boiler are on or 
the boiler room temperature exceeds set point. Closed when the equipment is off. The estimated cost is $5,000 to 
$10,000.

 Replace the older existing exhaust fans on the roof. Ventilation codes have increased over the years and these type 
of exhaust fan lose their ability to move air over time. There is a likelihood that these fans are not capable of 
meeting today’s ventilation requirements and new motors are more efficient. The estimated cost is $3,000 to 
$5,000 per fan including controls.

 Replace the three (3) RTU’s from the 1995 renovation. The existing are past their expected life. Included with 
replacement of the RTU’s carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors to control the amount of outside air and airflow stations 
on the outside air New RTU’s will be more energy efficient. The estimated cost is $10,000 to $15,000 per RTU. 

 Replace the unit ventilators throughout the school with a new mechanical system. This equipment is past its life 
expectancy and is due for replacement. In addition, unit ventilators of this age require a lot of maintenance and 
parts can be hard to find. As previously mentioned, control valves have already started to fail and there cannot be 
easily replaced. A new RTU the located on the roof of each wing in a heat pump configuration with energy 
recovery, VAV and new terminal units with reheat coils. The heat pump configuration will allow for cooling and 
dehumidification (with reheat), it will allow heating on the cooling days before the boiler plant is start, the VAV 
will allow vary amounts of air based on occupancy, the energy recovery will reduce operating costs. The controls 
for this unit can be set up to monitor carbon dioxide (CO2) and control the outside based on these value, 
occupancy sensors can be used for lighting control and to control the mechanical system optimizing energy usage. 
The estimated cost is $150,000 to $200,000 per RTU. For comparison, the estimated cost to upgrade to new unit 
ventilators with direct digital controls is about $10,000 per unit ventilator or $200,000 for a wing. The RTU is 
much more energy efficient and easier to maintain.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS

 Replace existing gate valves out in the plumbing system with new full ported ball valves with stainless steel balls. 
This can be an ongoing maintenance project. Anytime the domestic water system is down and repaired replace the 
older gate valves.

 Replace the existing hot water heater with a new gas fire water heater, expansion tank, and tempering valve. The 
recirculation pump was replaced in 2103. The domestic hot water heater was installed in 1995, therefore it is 22 
years old and get to the end of its life. Domestic hot water is only produced when the boilers are on. Therefore, the 
boilers need to run to produce hot water even though there may not be a need to heat the school. The estimated 
cost is $20,000 to $25,000.

 Install a new dedicated gas fired hot water heater, expansion tank, recirculation pump and tempering valve for the 
kitchen. Currently, the boilers have to run to provide domestic hot water even if no heat is required in the school. 
The estimated cost is $20,000 to $25,000.

 Install hot water temperature sensors in the domestic hot water to the kitchen and school and connect to DDC 
system. This will allow monitoring of the water heaters and water temperatures. The estimated cost is $3,000 to 
$5,000.

Crw1624 sbhs report – revised 1-24-18
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SOUTH BURLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 Most of the electrical systems have been maintained well since the original construction.  
There are no ongoing maintenance items other than listed in this report that require 
remediation at this time.

 The main electrical service, beginning at the utility transformer, is mostly all original equipment 
and should be replaced. 

o This includes all electrical panels, panel feeders, and circuit breakers from the original 
construction.

o The utility transformer and incoming service, outside the building, also requires 
replacement due to the age and safety concerns.

o A new back-up power generator should also be installed at the same time.

 The fire alarm system needs additional upgrades and added devices.

 The LED lighting upgrade project is ongoing and should be completed.  Additional lighting 
controls should be added to increase the energy efficiency.

 The kitchen electrical system and wiring should be upgraded and modernized.

 A new voice over IP phone system is required.  This upgrade would also allow for the upgrade 
of a PA system and new IP cameras for a more comprehensive security system.

 A new Security camera system with cloud recording is recommended.

EXISTING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Main Service and Electrical Room

 The main electrical service is a 3000-amp, 3-phase, 277/480Y volt service that feeds the entire 
building.    This service originates at the utility pad-mount transformer outside the building, 
near the electrical room, and runs through the ceiling in the electrical room on the lower level 
to the switchboard.

o The switchboard was installed in 1960.  It a GE switchboard with a 3000A main 
breaker.  The main breaker was replaced roughly five years ago.  There is a 
schematic plan in place to replace the gear with a much smaller system.

o The main service was sized originally for electric heating throughout the school.  In 
1995, almost all the electric heat has been removed throughout the building.  The 
infrastructure, heating panels, and all related service equipment have remained.  
Recent load tests have shown that the current load is about 400A rather than the 
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3000A loads that the system was sized for.

o The pad mount utility transformer appears to be original equipment and has exposed 
live parts.  A protective fence and gate is installed to keep out non-qualified personnel, 
but servicing the equipment and transformer is not ideal.  The tentative plan is to 
replace this with a standard pad-mounted unit with an in-ground vault.

o The high voltage underground feed comes from the street switching cabinet to power 
the Utility Transformer at the back of the building.  A portion of the underground 
primary, high voltage cable runs underneath the school, and was recently excavated 
during the elevator replacement project.  This is a potentially dangerous and 
problematic situation if there ever was a failure of the conduit or cable.  There is a 
tentative plan in place to replace cabling with a new high voltage feeder that would run 
around the building to a new utility transformer in same location as the existing one.  
The high voltage wiring would no longer enter the building.  Coordination with Green 
Mountain Power is needed to fully design this system.  The new line would require 
trenching, boring under parking, and a new vault.

o There is no back-up generator installed.  When the electrical service is replaced and 
upgraded, a new back-up generator system should be installed.

o The main service is grounded at the water entrance, this installation looks good.

o There is power factor correction equipment installed.  There have been no power 
factor utility penalties.  The new service should also implement power factor correction 
equipment.

o There is no surge protection or lightning protection for the electrical distribution 
system.  The new electrical service should be designed with this protection built into 
the main panel.

o There are multiple sections in the switchboard: a lighting section, a heating section, 
and a distribution section.  Breakers in each section provide power to electrical panels 
and equipment throughout the school.  Some of the heating section breakers are in 
the “off” position since some of these old heating panels are no longer used.  Many of 
the original heating panels have been repurposed for other uses after the elect heat 
was removed.  The labelling of the circuit breakers is not accurate or complete.  Many 
breakers are in the on position, but there is no load on the circuits.

o In general, the electrical room breakers are labelled in the main panels.  There are 
some circuits and circuit breakers that are not labelled.  These should be traced and 
properly labelled.

 The electrical room is very congested.  There is a lack of room, and a lack of adequate 
headroom.  The switchgear height is almost equal to the ceiling height, which makes it very 
difficult to service, and add any more circuits.

 During the 1995 renovation, when the electric heat was removed, some of the electric heating 
distribution panels where repurposed.  The new equipment installed in 1995 is Cutler Hammer.  
All new panels and new equipment appear to be in good condition.  The new panels are all 
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properly labelled.

Electrical Distribution Equipment

 As noted above, each portion of the school is fed with 277/480v feeder circuits that go to 
electrical panels in various portions of the school.  There are multiple electrical closets 
throughout the building.  

o In these closets, there typically is a heating panel, a lighting panel, and a power 
transformer with 120/208v panels for general receptacle loads and other equipment. 
The age of the electrical panels varies by area in the school.  The original portions of 
the building have 1960 vintage GE panels.  The 1977 addition has some newer 
panels.  The renovation and heating project of 1995 added and replaced panels for the 
new boiler system, and added panels for receptacle circuits throughout the building. 

o The kitchen area is a good example of the older panels.  These panels are full and 
there are not adequate circuits in the kitchen.  The panels that were added to provide 
new circuits are not well-labelled.

o Many of the electrical rooms and electrical closets are used for general storage and in 
some cases, custodial use.  In many of these rooms, access to the electrical panels 
was blocked.  This is a code violation and an OSHA violation.  Adequate working 
clearances must be maintained, and additional storage areas are likely needed.  
Electrical rooms should be dedicated spaces.

o Some of the 1960 vintage heating panels were repurposed to provide power for the 
added receptacle circuits in 1995.  These new panels are all in good condition and well 
labelled.  The old, heating panels, however, are not clearly labelled. The labelling of 
the circuit breakers is not accurate or complete.  Many breakers are in the on position, 
but there is no load on the circuits.

o All new work performed since the last 1995 renovation has been done to remedy 
existing conditions as much as possible.  New work is done a neat workmanlike 
manner.  All new equipment and circuits have been well-labelled and maintained.

o  All other panels in the original portions of the building are original and have exceeded 
this life span and should be replaced.  The circuits in the original panels are not all 
clearly labelled.  Panels in the kitchen area and lower area are good examples of this.

Lighting

 The existing interior lighting systems primarily consists of a variety of surface-mounted and 
recessed-mounted fluorescent and LED fixtures.  There are also some fluorescent recessed 
can lights installed in certain areas.  The computer lab and a few other areas have parabolic 
fluorescent fixtures to help reduce glare. The type of fixture, lamp, and ballast combinations 
vary among the various areas and rooms within the school.  Most all the areas currently use 
the more efficient T-8 lamps and ballasts.  
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 An extensive, in-house, lighting replacement project is on-going.  Many of the common 
hallways and common areas have had the fluorescent fixtures replaced with new LED fixtures.  
The newly renovated areas, such as the big picture classroom areas, the renovated 
bathrooms, the small gym, and certain other areas like the cafeteria and classrooms have had 
the fixtures replaced with new LED fixtures.  Additional areas, such as the large gym, hallways, 
and additional bathrooms are planned for lighting retrofits to LED fixtures.  Occupancy sensors 
have been used in the newly renovated areas and are planned for the large gym, library, and 
all other areas.

 In general, the lighting is in fair condition where upgrades have not yet taken place.  There are 
a few fixtures that have cracked lenses, lamps out, and broken parts.  Consideration should be 
given to providing new lighting fixtures to replace all the fluorescent fixtures with new LED 
fixtures.  New LED fixtures are about 20-30% more efficient than the current fixtures.  LED 
fixtures should be maintenance free for up to 7 years or more and would allow for more lighting 
controls options as noted below.

 The lighting is primarily fed with 277v from dedicated lighting panels located throughout the 
school.  The wiring to the lighting fixtures is generally in good condition.

 The classrooms are typically lit with surface mounted fluorescent fixtures.  The classrooms 
generally have 2 switches so that the lighting near the windows can be switched separately 
from the rest of the lights in the rooms.  Occupancy sensors are installed in most classrooms 
so that the lights do not remain on when no one is present.

 Occupancy sensors are used in the newly renovated bathrooms, and other newly renovated 
areas.  Areas without occupancy sensors include: hallways, storage rooms, office areas, and 
most other areas.  Occupancy sensors can save 20% to 30% of the total lighting energy usage 
if installed in these types of spaces. 

o Multi-level or dimming lighting controls are required by the 2015 VT Energy Code in 
most rooms with multiple lighting fixtures.  Dimmable fixtures would accomplish this 
code requirement.  LED fixtures are inherently dimmable at no added cost.  Dimming 
controls would allow the teachers to better control light levels and save energy.

o Fixtures with wireless controls should be considered for the retrofit areas.  The new 
technology requires very little rewiring to have dimming, occupancy sensing, and 
daylight sensing capability.  The fixtures available cost between $100 and $150, the 
rebates available will cover over half of this cost or more.

o Adding occupancy sensors in hallways, the kitchen, and office areas would save 
additional energy.  These areas are currently controlled by wall keyed switches.

Emergency Lighting

 The existing emergency and exit lighting fixtures vary throughout the building.   Along egress 
paths, emergency lighting is accomplished with emergency ballasts in some of the fluorescent 
fixtures, and wall mounted battery powered units in most areas.

 It appears that in some egress hallways, the quantity of emergency lighting is not adequate.  It 
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is suggested that the emergency light levels be tested at night to be sure the 1 foot-candle 
(FC) average is maintained and the 10 FC average is maintained on the stairs. New LED 
emergency light units are much less expensive than emergency ballasts in fluorescent or LED 
fixtures.  This type of emergency lighting should be considered.

o It was also noted that there are insufficient emergency lighting fixtures and exit lights in 
the kitchen areas.

 There are a variety of styles of exit light fixtures.  New LED exit light units are much less 
expensive to operate than fluorescent exit lights.  A standardized fixture should be considered.  
The exit lighting fixtures use self-contained battery powered lights.  Most of the exit lights have 
been replaced and upgraded, but roughly 5% of them are the older exit lights use fluorescent 
lamps.  These are about 10 times less efficient than the LED exit lights available now.  
Currently, as the fluorescent fixtures fail, new LED exit lights are being installed by the facilities 
department.

o The exit lights and emergency lights are required to be tested and exercised monthly 
to insure all units are working correctly.  Currently, they are tested yearly.  A testing 
program should be implemented that tests the units more frequently.

 The electrical/mechanical rooms and closets are not equipped with emergency lighting.  
Electrical rooms are required to have emergency lighting.

 There are no emergency lights in the mechanical mezzanines and the egress paths to these 
areas. 

Exterior Lighting

 The existing exterior lighting appears to provide adequate security and parking area lighting in 
all areas required.  There are pole mounted LED fixtures for the parking areas and driveways.  
These are controlled with photocells. Motion detectors may provide some added energy 
savings.

 The building mounted wall-packs are also LED fixtures.  These are controlled with on-board 
photocells.  The HVAC pneumatic control system controls the timing of when the lights 
operate.  The HVAC control system will likely be overhauled and updated, the lighting controls 
at this time will also require updates.

 The lighting at the egress exits is required to have emergency back-up either by battery or 
central inverter system.  Currently there is no exterior emergency lighting at the exits to safely 
exit the building if there is a utility power outage. 

Electrical Devices and Wiring

 The primary wiring method of wiring throughout the school is an EMT conduit system and 
some armored cable.  The general wiring appears to comply with the National Electrical Code 
and appears to be in good condition in most areas.  

 In most general areas, classrooms, and office areas, the wiring and devices are in good shape 
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with adequate outlets.  During the 1995 renovations, new receptacles and circuits were added 
in all classrooms.  This provides multiple outlets on each wall in most all areas. 

 There are projectors installed in all classrooms.  The ceiling projectors are wired to an outlet 
that is located on the ceiling.  There are hard-wired connections from each projector to a 
location near the teacher’s desk for connection to a laptop computer.

 All outlets in the kitchen are required to be GFI protected; currently most of the receptacles are 
not GFI protected.  Many of the outlets in the kitchen are in poor condition.  As noted earlier 
the kitchen panels are original equipment with no room for more circuits.  There is no gas 
solenoid valve in the kitchen or relays in the kitchen to disconnect power and gas in the event 
of a fire under the hood. The kitchen requires an overhaul of the electrical equipment.

 During the heating conversion project in 1995, the electric heating coils were removed in 
almost every area.  There is still a small amount of electric heating units in hallways.

o The classroom electric heating units were replaced with hot water fan units.  The high 
voltage (277v) wiring was used to power the very small electric fan motors in these 
units.  The heating circuits were reused.  This high voltage used for the fan units has 
made it difficult to service these units and has made it harder to consolidate some of 
the heating panels that are no longer used.

Fire Alarm System

 The existing fire alarm system is a FCI Gamewell, combination addressable and zoned panel.  
This system serves the entire facility; the entire school is protected with this system.  The 
system is serviced by The Royal Group.  The main panel was replaced about 3 years ago.

 The installed system does not meet the current ADA requirements for fire alarm notification in 
some areas of the school.  All hallways and egress routes have adequate horn and strobe 
coverage.  Renovated bathrooms, newly renovated areas, the gym, library, and cafeteria all 
appears to have adequate annunciation coverage.

o Areas where added horns and strobes are needed include the kitchen, teacher’s 
lounge, mechanical mezzanines, gym penthouse, common offices, and most 
importantly, all classrooms.

o In some areas of the school the strobe lights are not synchronized.  All strobes are 
required to light at the same time.  There is an ongoing program to fix these issues.

o As the system is getting upgraded, compatibility issues are being taken care also.  All 
system components are required to UL tested as compatible with each other.  Since 
the system has been updated many times over the years, different manufacturers’ 
equipment has been used.  Yearly fire alarm upgrades and improvements have been 
occurring, but there is still more work required.

 Since the building is not completely sprinkled, fire detection devices are required in all spaces.  
There is a small limited area sprinkler system in the science area and library, but this is not 
monitored by the fire alarm system.  It appears that heat detectors are used in all rooms, and 
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smoke detectors are used along all egress paths.  Heat detectors have a specific coverage 
area, typically a distance of a 15-20’ radius.  There are some areas where added devices may 
be required to provide adequate protection.

 There are duct-mounted smoke detectors at the large air handling units.  If smoke is detected 
in the airstreams, the HVAC units will turn off so that the smoke is not spread.

 There are smoke detectors and magnetic door hold-opens that separate areas of the school.  
If smoke is sensed the fire separation doors will close.  It was noted during the inspection that 
a few doors were held open with door “wedges”.  All self closing doors are required to either 
remain closed, or be held-open with magnetic hold-opens, and automatically close when the 
fire alarm system is activated.

 There currently is no ansul system in the kitchen.  The new system will need to be monitored 
by the fire alarm system.

Telephone and Data System

 The existing telephone system is an old Nortel phone system.  The phone wiring originates in 
the main telephone room and uses a combination of old cat. 3, cat. 5 and newer cat 5e cable 
to all phone jacks and extensions from the telephone racks.  The Nortel system is at the end of 
its useful life.  Serviceability and support is no longer easily available.  The system is over 20 
years old.

o There is a 2-year plan underway to remove and replace the Nortel phone system with 
a new voice-over IP phone system.  This would require new phone cabling to replace 
all the existing cabling and a new phone system.  

o Much of the older phone cabling is not plenum rated.  New plenum rated cable would 
be required to each new and existing phone location.

 All classrooms and offices have phone jacks.  The phones are all wired to network closets and 
then back to the main telephone room.  

 All spaces and rooms are required to have phones.  Currently there are many areas where 
added phones are required.

 The existing data system is centralized in the main IT room in the high school and is in good 
operating condition.  The entire data system including switches, Wi-Fi access points, and 
hardware has been upgraded over the past 3 years and is continually being updated and 
upgraded.  There is a main server room in the high school business office area and 7 smaller 
data closets throughout the school.  All data racks, data closets, and the main IT room are 
interconnected with 10 gigabyte fiber-optic cable with spare capacity available if needed.  An 
Eaton 10 kW UPS is installed in the main IT room to provide power in the event of a utility 
power outage.  UPS units are installed in the remote data racks and closets.  Cat. 6 cabling 
connects all offices and WIFI air-ports to the IT server and closet switch locations.   There is 
still some Cat. 5e cabling in use that is planned to be replaced.

o Each data closet is either cooled or ventilated with temperature monitoring equipment.  
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The main IT room and main telephone room have redundant cooling systems and free 
cooling when the outdoor air temps allow.  The data and phone closets are shared 
with electrical and/or custodial equipment.  It would be nice to be able to separate 
these uses if possible.

o The school is totally covered with a wireless network.  The system currently supports 
roughly 1400 users at the high school with capacity for much more.

o Level 3 is the internet and data provider, with a backup service provided by First Light.  
All schools in the district are interconnected with fiber optic cable back to the High 
School main data room.

o 98% of all users connect wirelessly, with very few people needing a hard-wired 
connection.  The classroom hard-wired connections are no longer needed; this has 
and will continue to free up a lot of space is the data racks and switches.

o No updates to the data system would be required for the proposed phone system.

o There are redundant power supplies in the Main IT Room. 

o In general, the IT data system is robust and offers great service and expandability.

Access Control, Camera System, Clock System and PA system

 There is currently a Key Scan access control system that provides access to the building and 
throughout areas of the building with the use of badges and proximity sensors.  The system is 
expandable and provides tracking of personnel via log-in and log-out recording.

o The access controls system also is used for the lock-down system.  By flashing the 
badge at certain locations, a lock down situation can be initiated.  The system is 
adequate for the current use.

 There is a separate Bosch closed circuit camera system that has some interior and exterior 
cameras connected to it.  All cameras are old fixed lens coax and powered cameras and are 
connected to recording equipment.  The camera system monitors all entrances, halls, exterior 
doors.  This system has reached the end of its useful life.  A new IP camera system is 
proposed that will provide far more camera coverage inside and outside the school.

 There is an old Simplex speaker/clock system that is no longer functioning. This system has 
mostly been removed, although there are a few areas where the wall units are still in place.  
The Simplex system, all wiring, and all components should be completely removed.

 There is an old Bogen PA system installed throughout the school.  It is roughly 25 years old 
and is at the end of its useful life.  Parts and service are getting difficult to find.  Currently there 
are speakers in every room.  When the new phone system is installed, the classroom 
speakers will no longer be required.  At that time a new PA system should be considered for 
the hallways and common areas.
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PROJECTED ENERGY COSTS

 Improving all the lighting fixtures and controls will save up to 10% or more in lighting costs.  
Lighting costs are roughly 25% of the electrical use.  Improving all lighting and controls could 
shave 3% off the electrical use.

 The proposed HVAC energy efficiency measures, (VFD’s and controls) could save 10% or 
more of the electrical energy for the HVAC system.  HVAC electrical costs are roughly 40% of 
the total electrical use.  An over electrical reduction of 5% could be seen with the HVAC 
improvements.

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE

 Electrical distribution equipment, transformers, and switchgear have an estimated life span of 
~40 years.  This can vary depending on the use, the environment, and maintenance program. 
The general conditions in the school are average for life expectancy. All the original electrical 
distribution equipment and wiring is beyond the expected life and should be replaced.

 Electrical wiring, conduits, devices, switches, and similar devices have an estimated life 
expectancy of 50 or more years.  Much of the equipment is approaching this age.  Most of the 
wall devices have been replaced over the years.  As equipment fails, a maintenance program 
is in place to repair and replace equipment.

 Many of the lighting fixtures are 30 years old or more.  An ongoing program to replace all 
fixtures with LED fixtures is underway.  New LED lighting fixtures are expected to last up to 
100,000 hours.  With proper controls, the new LED fixtures can last 15 years or more.

 Phone equipment has a life expectancy of 20 years.  The phone system at the school is 
beyond its expected life.

 UPS systems have a life expectancy of 10-12 years.  The Eaton UPS system at the High 
School is 8 years old.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

 Due to the age, the fact that there is no longer any electric heat in the building, and the lack of 
serviceability, it is recommended that a new electrical service and distribution system be 
installed, including a new utility high voltage feeder and transformer.  The new electrical 
service and transformer can be sized correctly for the actual load in the building now that the 
electric heat is removed.  The new gear will be much more compact to allow for more room 
and better access in the electrical room.  Estimated cost $250,000. 

o Perform an arc-flash study and AIC fault current study so that all electrical equipment 
is properly labelled with the appropriate energy level and hazard level.  This insures 
that the equipment is properly rated for the use and that when work is performed on 
the equipment, the proper safety precautions are taken.  Estimated cost $10,000.

 Trace and label all existing panels and circuits.  Since many of the panels labelling is incorrect 
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or incomplete, tracing and labeling the circuits and panels provides a nice starting point for any 
proposed upgrades or renovations.  Estimate cost for this work is $30,000.

 Continue and finish the required fire alarm upgrades to meet current ADA standards.  
Estimated cost $50,000.

 Continue to replace all the older light fixtures with new LED fixtures.  Install new emergency 
lights and exit lights as required.  Estimated cost $60,000.

 Provide new wiring, equipment, lighting, and controls in all areas where renovation and 
remodeling work is proposed.  Electrical costs for renovated areas are estimated to be 
$25/square foot.

 Provide a new voice over IP phone system.  Estimated cost $250,000.

 Provide a new PA system, after the new IP phone system is operable.  The new PA system 
would integrate into the new phone system.  Estimated cost $100,000.

 Provide a new IP camera system with new interior and exterior cameras.  Install recording 
equipment “cloud” storage of camera recordings.  Estimated cost $50,000.

 Install a new 250KW generator to provide back-up power in the event of a utility power failure.  
Estimated cost $200,000.

 Renovate the kitchen electrical system.  Provide new power to kitchen equipment, provide fire 
alarm connections to the a new ansul system.  Estimated cost $40,000.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ASSESSMENT

South Burlington High School

ATC Group Services LLC (ATC) was retained by Dore and Whittier, Inc., to perform a Facility Analysis Assessment 
regarding environmental hazards for the “South Burlington High School” at the following school building located in 
So Burlington, Vermont:

 South Burlington High School, So Burlington, Vermont

ATC’s representative performed a site review to determine the locations of hazardous materials that may be affected 
by the any forthcoming renovation work at the school.  

Note: ATC's Hazardous Materials Assessment did not include any sampling and analysis of materials as part 

of this study.

ATC’s Scope of Work for this project included a cursory review of the following hazardous materials typically found 
in school buildings:

1. Lead 
2. Asbestos
3. Underground Storage Tanks (UST)
4. Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials (i.e. PCB light ballast's, Mercury, Hazardous Waste) 
5. General Indoor Air Quality

Outlined below is a summary of ATC’s findings:

I. Lead 

According to Mr. Bart Miceli, Facility Director at South Burlington High School, he has no knowledge of any 
previous Lead Paint Inspection being conducted at the school except for limited areas to specific to the new elevator 
project installed in 2016. 

The school water has been tested for lead content and was below the regulated threshold level at the time of testing. 
All samples collected were below the Vermont Department of Health (VDH) Vermont Health Advisories (VHA) 
Drinking Water Guidance level of 15 ug/L. 

The School includes students ninth through twelfth grade. 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) under their 29 CFR 1926.62 Regulation, consider 
elemental lead (i.e. any detectable levels of lead) to be considered lead containing and subject to their worker 
protection regulations.  Therefore, ATC recommends that appropriate lead testing be performed, at a minimum, in 
areas where renovation or demolition is proposed.  All results should be disclosed to the Contractor as part of the Bid 
Documents.
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Appropriate Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) sampling will be required of the waste streams to 
determine if the material is considered hazardous waste for lead.  ATC does recommend that representative TCLP 
samples be collected of the building components subject to disposal and the results be provided to the Contractor as 
part of the Bid Documents.

II. Asbestos Containing Building Materials

ATC performed a cursory review for suspect asbestos-containing building materials (ACBM) located in accessible 
areas of the school.   The school's Asbestos Hazards Emergency Response Act (AHERA) asbestos management plan 
is available for review and located in the administration office. The plan is kept up to date with all asbestos related 
documentation included. Extensive asbestos sampling and asbestos abatement activities have been conducted 
throughout the years to accommodate various renovations and building material replacements. Bart Miceli the facility 
director as well as the asbestos designated person is very proactive in his responsibilities and knowledge of his 
asbestos material inventory and having suspect building materials sampled prior to any disturbance activities. 
Documented asbestos containing materials in the school include: Mudded joint fittings (throughout), Acoustical 
plaster (auditorium), Transite fume hoods (science rooms), 9x9 and 12x12 floor tile and mastic (throughout), 
Caulk/glazing (window, expansion and door throughout), roofing materials and other assumed materials (materials 
not previously sampled). 

In accordance with federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (NESHAP) Regulations, all materials found to be asbestos-containing in the building must be abated prior 
to renovation/demolition activities and all suspect materials not previously sampled, even newly installed materials 
must be sampled prior to disturbance.  Therefore, ATC recommends that a comprehensive survey be performed in the 
school building and any out buildings that will (1) identify all suspect ACBM subject to potential impact by 
forthcoming renovation activities which will comply with NESHAP Regulations; and (2) update the overall current 
AHERA plan for the school with any required sampling. Some suspected materials that may require sampling are:

 Several Baseboards & Mastics

 Gypsum Wall board & Joint Compound (different installation dates)

 Several Ceiling tiles

 Several Floor tile & Mastics

 Ceramic Tile Grout & Adhesives

 Several Carpet Mastics

 Several Duct Caulking

 Sink undercoatings

 Internal Boiler Materials

 Laboratory Bench Tops 

 Window and Door Caulking

 Expansion Joint Caulking

 Textured Paint

 Stair tread and mastic

 Built-up roofing under membrane

 Other Miscellaneous materials

III.Underground Storage Tanks (UST's)

ATC performed a preliminary assessment as to the presence and locations of UST's at the site. ATC's review included 
a preliminary site walk through as well as discussions with school staff.  The school had a 275 gallon UST removed 
from the site in August 2011. This tank was used for various waste (oil and paint) associated with the former Auto 
Tech Center. The tank was found in poor condition and sampling found PAH’s, lead and arsenic above the EPA 
regional screening levels in soils. Therefore, any soil removal in that area will require proper disposal if soils were to 
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be removed from the location. After the tank was removed, the parking area was resurfaced and monitoring wells 
were installed by Verterre Group, site closed by VDEC May 7, 2014. A 4,000 gallon UST #2 fuel oil tank (still in 
use) was installed for an oil back-up to the natural gas.  The school converted to natural gas from electric heat in 
1995. The 4,000 gal back up tank may have been installed during this conversion or before, no documentation can be 
found.

IV. Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials

PCB’s or Polychlorinated biphenyls are man-made chemicals that were widely used in construction and electrical 
materials prior to 1978. PCB’s can effect the immune, nervous, reproductive and endocrine systems of the body and 
are considered a possible carcinogenic material if they build up in the body over long periods of time.  PCB use was 
banned 30 years ago for most uses, but may remain in school buildings and other facilities constructed or renovated 
prior to 1978.  

PCB’s exposure may occur by physical contact directly with PCB containing materials or surrounding porous 
materials which the PCB’s have been leached into for example: brick, wood, concrete or soils from exterior and 
interior caulking from windows, doors and expansion joints and other applications. Exposure may occur from 
changing light bulbs or replacing light fixtures from light fixtures that have leaking ballasts. Caulking that is not 
intact: i.e. brittle, peeling or visibly deteriorating may have a higher potential for the release of PCB’s. Indoor air 
quality may also be affected by PCB’s slowly releasing from the caulk as well as dust particles entering the air or 
surrounding surfaces.   

PCB’s in Electrical Transformers

According to Mr. Miceli - the old electrical transformer unit located outside the kitchen of the school is from the 
original building construction installed and owned by Green Mountain Power. No leaks have been observed by the 
school. Green Mountain Power stated that they were going to remove the unit but has yet to be done. 

PCB Light Ballasts

According to Mr. Miceli, most of all the light fixtures in the building have been replaced over the years. It is not 
believed that any PCB containing ballasts remain in the school. A more thorough investigation should be conducted 
prior to any building renovations.

PCB Caulkings

Caulkings have been found to contain PCB’s and should be considered suspect materials. Bulk sampling by ATC has 
been conducted in the past prior to window replacements that have been taking place over the last few years. The 
window glazing has been found to contain PCB’s. Additional sampling needs to be conducted prior to additional 
window replacement scheduled for the school. Some examples of caulking locations in the school which may contain 
PCB’s are on windows, doors, expansion joints, bathroom and kitchen applications. A more thorough investigation 
should be conducted prior to any building renovations.

 
Mercury

According to Mr. Miceli all meter have been changed within the last 10 years and has no knowledge of any meters 
with mercury in the building. The nurse’s office has removed all known mercury meters. It is unclear if the science 
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department has any mercury containing materials.  Prior to any building renovations a more thorough investigation 
should be conducted to determine if any remaining thermostats contain mercury.

Elevators

The old elevator in the lobby was removed and a new ADA accessible elevator was installed in the 2016.

Hazardous Waste

According to Mr. Miceli, the school does not have a regular reportable hazardous waste stream.  A small quantity 
(quart size) of mixed chemicals from the Science classrooms is disposed of by ENPRO occasionally. The Science 
Rooms floor drains into a tank with lime stone, which is rarely used. This tank is also cleaned by ENPRO. The school 
is currently using “Green” cleaners for all its general cleaning. There is small quantities of paints and stains stored on 
site. There is gasoline for the lawn mower and snow blower stored in the locked exterior metal shed. Other cleaners 
are sealed and stored in the janitorial closets. 

V. Indoor Air Quality

According to Mr. Miceli, no major complaints on air quality have been reported recently. 

The aforementioned information represents ATC's preliminary site investigation work relating to the feasibility study.  
As noted, additional sampling and investigation may be required in some instances to further determine the extent of 
the remediation activities required.

VI.       Remediation Cost Estimate

This cost estimate assumes that the entire facility will undergo a complete renovation of the interior and exterior of 
the facility. 

Remediation Cost Estimate:

This cost estimate includes a pre renovation survey for hazardous materials, sample collection and analysis and 
required abatement design and air monitoring services at the above referenced facility. This cost assumes that some 
materials are identified as asbestos, PCBs and lead containing and would require abatement and disposal as state or 
federal regulated materials. This estimate also includes abatement design, consulting and air monitoring costs as well 
as the contractor’s remediation/disposal costs.  Without the preliminary survey of suspect hazardous building 
materials, it is very difficult to provide an accurate cost estimate. If PCBs levels are found in building materials from 
the initial bulk sampling; than additional sampling (wipes/core sampling) will be required and the quantity and cost 
can dramatically change based on the information gathered from initial sampling, as well as if no regulated PCBs are 
identified, cost will be dramatically lower. If any UST’s need to be removed and are full of product or have leaked 
and contaminated soil is identified; then costs will increase. This cost estimate is based on 2017 rates and should be 
used for planning purposes only.  The actual project costs may differ from planning cost estimates. 

Estimated UST Remediation Cost                            $50,000.00

Estimated Abatement Contractor Cost (Asbestos, PCB & lead removal and disposal)                    $525,000.00   

Estimated Consulting Cost   (Sampling, design & monitoring)                                           $  75,000.00 

  

Total Estimated Costs                                                   $650,000.00
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   Interior and Exterior Window Glazing and Caulk (asbestos and PCB containing)
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  Asbestos containing Floor tile and associated mastic throughout school.
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100 Gallon Limestone lined tank for Science Classrooms

Asbestos Containing Mudded Joint Packing Insulation on fiberglass pipe runs and
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suspect asbestos containing tile grout, mortar and adhesive throughout school.
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UST Backup #2 Fuel oil outside cafeteria (cap)
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F. H. Tuttle Middle School – Structural Assessment

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This investigation of the existing structure was limited to visual observation of the exterior façade from 

grade and of main structural elements, where readily exposed to view.  No finishes were removed, nor 

was any non-destructive or destructive testing performed.  Partial sets of original structural design 

drawings depicting the existing construction were made available for use and were reviewed as part of 

this investigation.  The plan sets are as follows:

 South Burlington Middle School by Julian W. Goodrich Architects, dated 4/12/17 & 6/6/17

Additionally, partial sets of the architectural, electrical, mechanical, and site drawings were made 

available.  The general condition of the building is good.  This report identifies items that are of fair or 

poor condition.  Structural items observed, as part of this investigation, that are not specifically 

identified were generally seen to be of good condition, or better.  Evaluation of framing capacity and 

code compliance is based on the 2015 Vermont Fire and Building Safety Code and 2015 International 

Building Code, as adopted by the state.

FOUNDATION

The foundations are reinforced concrete frost walls and footings with a concrete slab-on-grade.  Visible 

portions of foundations are generally in good to fair condition.

Specific Issues Recommendations

Foundation walls exhibit cracking and spalling at 

various locations (Figure 1Figures 1-6).

Remove loose concrete, patch and parge 

concrete to match existing planar surface.  If 

concrete is still attached and viable, clean out 

cracks and seal with compatible sealant.  

WALLS:

The exterior walls are generally concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls with brick veneer.  The brick veneer 

is generally in good condition.  

Specific Issues Recommendations

There are occurrences of hairline step cracking, 

shrinkage cracking, and chipping/spalling of the 

brick veneer at various locations (Figures 7-13).  

Repoint masonry if required.

Some vertical control joints at windows are 

missing sealant, which can allow moisture ingress 

into the building envelope (Figures 14-16).

Remove failed mortar or sealant from vertical 

joints and install new sealant at these locations. 

FRAMING
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The 1967 Building is a two-story steel moment frame with CMU infill wall construction.  The floor 

framing consists of open web steel joists and steel beams with concrete slab-on-deck, supported by 

steel columns.  The roof framing consists of open web steel joists and steel beams with metal roof deck, 

supported by steel columns.  The roof construction is flat, with penthouse pop-ups at three locations.

Original drawings provided do not indicate design live loads.  A preliminary review of representative 

framing suggests design live loads of 40 psf at the second floor framing, 100 psf at corridors, and 40 psf 

snow load at the roof framing.  These values are consistent with current building code requirements for 

live load as well as the current design snow load of 40 psf for a flat roof in South Burlington, Vermont.

The current building code requires that roofs adjacent to higher portions of the same structure be 

designed to withstand drifting snow from the higher roofs.  The roof framing was not designed for 

drifting snow, as was typical at the time of construction.  The roof framing surrounding the penthouse 

pop-ups could be subjected to snow loads, including drifting snow, of around 115 psf.

The addition of new equipment or insulation on the roof would require further evaluation of the 

capacity of the existing roof framing.  The roof framing at high snow drift areas and areas of increased 

load would likely require reinforcing.  A preliminary review of representative framing found the existing 

framing suitable to support the flat roof snow load, but not the additional snow drift load.

Specific Issues Recommendations

There is cracking of CMU wall vertical control 

joints, at various locations (Figures 17-20).

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or 

dormant.  If cracks are active, they can be filled 

with sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can 

be repointed.

There is shrinkage and differential settlement 

cracking of CMU walls, at various locations 

(Figures 21-28).

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or 

dormant.  If cracks are active, they can be filled 

with sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can 

be repointed.

There is cracking of CMU walls in the Gym, in the 

vicinity of the basketball hoop attachments to the 

wall (Figures 29-31).

Reinforce masonry around attachments.  

Replace, reset, and grout blocks.

Some of the mortar/sealant has fallen out at the 

horizontal joint along the wind girt in the Gym, 

on the South and East walls (Figures 32-36).

Remove failed mortar/sealant. Clean joint, fill 

with mortar/sealant.

LATERAL LOAD RESISTANCE (WIND AND SEISMIC):

The lateral load resisting system of the structure is made up of steel moment-resisting frames.  An 

evaluation of the existing lateral system has not been completed.  Future additions or substantial 

renovations may require further evaluation, and possible reinforcement or upgrade, of the lateral load 

resisting system.  
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OVERVIEW:

Any changes to the roof, including the addition of new equipment or insulation would require further 

evaluation of the capacity of the existing roof framing.  The roof framing at high snow drift areas and 

areas of increased load would likely require reinforcing.  

A potential addition taller than the existing building could impact the existing building by creating a 

snow drift on the existing roof framing.  This would require an evaluation, and possible reinforcing, of 

the existing roof framing for additional drifting snow loads from the new roof.

Additionally, an addition or substantial renovation may require further evaluation, and possible 

reinforcement or upgrade, of the lateral load resisting system.
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Figure 1 - Foundation wall with cracking

Figure 2 - Foundation wall with cracking

Figure 3 - Foundation wall with spalled concrete
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Figure 4 - Foundation wall with spalled concrete

Figure 5 - Foundation wall with cracking and spalling concrete

Figure 6 - Foundation wall with spalled concrete
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Figure 7 - Shrinkage cracking at brick veneer

Figure 8 - Hairline step cracking at brick veneer
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Figure 9 - Hairline step cracking at brick veneer

Figure 10 - Step cracking at brick veneer
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Figure 11 - Chipped brick veneer

Figure 12 - Spalled brick veneer
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Figure 13 - Spalled brick veneer

Figure 14 - Control joint missing mortar/sealant
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Figure 15 - Control joint missing mortar/sealant
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Figure 16 - Control joint missing mortar/sealant
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Figure 17 - Cracking of vertical control joint in CMU at stairwell
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Figure 18 - Cracking of vertical control joint in CMU at kitchen window
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Figure 19 - Cracking of vertical control joint in CMU at stairwell

Figure 20 - Cracking of vertical control joint in CMU at classroom window
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Figure 21 - Step cracking in CMU at stairwell
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Figure 22 - Shrinkage cracking in stack bond CMU at classroom door
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Figure 23 - Shrinkage crack in CMU wall in kitchen

Figure 24 - Step cracking in CMU wall
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Figure 25 - Shrinkage cracking in stack bond CMU at classroom door

Figure 26 - Shrinkage crack in CMU wall at classroom window
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Figure 27 - Cracking in stack bond CMU wall at classroom door

Figure 28 - Step cracking in CMU wall at classroom window

Figure 29 - Cracking of CMU wall at basketball hoop attachment to wall
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Figure 30 - Cracking of CMU wall at basketball hoop attachment to wall

Figure 31 - Cracking of CMU wall at basketball hoop attachment to wall

Figure 32 - Mortar/sealant at horizontal joint has fallen out
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Figure 33 - Mortar/sealant at horizontal joint has fallen out

Figure 34 - Cracking at horizontal joint

Figure 35 - Mortar/sealant at horizontal joint has fallen out
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Figure 36 - Mortar/sealant at horizontal joint has fallen out
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSESSMENT 

F.H. Tu�le Middle School 

The Frederick H. Tuttle  Middle School building was designed by Julian Goodrich Architects and constructed in 
1967.  The building is in good condition with some elements beginning to show their age, and other systems and 
elements being at, or beyond their intended service life. It is evident that the building has been maintained well 
with no significant safety concerns.   

 

T�(�����)* 

 
Building condition scale of terms used throughout this report are as follows: 

• “Excellent”: New, or nearly new condition with few or no blemishes or compromises of quality or function. 
No recommendations needed at this time. 

• “Very Good”:  Highly functional condition with slight wear and tear and/or minor compromises of quality or 
 function. Can be considered for long-term replacement, dependent on continued maintenance. 

• “Good”: Median functional condition with noticeable wear and tear and/or compromises of quality or 
function.  Should be periodically reviewed and considered for future upgrades and/or 
replacement. 

• “Fair”:  Below median functional condition with significant wear and tear and/or major compromises 
 of quality or function. Seriously worn parts or elements, minor structural compromise. 
 Possible near-future safety hazard.  Should be addressed in near term. 

• “Poor”: Nearly, or completely non-functional condition with major wear and tear and/or serious 
compromises of quality or usability. Missing parts or elements, significant structural damage or 
condition.  Immediate safety concern; should be addressed as soon as possible.   
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EXTERIOR 

F��������� 

The Tu3le Middle School has a slab on grade with a cast-in-place concrete founda<on wall.  

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Much of the founda<on has a cemen<<ous parge 

coa<ng applied, most of which is in good condi<on, 

however there are a few loca<ons where the coa<ng 

has broken apart, exposing rebar near the surface of 

the original face of founda<on (Image 1) 

Remove loose parge coa<ng.  Remove  rust from rebar 

and apply an epoxy coa<ng to any exposed metal.  

Apply new cemen<<ous coa<ng to cover.   

Some areas of brick were covered with soil/

landscaping, thus making it difficult for the brick 

cavity to  drain (Image 2). 

Remove  soil away from the building and clean brick.  

Por<ons of the exis<ng brick façade extend beyond 

the founda<on wall by approximately 2”.  This does 

not appear to have had a nega<ve affect on the 

stability of the wall but is something to be aware of 

(Image 3). 

  

Wooden support framing has been installed at an exit 

door leading out from the gym where the founda<on 

wall steps down.  An aluminum sheet provides a 

threshold (Image 4).  The wood at this loca<on will 

eventually deteriorate and/or warp over <me.   

When doors are replaced, remove aluminum threshold 

and pour a concrete topping, doweled into exis<ng 

founda<on.   
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Image 1 Image 2 

Image 3 Image 4 
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The building exterior has remained virtually untouched since original construc<on with the excep<on 

of an entry ves<bule, which appears to have been constructed in the 1980’s, and an elevator addi<on 

constructed in 2015.   

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

The ver<cal metal panels with ba3en seams, have 

reached the end of their  service life; while the 

panels remain solidly in place,  the seams and sealant 

have begun to  fail in a few places.  The other issue is 

the lack of insula<on behind the panels.  During the 

elevator construc<on project, it was discovered that 

much of the original ba3 insula<on had deteriorated 

due to moisture or by squirrels.  There was also no 

vapor or air barrier.  We expect this condi<on to be 

the same at all loca<ons where the metal panels are 

located (Image 5,6,7,8).  

Remove all metal panels and any remaining 

fiberglass ba3 insula<on.  Provide exterior  

sheathing, vapor/air barrier membrane, spray-foam 

insula<on (min. R-15) con<nuous and connect  to 

vapor barrier at roofing system.  This work should be 

done at the same <me as a re-roofing project as the 

fascia is directly a3ached to the metal panel system.  

Significant efflorescence was observed at numerous 

loca<ons around the building, but  par<cularly at 

building corners and protruding pilasters, as well as a 

few areas within 2’ of the roof fascia (image 9, 10).   

It was also observed that the top course of brick, just 

below the fascia in several loca<ons has become 

loose due to  excess pulling/shrinkage from the 

roofing membrane. (Image 9, 10) 

The efflorescence is typically due to  excess moisture 

ge�ng behind the  brick and being forced out 

through the brick.  This appears that it is likely due 

to water ponding at the roof level and finding its 

way into the brick or  it could be through the gaps in 

the mortar where the brick has pulled away.   

Replace  roofing  system and extend fascia with new 

roof edge blocking, address all failed masonry and 

clean brick.  
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Image 5 Image 6 

Image 9 Image 10 

Image 7 Image 8 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Along the north side of the building, a significant 

horizontal crack was observed at approximately 4’ 

below the 2nd floor window sill.This appears to be at 
approximately the location of floor level change, and 
could be due to  thermal-stress due to insufficient 

thermal break.   (image 11 and 12 ). 

Investigate cause and extent of cracking.  Remove 
cracked brick as well as the course above and below 
it, address the source of the issue and install new 
brick.   

Significant discolora<on and efflorescence at brick 

below second story windows and at original chimney 

(Image 13, 14).  Discolora<on was also noted in nu-

merous other  loca<ons around building perimeter 

(Image 17) 

At brick below windows: locate source of moisture/

water ingress into the brick cavity and address.  At 

chimney, refer to roofing por<on of this report for 

recommenda<ons.  Repoint and clean the brick at  

chimney.  Clean all exterior brick.   

Mortar at ver<cal joints of window insets have failed. 

(Image 15) 

Repoint masonry joints at windows. 

Damaged or deteriorated brick was observed along  

the exterior wall in isolated areas. (Image 16) 

Hire a mason to remove any damaged brick 

(es<mate 100 sf) and replace with new.  Perform 

this work at the same <me as other masonry work. 
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Image 11 Image 12 

Image 15 Image 16 

Image 13 Image 14 
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The windows are original to the building and are  generally in fair condi<on.   

 

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

Windows are anodized aluminum windows, some being 

casement and others fixed.  The frames are not thermally 

broken.  While the insulated glass unit has a very small air 

space, these do not meet current energy code guidelines, 

and many of the casement windows do not operate as 

they have warped over <me or the hardware has failed. 

(Image 17, 18, 19, 20) 

 

Refer to Doors sec<on for hollow-metal window systems 

that are integrated into door frames.   

Replace all windows with high-performance, 

thermally-broken window systems. 

The entrance framing  system at the entry  ves<bule is an 

anodized aluminum storefront system with infill metal 

panels at the base.  At  an es<mated 35 years old, it has 

reached the enf of its useful life.  The glass offers li3le 

relief to solar  heat gain for this ves<bule, and the framing  

system is not thermally broken.  Ice is observed forming 

along  the sill plate of the aluminum framing system in 

winter.  (Image 21 and 22) 

Construct new entrance ves<bule that not only 

addresses thermal and heat issues but also 

provides improved security into the building.   
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Image 17 Image  18 

Image 21 Image 22 

Image 19 Image 20 
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The exterior doors consist of aluminum storefront and curtain wall doors, as well as hollow metal doors 

with hollow metal frames.   

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

While the exterior entrance doors have recently been 

replaced with new, they do not have laminated safety 

glass and neither do the rest of the glass in the 

entrance framing system. (Image  23, 24) 

When replacing  the entrance ves<bule, as noted in 

the previous sec<on, consider using laminated safety 

glass to slow poten<al violent intruders.   

 

Some doors are original hollow-metal (HM) doors that 

are in need of replacement as they exhibit rust, are 

difficult to operate and hardware is obsolete.  Some 

doors have been replaced with new insulated HM 

doors, however in most cases the HM frames have 

remained, with  significant rus<ng observed 

par<cularly at the base. (Image 25 and 26) 

Remove all HM frames and install new.  Re-use doors if 

they are within 10 years old.   

HM frames at primary stair exits are constructed with  

HM frames for the en<re two-story height.  Rus<ng 

was observed at numerous loca<ons.  These frames 

have far exceeded their expected life span and are 

due for replacement. (Image 27 and 28, see also 

image  17) 

Remove en<re  HM framing  system at the same <me 

that the metal panels are removed and replaced, as 

they are all integrated.   
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Image 23 Image  24 

Image 27 Image 28 

Image 25 Image 26 
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There are a number of miscellaneous issues observed.   

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

The score  board mounted to the exterior wall is in 

poor condi<on and should be considered for 

replacement.  Efflorescence is observed above and 

the side and bo3om of the scoreboard as well. (image 

29) 

Replace score  board and address water ingress issue. 

 

Two open conduit pipes were observed near  the 

boiler room. (Image 30)  

It is unclear what these are serving  but they should be 

capped so water doesn’t enter  and deteriorate the 

conduit that may serve a future use.  

Numerous holes and patches observed in exterior 

wall.  (Image 31) 

Ensure  all exterior  holes are  infilled solid and a water

-proof sealant applied.   

A wall exhaust fan is missing a cap, and water has 

been running down the exterior wall staining and 

deteriora<ng the brick and mortar.  (Image 32) 

If exhaust fan is no longer needed, this should be 

removed, insulated and capped to eliminate water, 

insects and the elements from entering.   Clean stained 

masonry.  

Significant de<ora<on observed at the base of a steel 

angle at a column.  This appears to be likely due to 

lack of thermal break, thus allowing moisture and 

salts to enter into wall.  Moisture may be entering 

brick wall cavity and res<ng at the base, where it 

cannot weep to the outside because there are no 

weep holes.  (Image 33) 

Perform inves<ga<ve work to confirm hypothesis and 

address source of moisture.  Remove all rust down to 

bare steel, apply zinc and epoxy coa<ng.   

An addi<on that houses a kitchen cooler  is in fair 

condi<on.  Significant moisture issues are observed 

on the exterior walls on all three sides.  It appears 

that the wall construc<on is not appropriate for 

refrigera<on system and that the refrigera<on system 

lacks adequate drainage or moisture removal 

methods.  (Image 34) 

Remove en<re addi<on and construct new cooler/

freezer designed specifically for its use.   
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Image 29 Image 30 

Image 33 Image 34 

Image 31 Image 32 
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The Garland roofing company provided test cuts of the exis<ng roofing system in 2013 and found the 

following: 1/2” Perlite, 2” urethane foam insula<on, 1/2” recovery board and .060 mil PVC membrane, 

installed in 1990 (28 years old), with an approximate thermal value of R-13.7.  The roof deck appears to 

have been designed with a sloping structure, with its highest point along the center line of the roof 

(east-west direc<on), sloping to the perimeter edges.   

Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

While the majority of the roof drains well due to  

significant slope, the perimeter holds a significant 

amount of ponding water.   (Image 35, 36, 37, 38) 

 

It appears that there is a 2nd roofing system installed 

below the top roofing system as there are two fascia 

systems (Image 39, 40) 

 

As noted in the Walls sec<on previously, this roof is 

exhibi<ng significant shrinkage, pulling  in the exterior 

perimeter brick to  the point of breaking mortar 

bonds.   

 

The en<re roofing system should be  removed down to 

the deck and replaced with a min. of R-30 con<nuous 

insula<on, and a roofing system with a 30-year 

warranty.  Provide addi<onal roof drains and tapered 

insula<on at corners and perimeter.   
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Image 35 Image  36 

Image 39 Image 40 

Image 37 Image 38 
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Specific Issues Recommenda�ons 

HVAC units are protected from the weather by being  

housed within two large “penthouses” located at the 

roof level with access via stairway from below.  These 

penthouses have corrugated metal siding that have 

reached the end of their service life and exhibit 

significant failure.  The scuppers and rain shedding 

system is inadequate.  Doors and siding has rusted 

and there is likely water leaking into the building in 

some loca<ons.  (Image 41, 42, 43, 44) 

Remove all siding and roofing at penthouses.  Provide 

insulated metal panel system with vapor and air 

barrier <ed into roof system.  Perform this work at the 

same <me as re-roofing and new HVAC work.  

A chimney that is no longer in use has been capped 

with slate <les however the masonry joints have 

failed and allow water to enter.  Much of the brick 

and mortar at the chimney is discolored and 

deteriorated.  (Image 45, 46) 

If the chimney is no longer used, it should be removed. 

Another alterna<ve is to let it remain in place but have 

the brick repointed, and cleaned, and put a monolithic 

stone or stainless steel , water-proof cap on the 

chimney, with an overhand and/or drip edge to shed 

water away.  Re-do flashing around the chimney.    
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Image 41 Image  42 

Image 45 Image 46 

Image 43 Image 44 
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INTERIOR 

FLOORING 

Multiple flooring types were noted throughout the school, most of which is in fair to very good condition.  

Circulation spaces, including lobby, corridors and stairwells, consists primarily of 12” x 12” vinyl composition tile 
(VCT) in good condition.   

Flooring material in classrooms, administration, guidance, health, cafeteria and related circulation spaces consists 
primarily of 12” x 12” VCT on the first floor and 8”x8” vinyl asbestos tile (VAT) on the second floor. Conditions 
range from fair to very good. Isolated damaged was noted in multiple locations.    

Damaged tiles were noted at door thresholds; missing transition strips are likely the reason some of the tiles are 
cracking. This was evident throughout the building. 

The kitchen features primarily painted epoxy flooring in good condition, and VCT or VAT in auxiliary spaces 
which is in fair condition. The locker room within the kitchen has 1” ceramic mosaic tile in fair condition.   

The gymnasium features a floating, resilient wood floor system over a VAT floor, which is in good condition. The 
stage also has wood flooring, which is in poor condition. 

The Guidance offices, Library, and corridor outside main office are carpeted. The carpet is in fair condition. The 
corridor outside main office has carpet and is in very good condition. 

The flooring in the bathrooms and locker rooms are ceramic mosaic tile which is in fair condition. In older areas 
the tile is generally dated in appearance and appears to be “dingy” with soiled grout joints. Tile flooring and/or tile 
base is missing in various locations.  

The flooring in the boiler room, receiving room, all janitorial spaces, and some storage areas is sealed concrete, 
which exhibits a worn surface finish in most areas. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommendations 

VCT in multiple location is cracked, broken, and 
deformed by telegraphing of the uneven surface 
beneath (Figure 36) or missing transition strips 
(Figures 37).  At some locations the VCT is either 
shrinking, migrating, or there is slab movement 
resulting in larger open joints (Figure 38).  

Remove existing VCT, patch substrate to provide an 
even surface, install new resilient flooring such as 
sheet linoleum, linoleum tile, or new vinyl 
composition tile. Provide transition strips at flooring 
transitions and door thresholds. 

The wood flooring at the stage is in poor condition, 
with worn areas warranting replacement. (Figure 39). 

Remove and replace the wood floor in its entirety.  

Carpeting throughout the school varies in condition 
from fair to very good. In some cases there is either 
stains, fading, wrinkles to the point of overlapping 
(tripping hazard), pulls, and tattered edges, or 
combinations thereof. (Figures 40, 41). 

Remove existing carpeting and replace with Flocked 
Flooring, linoleum tile, or VCT in smaller offices.  
 
Replace flooring in Library with carpet tile for ease 
of maintenance. 
 

Worn flooring, such as toilet room tile and sealed 
concrete flooring, although not aesthetically pleasing,  
does not pose any issues at this time.  

Patch/repair damage as it occurs. If warranted update 
finishes as part of a larger room renovation.  
 
 

Some CMT in locker and toilet room floors were 
damaged or missing. 

Remove any remaining loose tile, prep surface for re-
tiling, install new CMT to infill voids. If warranted 
update finishes as part of a larger room renovation.  
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Figure 48—Damaged VCT at door opening 

Figure 51—stretched carpeting tripping hazard Figure 52—Missing floor tile  

Figure 50—Wood floor at stage 

Figure 47—Failed VCT due to telegraphing 

Figure 49—VCT shrinkage, or slab movement 
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Majority of interior walls and partitions are painted CMU in good condition. A few gypsum board interior parti-
tions were noted in good condition as well.  

Typical gang toilet rooms and locker  are 4” ceramic tile from floor to ceiling, with either a 1” x 1” , or 2” x 2” 
ceramic mosaic tile base, all in fair to good condition. 

Wood paneling, found in the Lobby and outside the administration, guidance and health suite, is in good condition.  

Moveable wall partition in Art rooms appears to be in fair condition.  

 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommendations 

Cracking was noted at a pier in the Exercise room.  Refer to Structural Assessment for recommendations. 

Monitor wall finishes for damage.  Repaint walls as part of an ongoing maintenance 
plan. 

Moveable partitions are functional for flexibility of 
classroom space configurations however they do not 
always provide sufficient acoustic separation.   

If desired, remove moveable partition and construct a 
partition wall with a communicating door.   
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Figure 53—Crack in CMU pier Figure 54—Close up of crack in CMU wall 

Figure 55—wood paneling Figure 56—Moveable partition 
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Ceilings throughout the building are typically suspended 2’ X 4’ Acoustical Ceiling Panel (ACP) in a metal grid 
system while some spaces are of 2’ x 2’ ACP.  Many ceilings exhibit sagging ceiling panels.  

Soffits near the main lobby have 8” x 8” ACP, are in good condition.   

The stage, receiving area, and other service areas are exposed metal deck. 

The gymnasium, Exercise room and OT/OT space have tectum ceiling panels laid into a grid system. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Specific Issues Recommendations 

Much of the ACP ceilings  throughout the building 
are beginning to show their age, and in some areas 
exhibit sagging from humidity. Some panels are 
stained from water damage, are discolored from age, 
or are missing.   

Replace acoustic panel ceilings throughout the school 
with new humidity resistant panels. Areas in good 
condition should be monitored as part of a mainte-
nance management plan.  
 
Repair issue causing water stains before replacing 
stained/missing tiles.  
 

Some discoloration in ceiling grids were noted.  Replace ceiling grids where warranted.  

The acoustic ceiling panels in the kitchen are washa-
ble 2x2 panels in fair condition. The metal grids are 
showing some discoloration. 

Replace acoustic ceiling system in kitchen with 
washable panels in a grid system that is corrosion 
resistant and approved by the USDA for use in com-
mercial kitchens.  

The tectum ceiling is discolored near mechanical 
vents and warrants replacement.  

Replace tectum ceiling in Gymnasium, Exercise 
Room and OT/PT space. 
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Figure 57—Stained ACP ceiling Figure 58—Missing ACP ceiling tile 

Figure 61—Tectum  ceiling panels 

Figure 59—discoloration at ceiling grid Figure 60—Sagging, damaged, stained  ACP 

Figure 62—8”x 8” ACP at Soffits 
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Interior doors throughout the building are typically flush wood doors. Most doors have kickplates, appropriate in a 
high traffic and heavily-used school setting. Wood doors along corridors appear to include fire ratings necessary to 
separate corridors.  

Frames for all doors are typically painted hollow metal, with the frames being of a conventional square shape con-
struction. The borrowed lites are of hollow metal construction with some having wired glass.  

Vision Panels and borrowed lights are noted in the main office and are in good condition.  

The condition of  the wood doors are good to fair condition. The hollow metal frames for doors and borrow lites 
are mostly in good condition, with some being in fair condition.  

Most doors have appropriate lever hardware. See the Accessibility section for door hardware and clearance issues.  

Specific Issues Recommendations 

The wood doors through out the building are nearing 
the end of their service life.  Door finishes are 
showing surface isolated damage . 

Replace doors within the facility with new wood 
doors as part of a maintenance plan, with ratings 
where appropriate to the opening rating.  Refer to 
Regulatory Compliance section for discussion of 
accessibility issues related to doors and hardware. 

Wired glass is used throughout the building in door 
vision panels and sidelights.  Wired glass has been 
shown to adversely impact the fire and impact 
performance of the glass, and when broken the 
exposed wire represents a significant threat to cutting 
of hands and amputation of fingers.  Wired glass is no 
longer permitted as “safety glass” in openings in 
impact areas such as door vision panels and 
sidelights.  

When replacing doors, provide glazing in door vision 
panels, borrowed lights, and sidelights subject to 
pedestrian impact with tempered or laminated safety 
glass, with fire ratings where appropriate to the frame 
assembly rating. 

A few paper exit signs above doors were noted.  
(Figure 63) 

Refer to Safety and Security section for more 
information.  
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Figure 59—Typical  wood door with kickplates Figure 60—Door with wired sidelites 

Figure 63—Paper exit sign above door 

Figure 61—Wired glass in vision panel of wood door Figure 62—Vison panels/borrowed lite system  
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Storage in classrooms varies in the building.  In classrooms built-in cabinets and shelving typically run along the 
exterior wall of the room and/or the interior wall along the corridor. Shelving is in fair condition.   

Classrooms feature chalk boards, white boards, smart boards and bulletin boards. Most every classroom has been 
provided with a ceiling mounted projector. Most are in good condition.   

Toilet room fixtures and equipment consist of toilet compartment screens, dispensers, trash containers, towel dis-
pensers, etc.  These items range widely in condition from poor to very good. Re-mounting new toilet room equip-
ment (and accounting of that cost) is covered under accessibility improvements. 

Other miscellaneous equipment include items like fire extinguishers and cabinets, corridor lockers on second floor 
for student personal storage, stage equipment, etc.  

 

Specific Issues Recommendations 

Classroom wall surfaces commonly feature chalk 
boards that are no longer used and create inefficient 
surfaces that are not compatible with modern teaching 
methods.   

Remove existing chalk and related trim from walls; 
provide new marker and tack boards following repair 
of scars at wall surfaces.  Assume one new 4’ marker 
board per classroom.  
 

Toilet partitions vary in types of damage. Some 
components, such as doors have been replaced. Other 
show wear.  (Figure 64). 

Replace toilet compartments. 

Roller shades in classroom are dated and often 
difficult to operate.  

Replace Roller shades throughout building to provide 
window  shades that are easily operable, especially  
to the event of a lockdown.   

Fire extinguisher cabinets  are mounted such that 
extinguishers within are installed too high for code.  
Fire extinguishers appear to be provided in 
insufficient quantities.  (Figure 65). 

Undertake a code analysis of fire extinguisher sizes 
and quantities building wide to confirm that 
sufficient extinguishers are provided.  Verify all are 
mounted at code-compliant mounting height for size.  

Classroom furniture varies between loose tables (for 1 
or multiple users) and chairs, to fixed table/chair 
combination. Fixed solutions are limited to efficiently 
reconfigure the room.  

Replace fixed tables and chairs, as well as worn 
furniture throughout the built. To provide a flexible 
learning environment.  

Science Room casework is in fair to good condition. 
(Figure 64)  Rooms, such as Science and Art, could 
use additional storage space.  
 
In general classrooms, casework is nearing the end of 
its service life.  In many places, laminates are chipped 
or delaminating from substrate, countertop edges are 
delaminating, some drawer glides no longer operate 
smoothly.  Sink cabinets do not meet accessibility 
requirements (Figures 65) 
 

Undertake a storage needs study for classrooms, to 
identify the types of storage needed for typical 
classrooms.  Provide storage casework in classrooms 
with modern storage cabinets that better meet 
classroom needs. 
  
Replace classroom casework with new units that are 
compliant with accessibility rules for the age of the 
intended users, and with a uniform appearance 
throughout the school. 
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Figure 64—Science Classroom Figure 65—Built in cabinet with sink. 

Figure 68—Window Shades Figure 69—Variety of furniture styles 

Figure 66—Toilet Partitions Figure 67—Variety of boards in classroom 
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Specific Issues Recommendations 

In the Gymnasium, wall padding is provided directly 
below the main basketball goals and along the out-of-
bounds lines. Wood paneling has been used to replace 
wall padding in one section under a side court hoop. 
The wall padding that exists is in good condition 
(Figure 70). 
 
Acoustical wall panels are damaged and dirty.  
 

Remove wood paneling and install new wall padding 
at this location (approximately 6’x6’ area).  
 
Replace acoustical wall panels in kind.  
 

Corridor lockers are stacked half height lockers in 
good condition. The lockers in the locker rooms how-
ever in in fair to poor condition; many are heavily 
dented and rust is visible.  (Figure 71). 

Remove and replace old lockers with new heavy-
duty, ventilated locker systems in the locker rooms. 

There is limited storage in the cafetorium. Tables and 
chairs are stored in the kitchen when not in use but 
otherwise appear to be in good condition. 
(Figures 73). 
 
Serving area and garbage/recycling area (just outside 
of dishwashing window) appear to be in good condi-
tion.   
 
Bottle refilling station is provided with metal wall 
panel to prevent damage to wall finish.  
 
 

If space permits, designate an area for table and chair 
storage.    

At the Platform, there are limited stage lights and  
controls in the space. Curtains consist of main val-
ance and traveler curtain, midstage and and rear trav-
eler curtain.  Curtains are in good to fair condition. 
We could not confirm fire retardancy at time of visit.    
(Figures 74, 75). 

Upgrade stage lighting and controls appropriate for a 
middle school setting.   
 
Professionally clean and re-hang stage curtains, and 
adjust travelers for smooth operation if needed.  

The Media Center is an interior space that has book-
shelves along the perimeter walls and in rows along 
the opposite wall that appear to be original to the 
building.  
 
The circulation desk is a raised platform within the 
space. The countertop appears to have been replaced 
to retrofit an accessible (lower) counter area but oth-
erwise is original to the building.   
 
A variety of seating is provided, including soft seat-
ing, loose chairs and tables, and cubicle style. All are 
in good condition.  
 
The office area and workroom have worn casework in 
need of replacement. A book storage area is parti-
tioned off within the larger space. 
 
  

The Media Center is in good condition for the most 
part. As an interior space, there is a lack of natural 
lighting and consideration should be given to provide  
vision panels to the corridor if reconfiguration of the 
adjacent spaces is not feasible to provide natural light 
and direct views outside.   
 
Bookshelves, circulation desk and built in casework 
warrants updating. Prior to replacement, a study to 
consider future use should be undertaken.  
 
Provide a secure book storage a room, approximately 
12’x10’ within the media center.   
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Figure 70—Gymnasium wall padding Figure 71—Corridor lockers 

Figure 74—Platform / rigging Figure 75—Media Center 

Figure 72—Locker room lockers and benches Figure 73—Kitchen is used for chair/table storage 
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

F.H. Tuttle Middle School

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 The mechanical systems serving the Tuttle Middle School are maintained well, however some have 
reached the end of their service life and are in need of replacement.

o The air system is in good working order; however it is 50 years old, has reached the end of its 
useful life and in need of upgrade for improved ventilation and energy efficiency.

o The boiler plant is in good condition and is 22 years old.  Continued maintenance for the near 
future is recommended.

o The chiller plant is in good condition and is about 9 years old. However, most of the chilled 
water piping is 50 years old and is due for replacement.

 There is no current balance reports or information on the construction documents that provides any 
information on the amount of outside air serving the school.  Due to the age of the equipment, it is 
likely that the ventilation rate does not meet today’s standards.   

 The plumbing system is a good condition. There appears to be normal wear and tear.  Replace valves 
and components that have reached the end of their life.

 There is only a limited area fire protection system in the school. Most of the school is not covered by a 
sprinkler system.

EXISTING MECHANICAL SYSTEM

 Tuttle Middle School was built in 1967 with a constant volume terminal reheat and air conditioning 
mechanical system. Areas not supplied by the air system are heated by terminal heat transfer units such 
as fin tube radiation, cabinet and unit heaters.

 There are 13 air handling units and return in 3 penthouses that provide heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning to the school. Of these 13 AHU’s, only 5 provided air conditioning. There are:

o S-3: Media Center
o S-4: Science Labs
o S-6: Science Labs
o S-8: Cafeteria
o S-11: Classrooms

 Heat was provided by electric resistance heaters in the form of duct coils, baseboard heaters and cabinet 
unit heaters. Air conditioning was provided by a water cooled chiller and cooling tower.

 Cooling was provided by a water cooled chiller with an exterior cooling tower.

 There are several exhaust fans that service toilet rooms, storage areas and other support spaces.

 The kitchen is served by only one exhaust fan that is connected to the main kitchen hood, dishwasher 
hood and four (4) registers in storage rooms. There is no direct make up air. It appears that make up air 
infiltrated from other areas of the school.
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 The original control system was pneumatic.

 In 1989 there was a plan to install a make-up air system for the kitchen, but it appears that was not 
installed.

 In 1995 a new hot water heating system was installed. This replaced the electric heat throughout the 
school. Oil and gas fired boilers were installed in the mechanical room along with pumps and controls. 
Gas is the primary source of fuel with oil as a backup. It appears that an oil tank was also installed this 
year.

 In 1995 the chilled water system was extended to provide air conditioning to 6 of the existing AHU’s. 
There are:

o S-1: Classrooms
o S-2: Classrooms
o S-5: Classrooms
o S-7: Administration
o S-12: Chorus
o S-13: Shop Area

 At some point, gas fired cogens unit were installed. This equipment used gas to product electricity and 
the surplus heat was used to heat the school. If the heat was not needed, it was reject by the original 
cooling tower. The date these units were removed is unknown but some staff think is was prior to 2009.

 At some point, the boiler room and penthouses were changed from pneumatics to electric with direct 
digital controls (DDC). There may still be transducers (pneumatic/electric switches) to operate some 
control valves. The reheat coils use transducers that are controlled by DDC controllers. This type of 
control uses both pneumatics and electric sensors to control the reheat coils. The terminal heat transfer 
units are controlled by thermostatic control valves with and without remote sensing bulbs.

 In 2009 the existing water cooled chiller and pumps were replaced with a York air cooled chiller and 
TACO pumps. The cooling tower remained abandoned.

 In 2012 digital routers were installed for web based operation of the control system. 

 In 2017 four (4) hot water pumps were replaced. This included 2 boiler pumps, one (1) boiler pump per 
boiler and 2 main pumps. The main pumps are configured as a primary and standby.

 In 2017 a new Ansul fire protection system as installed in the kitchen hood.

 In 2018 the original burners on the boilers are scheduled to be replaced.

MECHANICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

 There are two (2) different types of control systems at the middle school which can communicate with 
each other. The older system is the Automated Logic Legacy system which uses DDC circuit boards 
with pneumatic-electric transducers. These transducers use an electric signal from the DDC system to 
operate a pneumatic actuators: The actuators are on the dampers and control valves. Therefore, the air 
compressor in the boiler room is still necessary for this system to work. The issue that arises is the 
components of the Legacy system are no longer available. The following equipment is still on the old 
Legacy system:

o 13 AHU’s.
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o The boiler room.
o The reheat coils.
o Exhaust fans.

 The newer DDC system which is web based only serves the following areas/equipment:
o The chiller and chilled water pumps.

 Baseboard radiation uses 2-way control valves. Reheat coils and AHU’s use 3-way control valves.

 Terminal heat transfer units (baseboard radiation, unit and cabinet unit heaters) are on self-contained 
valves with and without remote sensors.

EXISTING FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

 There is a limited area sprinkler system in Tuttle Middle School. This type of sprinkler system appears 
to only serve the boiler and storage rooms.

EXISTING PLUMBING SYSTEM

 The water entrance is 2 1/2-inch.

 There are two (2) backflow preventers (in parallel). Currently, one is shut off.

 There is one pressure reducing valve that appears to be original to the school.

 The plumbing system consists of water closets, lavatories, urinal and service sinks. There are showers 
in the boys and girls locker rooms.

 There is a kitchen with pots and pans sink, grease trap, steamers, hand sinks and dishwasher with 
booster heater.

 The original water heater may have been electric with storage.

 At some point an underground propane tank was installed (estimated 3,000 gallons). Most likely to 
serve the kitchen. Currently, the tank is full and the piping is capped. There appears to be some 
question on who owns the tank, the school is does not know.

 At some point the electric hot water heater was replaced with two (2) gas fire units. One unit to serve 
the kitchen and the other to serve the remainder of the school.

 In 1995 a domestic hot water storage tank and tempering valve were installed.

 Around 2009, one of the water heaters installed in prior to 1995 was replaced. Therefore, currently this 
is one hot water heater about 10 years old and another that is over 22 years old.
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PROJECTED ENERGY COSTS

 Reviewing the last three (3) years of billing history shows an average of 32,000 CCF of gas usage. 
Therefore it will cost about $21,000 plus fees and charge.

 There is no analysis for alternate fuel sources. 

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE

With proper service and maintenance the average life of the equipment is as follows:

 The boilers should have a life of 30 years.

 The circulators should have a life of 10 to 15 years.

 The piping system should have a life of 30 to 40 years depending on the water treatment.

 The air system should have a life of 30 years. This does not include drive (motor and belt) 
replacements.

 The exterior exhaust fans should have a life of 15 to 20 years.

 The interior exhaust fans should have a life of 10 to 15 years.

 Terminal heat transfer units should have a life of 30 years.

 The control system should last 20 years. There will be failures of control valves, damper operators, 
thermostat and sensors.

 The water heaters should have a life of 15 to 20 years.

 The plumbing piping system should have a life of 20 to 30 years.

 The plumbing fixtures should last the life of the building. This do not include faucet replacements.

OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

I have listed items that require improvements and/or attention in the order of importance.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

 Perform a complete air system and water balance on the entire mechanical system. This will provide a 
starting point to identify potential problems that can be immediately addressed.  Such as low water 
flow, low air flow, high pressure drops, overloaded motors and control issues. Then schedule balancing 
every 5 to 7 years. This shall include airflow readings from all equipment and the distribution system.  
Data at each unit shall include static pressure profiles across each component in the air handling units 
and amperage readings on the fan motors (supply and return) and heating and chilled water pumps.  
This will provide the school with the current operating performance of the system.  It will also 
determine if we are meeting current ventilation requirements. This will help identify any potential 
problems.  The estimated cost for to balance the system $10,000 to $15,000.
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 Evaluate the chiller water piping. This piping is 50 years old and not knowing the condition of the fluid 
inside, it is hard to determine the condition on the pipe.

 Perform water testing on the hot heating and chilled water loop annually. This will provide information 
on the quality of the water and existing pipe conditions on the heating system. Steel pipe and other steel 
equipment (i.e. expansion tank) will deteriorate over time if the water in the system is not treated 
properly.  Oxygen in the water can cause the steel to rust, which can lead to premature leaks, and 
expensive water damage or replacement of equipment. Each system currently has a glycol and water 
mixture. Over time the glycol becomes acidic which deteriorates the piping system. Having this 
information can help prevent this, prolong the life of the heating systems and provide an idea of the 
condition of the existing piping system. The estimate cost to test the water is around $600.

 Replace the current glycol solution in the heating and cooling system. The age of this solution is 
unknown. The water quality test may indicate that the solution has some life remaining. The estimated 
cost to replace the glycol in both the heating and cooling system is $20,000 to $30,000.

 Perform a duct cleaning on the ductwork throughout the school. This should include all components 
and equipment in the air stream. The estimated cost to clean the ductwork is $20,000 to $30,000.

 Replace the existing lo-hi-lo burners with modulating burners as scheduled for next year. This is an 
excellent energy savings measure. The estimated cost is $50,000 to $60,000.

 Replace the existing pneumatic control system with a new direct digital control system. This can be 
done over a couple of year period. This will include complete removal of the pneumatic control system 
(compressor, tubing/piping, sensors, controllers and valves). Installation of new controls, sensor, 
damper actuators and complete valve assemblies. This will also include the addition of carbon dioxide 
sensors and airflow stations. The CO2 sensors measure the amount of carbon dioxide in a space and 
adjust the outside air according. This results in a tremendous energy savings. The airflow stations can 
track the amount of outside air into the school. The estimated cost is $300,000.

 Replace the existing combustion dampers, actuators and controls with new dampers that are thermally 
broken and insulated. They are currently manually controlled. They need to open with the water heaters 
or the boiler are on or the boiler room temperature exceeds set point. Closed when the equipment is off. 
The estimated cost is $5,000 to $10,000.

 Replace the existing exhaust fans on the roof. Ventilation codes have increased over the years and these 
type of exhaust fan lose their ability to move air over time. There is a likelihood that these fans are not 
capable of meeting today’s ventilation requirements and new motors are more efficient. The estimated 
cost is $3,000 to $5,000 per fan including controls.

 Replace the air handling systems (13 air handling units, return fans and controls). These AHU’s and 
RAF’s appear to be in good condition, however, there are 50 years old. They are pass their expected 
life. Consider installation of a variable air volume (VAV) air system with terminal reheat. This type of 
system has the same equipment as the existing except the reheat coils are replaced with VAV terminal 
units. These units vary the amount of air supplied to a space depending on the occupancy. When the 
space is occupied, the air system will supply the required airflow. When the space is unoccupied, the 
airflow is reduced to a minimal amount which saves on electrical and fuel costs. This portion can be 
implement in the current system which will start saving energy. This energy savings then can fund 
future projects like replacement of the AHU’s and RAF’s. The replacement of the AHU’s and RAF’s 
can be schedule, they all do not need to be replaced at the same time. The estimated cost is $30,000 to 
$40,000.per AHU and RAF.
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 Add energy recovery units. Ventilation codes have changed over time and rough calculations show that 
current codes required +/- 5,000 cfm of outside air.  These devices will recovery energy from the 
exhaust air and transfer it to the incoming ventilation air. They can be supplied as a standalone device 
or as part of a new air handling unit. The addition of these devices may require reworking the ductwork 
and the penthouses.

 Add a makeup air unit for the kitchen. Currently there is no makeup air in the kitchen. As previously 
mentioned the air infiltrates from other areas of the school. The air is ultimately coming from outside. 
Therefore, systems that were not designed to handle the added load are picking it up. A dedicated 
makeup air system will increase mechanical system performance. The estimated cost is roughly 
$15,000 to $20,000. The cost could be reduced if air is transferred from the Cafeteria and supplied to 
the kitchen through louvered doors or other non-powered methods. Also add some motorized dampers 
in the return ductwork from the Cafeteria that are interlocked to the kitchen exhaust fan. This will 
increased heating and cooling capacity on S-8 air system and have to be evaluated.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS

 Relocate water lines adjacent to the combustion air louvers. These lines tend to freeze when 
combustion air louvers are open. The estimated cost is $5,000.

 Replace the gate valves in the boiler room with new full ported ball valves with stainless steel balls on 
the water system entrance. The existing valves are showing signs of leakage and over time the packing 
dries out and can start leaking if opened or closed. The estimated cost is $5,000 to $10,000

 Replace existing gate valves out in the plumbing system with new full ported ball valves with stainless 
steel balls. 

 Replace the existing pressure reducing valve with a new unit. Consider installing a smaller PRV in 
parallel for low flow conditions. The estimated cost is $5,000 to $10,000.

 Replace the older domestic water heater. It is at the end of its useful life. The estimated cost is $15,000 
to $20,000.

 Install hot water temperature sensors in the domestic hot water to the kitchen and school and connect to 
DDC system. This will allow monitoring of the water heaters and water temperatures. The estimated 
cost is $3,000 to $5,000

 Evaluate the hot water recirculation system. It appear that it takes a long time to get hot water to the 
faucets and each end of the school. This could be due to several issues a bad pump, isolation valves 
close or system not balanced. The estimated cost is $2,000.

 Determine ownership of the propane tank. Then remain propane and dispose of tank properly.

Crw1624 tuttle report
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

F.H. TUTTLE MIDDLE SCHOOL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 Most of the electrical systems have been maintained well since the original construction.  There are no 

ongoing maintenance items other than listed in this report that require remediation at this time.

 The older components of the electrical distribution system should be replaced and repaired.  

o This includes all motor control centers, fuse panels, and control fuse boxes from the original 

1967 construction.

o The power factor correction equipment should be repaired.

o Provide additional circuits where required due to tripping circuit breakers.

 The fire alarm system is in need of additional upgrades and added devices, this is an ongoing planned 

project.

 The LED lighting upgrade project is ongoing and should be completed.  Additional lighting controls 

should be added to increase the energy efficiency.   All emergency and exit lighting needs to be 

reviewed, and repaired or replaced as required.

 A new voice over IP phone system is required.  This upgrade would also allow for the upgrade of a PA 

system and new IP cameras for a more comprehensive security system.

 A new Security camera system with cloud recording is recommended.

EXISTING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Main Service and Electrical Room

 The main electrical service is a 600-amp, 3-phase, 277/480Y volt service that feeds the entire building.  

This service originates at the utility pad-mount transformer outside the building, near the electrical 

room, and runs to the electrical room on the lower level to a fused disconnect, automatic transfer switch, 

and main distribution panel.

o In 2001, a new service was installed replacing the original equipment.  A new generator and 

automatic transfer switch was installed at the same time.  The new service is a Square D main 

panel with a 600A fused disconnect. 

o A 200KW, outdoor, Caterpillar Olympian, diesel-powered generator is used to power the entire 

school in the event of a utility power outage.  The power comes from the outdoor generator to a 

600A fused disconnect and then through the ASCO 600A automatic transfer switch.  This 

entire installation is in good condition and is working well.

o The main service is grounded in the electrical room, this installation looks good.

o There is power factor correction equipment installed.  Currently the power factor correction 
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equipment is missing a capacitor.  The resulting power factor currently is around .85.  This low 

power factor could induce some hefty utility penalties if not repaired quickly.  There have been 

power factor utility penalties in the past.  This should be repaired as soon as possible.

o There is no surge protection or lightning protection for the electrical distribution system.

o The main distribution panel provides power to a large motor control center (MCC) in the boiler 

room and also provides power to 4 other electrical closets in the building.  All equipment is 

manufactured by Square D. 

 The motor control centers throughout the building are original equipment, 50 years 

old.  Parts are failing on these units and there have been failures within some of the 

units that have caused equipment to remain energized when the switch is in the off 

position.  These units take up a lot of space and can be replaced with new equipment 

that is much smaller.  These units provide 480v power to all HVAC equipment and 

larger loads.  They should be replaced.

o In general, the electrical room breakers are labelled in the main panels.  There are some circuits 

and circuit breakers that are not labelled in each electrical room.  These should be traced and 

properly labelled.

Electrical Distribution Equipment

 As noted above, each portion of the school is fed with 277/480v feeder circuits that go to electrical 

panels in (4) electrical rooms in the school.  

o In these closets, there typically is a heating fusible panel, a power fusible panel with motor 

control center, a 480v lighting panel, and a power transformer with 120/208v panels for general 

receptacle loads and other equipment. All equipment is manufactured by Square D.  The age of 

the electrical panels and MCC’s is ~50 years.  The renovation and heating project of 1995 

made the heating fusible panels mostly obsolete, but they have not been removed.  The MCC’s 

are not well labelled, and it is unclear what equipment is being served by them.  The HVAC 

equipment in the penthouses is served by these units.  By removing the starters and fuses, and 

installing local disconnects at the equipment, working on the equipment will be much safer.

o In the second floor electrical room, there are inadequate working clearances due to the large 

quantity of equipment.  The electrical equipment should be replaced and consolidated to 

provide more room as required by the National Electrical Code.

o Many of the electrical rooms and electrical closets are used for general storage and in some 

cases, custodial use.  In many of these rooms, access to the electrical panels was blocked or 

inhibited.  This is a code violation and an OSHA violation.  Adequate working clearances must 

be maintained, and additional storage areas are likely needed.  Electrical rooms should be in 

dedicated spaces.

o There are fuseboxes used for control wiring, the fuseboxes are original equipment and have 

exposed live parts when the panel doors are open.  During the HVAC controls project, these 

fuseboxes should all be removed.

o All electrical panels in these closets are full.  There is no room to add more circuits.  By 
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removing the old MCC’s and repurposing the heating circuits, new panels and circuits can be 

obtained.

Lighting

 The existing interior lighting systems primarily consists of a variety of surface-mounted, and recessed-

mounted fluorescent and LED fixtures.  There are also some fluorescent recessed can lights installed in 

certain areas.  The gym is currently using T-5 fluorescent fixtures. The type of fixture, lamp, and ballast 

combinations vary among the various areas and rooms within the school.  Most all the areas that have 

not been updated to using LED fixtures currently use T-8 fluorescent lamps and ballasts.  

 An extensive, in-house, lighting replacement project is on-going.  All of the common hallways and most 

of the other common areas have had the fluorescent fixtures replaced with new LED fixtures.  Certain 

other areas like the cafeteria and lobby have also had the fixtures replaced with new LED fixtures.  All 

remaining areas, such as the gym, stairwells, mechanical spaces, and all classrooms are planned for 

lighting retrofits to LED fixtures.  Occupancy sensors should be installed in all areas.

 New LED fixtures are about 20-30% more efficient than the current fixtures.  LED fixtures should be 

maintenance free for up to 7 years or more and would allow for more lighting controls options as noted 

below.

 The lighting is primarily fed with 277v from dedicated lighting panels located throughout the school.  

The wiring to the lighting fixtures is generally in good condition.

 The classrooms are typically lit with surface mounted fluorescent fixtures.  The classrooms generally 

have 2 or 3 switches so that the lighting near the windows can be switched separately from the rest of 

the lights in the rooms.  Occupancy sensors are installed in all classrooms so that the lights do not 

remain on when no one is present.

 Occupancy sensors can save 20% to 30% of the total lighting energy usage if installed in these types of 

spaces. 

o Multi-level or dimming lighting controls are required by the 2015 VT Energy Code in most 

rooms with multiple lighting fixtures.  Dimmable fixtures would accomplish this code 

requirement.  LED fixtures are inherently dimmable at no added cost.  Dimming controls would 

allow the teachers to better control light levels and save energy.

o Adding occupancy sensors in hallways, office areas, and other smaller rooms would save 

additional energy.  These areas are currently controlled by wall keyed switches.

 There are low-voltage lighting controls and switching in the cafeteria and entry/lobby area.  The low 

voltage switches energize lighting contactors that turn the lights on and off.  These are the original 

controls, and parts have become very scarce.  Since these areas have been retrofitted with new LED 

fixtures, the controls can be removed so that new occupancy sensors and simple switching can be 

installed.

Emergency Lighting

 The existing emergency and exit lighting fixtures vary throughout the building.   Along egress paths, 
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emergency lighting is accomplished with a few emergency ballasts in the fluorescent fixtures, and wall 

mounted battery powered units throughout the school.

 It appears that in some egress hallways, the quantity of emergency lighting is not adequate.  It is 

suggested that the emergency light levels be tested at night to be sure the 1 foot-candle (FC) average is 

maintained and the 10 FC average is maintained on the stairs. New LED emergency light units are much 

less expensive than emergency ballasts in fluorescent or LED fixtures.  This type of emergency lighting 

should be considered.

 There are a variety of styles of exit light fixtures.  New LED exit light units are much less expensive to 

operate than fluorescent exit lights.  A standardized fixture should be considered.  The exit lighting 

fixtures use self-contained battery powered lights.  Some of the older exit lights use fluorescent lamps 

which are about 10 times less efficient than the LED exit lights available now.  Currently, as the 

fluorescent fixtures fail, new LED exit lights are being installed by the facilities department.

o The exit lights and emergency lights are required to be tested and exercised regularly to insure 

all units are working correctly.  Currently, the testing of these fixtures has not happened and it 

was found that many of the fixtures did not work.

o The back-up generator does provide power to the entire school, but it is not considered a life 

safety generator.  Battery back-up emergency lights and exit lights are still required and they 

are required to be tested yearly or more frequently.

 The electrical/mechanical rooms and closets are not equipped with emergency lighting.  Electrical 

rooms are required to have emergency lighting.

 There are no emergency lights in the mechanical mezzanines and the egress paths to these areas.

 The stairwells do not have emergency lighting.

Exterior Lighting

 The existing exterior lighting appears to provide adequate security and parking area lighting in all areas 

required.  There are pole mounted LED fixtures for the parking areas and driveways.  These are 

controlled with photocells. Motion detectors may provide some added energy savings.

 The building mounted wall-packs are also LED fixtures.  These are controlled with on-board photocells.  

 The lighting at the egress exits is required to have emergency back-up either by battery or central 

inverter system.  Currently there is no exterior emergency lighting at the exits to safely exit the building 

if there is a utility power outage. 

Electrical Devices and Wiring

 The primary wiring method of wiring throughout the school is an EMT conduit system and some 

armored cable.  The general wiring appears to comply with the National Electrical Code and appears to 

be in good condition in most areas.  

 In most general areas, classrooms, and office areas, the wiring and devices are in good shape with 

adequate outlets.  During the 1995 renovations, new receptacles and circuits were added in all 

classrooms.  This provides multiple outlets on each wall in most all areas. 
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 It was noted that there are a few areas where circuit breakers are tripping due to too many items being 

connected to the same circuits.  In some areas added electrical circuits are needed.

 There are projectors installed in all classrooms.  The ceiling projectors are wired to an outlet that is 

located on the ceiling.  There are hard-wired connections from each projector to a location near the 

teacher’s desk for connection to a laptop computer.

 All outlets in the kitchen are required to be GFI protected; currently most of the receptacles are not GFI 

protected.  Many of the outlets in the kitchen are in poor condition.  

 During the heating conversion project in 1995, the electric heating coils were removed in almost every 

area.  This left unused heating circuits in the electrical closets.  These circuits and capacity can be used 

to provide additional panels and circuits in the areas where more power is needed.

Fire Alarm System

 The existing fire alarm system is a FCI-Gamewell system.  This system serves the entire building.   The 

system is serviced by The Royal Group.  

 The installed system does not meet the current ADA requirements for fire alarm notification in some 

areas of the school.  All hallways and egress routes have adequate horn and strobe coverage.  Newly 

renovated areas, the gym, library, and cafeteria all appear to have adequate annunciation coverage.

o Areas where added horns and strobes are needed include the mechanical penthouses, some 

common offices and staff spaces, and most importantly, all classrooms.

o Yearly fire alarm upgrades and improvements have been occurring, but there is still more work 

required.

 Since the building is not completely sprinkled, fire detection devices are required in all spaces.  There is 

a small limited area sprinkler system in the science area and library, but this is not monitored by the fire 

alarm system.  It appears that heat detectors are used in all rooms, and smoke detectors are used along 

all egress paths.  Heat detectors have a specific coverage area, typically a distance of a 15-20’ radius.  

There are some areas where added devices may be required to provide adequate protection.

 There are duct-mounted smoke detectors and test switches at the air handling units.  If smoke is detected 

in the airstreams, the HVAC units will turn off so that the smoke is not spread.

 There are smoke detectors and magnetic door hold-opens that separate areas of the school.  If smoke is 

sensed the fire separation doors will close.  It was noted during the inspection that a few doors were held 

open with door “wedges”.  All self closing doors are required to either remain closed, or be held-open 

with magnetic hold-opens, and automatically close when the fire alarm system is activated.  Doors that 

require hold-opens are located entering the gym and entering the cafeteria.

Telephone and Data System

 The existing telephone system is an old Nortel phone system.  The phone wiring originates in the main 

telephone room and uses a combination of old cat. 3, cat. 5, and newer cat 5e cable to all phone jacks 
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and extensions from the telephone racks.  The Nortel system is at the end of its useful life and also 

serviceability and support is no longer easily available.  The system is over 20 years old.

o There is a 2-year plan underway to remove and replace the Nortel phone system with a new 

voice-over IP phone system.  This would require new phone cabling to replace all the existing 

cabling and new phone system.  

o Much of the older phone cabling is not plenum rated.  New plenum rated cable would be 

require to each new and existing phone location.

 All classrooms and offices have phone jacks.  Most all classroom phones are mounted on wall-phone 

jacks.  The phones are all wired to network closets and then back to the main telephone room.  

 All spaces and rooms are required to have phones.  Currently there are many areas where added phones 

are required.

 The existing data system is centralized in the main IT core room in the high school and in good 

operating condition.  The complete data system including switches, Wi-Fi access points, and hardware 

has been upgraded over the past 3 years and is continually being updated and upgraded.  All data racks 

in the middle school connect back to the high school with underground, 10 gigabyte, fiber-optic cable 

with spare capacity.   Cat. 6 cabling connects all offices, and WIFI air-ports to the IT server and closet 

switch locations.   There are (4) IT closets locations in the middle school.

o Each data closet is either cooled or ventilated with temperature monitoring equipment.  The 

data and phone closets are shared with electrical and/or custodial equipment.  It would be nice 

to be able to separate these uses if possible.

o The school is totally covered with a wireless network.  The system currently supports roughly 

1000 users at the middle school with capacity for much more.

o Level 3 is the internet and data provider, with a backup service provided by First Light.  All 

schools in the district are interconnected with fiber optic cable back to the High school main 

data room.

o 98% of all users connect wirelessly, with very few people needing a hard-wired connection.  

The classroom hard-wired connections are no longer needed; this has freed up a lot of space is 

the data racks and switches.

o No updates to the data system would be required for the proposed phone system.

 In general, the IT data system is robust and offers great service and expandability.

Access Control, Camera System, Clock System and PA system

 There is currently a Key Scan access control system that provides access to the building and throughout 

areas of the building with the use of badges and proximity sensors.  The system is expandable and 

provides tracking of personnel via log-in and log-out recording.

o The access controls system also is used for the lock-down system.  By flashing the badge at 

certain locations, a lock down situation can be initiated.  The system is adequate for the current 

use.
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 There is a separate Bosch closed circuit camera system that has some interior and exterior cameras 

connected to it.  All cameras are old fixed lens coax and powered cameras and are connected to 

recording equipment.  The camera system monitors all entrances, halls, exterior doors.  This system has 

reached the end of its useful life.  A new IP camera system is proposed that will provide far more 

camera coverage inside and outside the school.

 There is an old Simplex speaker/clock system that is no longer functioning. This system has mostly been 

removed, although there are a few areas where the wall units are still in place.  The Simplex system, all 

wiring, and all components should be completely removed.

 There is an old Bogen PA system installed throughout the school.  It is roughly 25 years old and is at the 

end of its useful life.  Parts and service are getting difficult to find.  Currently there are speakers in every 

room.  When the new phone system is installed, the classroom speakers will no longer be required.  At 

that time a new PA system should be considered for the hallways and common areas.

PROJECTED ENERGY COSTS

 Improving all the lighting fixtures and controls will save up to 10% or more in lighting costs.  Lighting 

costs are roughly 25% of the electrical use.  Improving all lighting and controls could shave 3% off the 

electrical use.

 The proposed HVAC energy efficiency measures, (VFD’s and controls) could save 5% or more of the 

electrical energy for the HVAC system.  HVAC electrical costs are roughly 40% of the total electrical 

use.  An over electrical reduction of 2% could be seen with the HVAC improvements.

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE

 Electrical distribution equipment, transformers, and switchgear have an estimated life span of ~40 years.  

This can vary depending on the use, the environment, and maintenance program. The general conditions 

in the school are average for life expectancy. All of the original 1967 electrical distribution equipment 

and wiring is beyond the expected life and should be replaced.

 Electrical wiring, conduits, devices, switches, and similar devices have an estimated life expectancy of 

50 or more years.  Much of the equipment is approaching this age.  Most of the wall devices have been 

replaced over the years.  As equipment fails, a maintenance program is in place to repair and replace 

equipment.

 Many of the lighting fixtures are 30 years old or more.  An ongoing program to replace all fixtures with 

LED fixtures is underway.  New LED lighting fixtures are expected to last up to 100,000 hours.  With 

proper controls, the new LED fixtures can last 15 years or more.

 Phone equipment has a life expectancy of 20 years.  The phone system at the school is beyond its 

expected life.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

 Due to the age, the fact that there is no longer any electric heat in the building, and the lack of 
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serviceability, it is recommended that all original electrical panels and MCC be removed and replaced 

with new modern equipment.  Install local starters, VFD’s, and disconnect switches at the HVAC 

equipment instead of using MCCs.  Estimated cost $150,000. 

o Perform an arc-flash study and AIC fault current study so that all electrical equipment is 

properly labelled with the appropriate energy level and hazard level.  This insures that the 

equipment is properly rated for the use and that when work is performed on the equipment, the 

proper safety precautions are taken.  Estimated cost $10,000.

 Trace and label all existing panels and circuits.  Since many of the panels labelling is incorrect or 

incomplete, tracing and labeling the circuits and panels provides a nice starting point for any proposed 

upgrades or renovations.  Estimate cost for this work is $20,000.

 Continue and finish the required fire alarm upgrades to meet current ADA standards.  Estimated cost 

$40,000.

 Continue to replace all the older light fixtures with new LED fixtures.  Add and replace exit lights.  Add 

lighting controls   Estimated cost $50,000.

 Provide new wiring, equipment, lighting, and controls in all areas where renovation and remodeling 

work is proposed.  Electrical costs for renovated areas are estimated to be $25/square foot.

 Provide a new voice over IP phone system.  Estimated cost $200,000.

 Provide a new PA system, after the new IP phone system is operable.  The new PA system would 

integrate into the new phone system.  Estimated cost $800,000.

 Provide a new IP camera system with new interior and exterior cameras.  Install recording equipment 

“cloud” storage of camera recordings.  Estimated cost $20,000.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ASSESSMENT

F.H. Tuttle Middle School

ATC Group Services LLC (ATC) was retained by Dore and Whittier, Inc., to perform a Facility Analysis 

Assessment regarding environmental hazards for the “Fredrick H. Tuttle Middle School” at the following 

school building located in So Burlington, Vermont:

 Fredrick H. Tuttle Middle School, So Burlington, Vermont

 The School includes students sixth through eighth grade

ATC’s representative performed a site review to determine the locations of hazardous materials that may 

be affected by the any forthcoming renovation work at the school.  

Note: ATC's Hazardous Materials Assessment did not include any sampling and analysis of materials 

as part of this study.

ATC’s Scope of Work for this project included a cursory review of the following hazardous materials 

typically found in school buildings:

1. Lead 

2. Asbestos

3. Underground Storage Tanks (UST)

4. Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials (i.e. PCB light ballast's, Mercury, Hazardous Waste) 

5. General Indoor Air Quality

Outlined below is a summary of ATC’s findings:

I. Lead Paint 

According to Mr. Bart Miceli, Facility Director at Fredrick H. Tuttle Middle School (FHTMS), he has 

no knowledge of any previous Lead Paint Inspection being conducted at the school except for 

specific areas to prepare for the new elevator renovation project installed in 2014. 

The school water has been tested by ATC in 2016 for lead content and was below the regulated 

threshold level at the time of testing. All samples collected were below the Vermont Department 

of Health (VDH) Vermont Health Advisories (VHA) Drinking Water Guidance level of 15 ug/L. 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) under their 29 CFR 1926.62 

Regulation, consider elemental lead (i.e. any detectable levels of lead) to be considered lead 

containing and subject to their worker protection regulations.  Therefore, ATC recommends that 

appropriate lead testing be performed, at a minimum, in areas where renovation or demolition is 

proposed.  All results should be disclosed to the Contractor as part of the Bid Documents.

Appropriate Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) sampling will be required of the 

waste streams to determine if the material is considered hazardous waste for lead.  ATC does 
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recommend that representative TCLP samples be collected of the building components subject to 

disposal and the results be provided to the Contractor as part of the Bid Documents.

II. Asbestos Containing Building Materials

ATC performed a cursory review for suspect asbestos-containing building materials (ACBM) located in 

accessible areas of the school.   The school's Asbestos Hazards Emergency Response Act (AHERA) 

asbestos management plan is available for review and located in the office. The plan is kept up to 

date with all asbestos related documentation included. Extensive asbestos sampling and asbestos 

abatement activities have been conducted throughout the years to accommodate various 

renovations and building material replacements. Bart Miceli the facility director as well as the 

asbestos designated person is very proactive in his responsibilities and knowledge of his asbestos 

material inventory and having suspect building materials sampled prior to any 

disturbance/replacement activities. Documented asbestos containing materials in the school include: 

Mudded joint fittings (throughout), Ceramic tile adhesive (kitchen/cafe), floor tile and mastic 

(throughout exposed and under carpet), Transite fume hoods (science classrooms), Vermiculite 

insulation (within CMU walls gym area) and various other assumed materials (materials not 

previously sampled). Generally, all the known asbestos containing building materials are in good 

condition. Sections of floor tile and mastic have been removed over the years and the remaining floor 

tile throughout the school is showing wear and some deterioration but is well waxed and maintained.

In accordance with federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Emission Standards for 

Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) Regulations, all materials found to be asbestos-containing in the 

building must be abated prior to renovation/demolition activities and all suspect materials not 

previously sampled, even newly installed materials must be sampled prior to disturbance.  

Therefore, ATC recommends that a comprehensive survey be performed in the school building that 

will (1) identify all suspect ACBM subject to potential impact by forthcoming renovation activities 

which will comply with NESHAP Regulations; and (2) update the overall current AHERA plan for the 

school with any required sampling. Some suspected materials that may require sampling are:

 Several Baseboards & Mastics

 Gypsum Wall board & Joint Compound (different installation dates)

 Several Ceiling tiles

 Several Floor tile & Mastics

 Ceramic Tile Grout & Adhesives

 Several Carpet Mastics

 Several Duct Caulking

 Sink undercoatings

 Internal Boiler Materials

 Laboratory Bench Tops 

 Window and Door Caulking

 Expansion Joint Caulking

 Glue Daubs

 Stair tread and mastic

 Roofing materials

 Other Miscellaneous materials

III. Underground Storage Tanks (UST's)
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ATC performed a preliminary assessment as to the presence and locations of UST's at the site. ATC's 

review included a preliminary site walk through as well as discussions with school staff.  The school 

converted from electric heat to natural gas in 1990’s. Two 1,000 gallon UST #2 fuel oil tanks exist on north 

side of the facility as oil back-up and are assumed to be older than 20 years.  One out of use 2,000 gallon 

propane tank exists on the north side by the kitchen of the facility which is full and cannot be emptied by 
the current propane supplier (original source/supplier unknown). A more thorough investigation should 

be conducted prior to any building renovations.

IV. Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials

PCB’s or Polychlorinated biphenyls are man-made chemicals that were widely used in construction and 

electrical materials prior to 1978. PCB’s can effect the immune, nervous, reproductive and endocrine 

systems of the body and are considered a possible carcinogenic material if they build up in the body over 

long periods of time.  PCB use was banned 30 years ago for most uses, but may remain in school buildings 

and other facilities constructed or renovated prior to 1978.  

PCB’s exposure may occur by physical contact directly with PCB containing materials or surrounding porous 

materials which the PCB’s have been leached into for example: brick, wood, concrete or soils from exterior 

and interior caulking from windows, doors and expansion joints and other applications. Exposure may occur 

from changing light bulbs or replacing light fixtures from light fixtures that have leaking ballasts. Caulking 

that is not intact: i.e. brittle, peeling or visibly deteriorating may have a higher potential for the release of 

PCB’s. Indoor air quality may also be affected by PCB’s slowly releasing from the caulk as well as dust 

particles entering the air or surrounding surfaces.   

PCB’s in Electrical Transformers

According to Mr. Miceli, he does not believe there are any PCB containing electrical transformers located at 

the school. A more thorough investigation should be conducted prior to any building renovations.

PCB Light Ballasts

According to Mr. Miceli, most of all the light fixtures in the building have been replaced starting in 2010 to 

current, it is believed that no PCB containing ballasts remain in the school. A more thorough investigation 

should be conducted prior to any building renovations.

PCB Caulkings

Caulkings have been found to contain PCB’s and should be considered suspect materials. Limited PCB bulk 

sampling was conducted by ATC prior to the elevator renovation/installation in 2014 of some window 

caulking located only in the elevator renovation area. No regulated levels of PCB’s were found in the 

caulking sampled at that time. Some examples of caulking locations in the school which may contain PCB’s 

are on windows, doors, expansion joints, bathrooms and kitchen applications. The various caulkings 

observed are generally in good condition, some wear and deterioration 

has occurred on the exterior window caulking. A more thorough investigation should 
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be conducted prior to any building renovations.

 Mercury

According to Mr. Miceli all meter/controls have been changed within the last 10 years and he has no 

knowledge of any meters with mercury in the building. The nurse’s office has removed all known 

mercury meters. It is unclear if the science department has any mercury containing meters in storage.  

Prior to any building renovations a more thorough investigation should be conducted to determine if 

any remaining thermostats contain mercury.

Elevators

The original elevator next to the front office was installed in the 1960’s and still exists; the electrical and 

hydraulic lines were all replaced and relocated in 2012. A new elevator for ADA compliance was 

installed in 2014 in the front lobby of the facility.

Hazardous Waste

According to Mr. Miceli, the school does not have a regular reportable hazardous waste stream. The 

school is currently using “Green” cleaners for all its general cleaning. Cleaning supplies are stored within 

a designated store rooms. There is small quantities of paints stored on site. 

V.  Indoor Air Quality

According to Mr. Miceli, no major complaints on air quality have been reported recently. Mold sampling 

has been conducted in the past and reported levels found inside were lower than the reported outside 

levels.

The aforementioned information represents ATC's preliminary site investigation work relating to the       

feasibility study.  As noted, additional sampling and investigation may be required in some instances to 

further determine the extent of the remediation activities required.

VI.       Remediation Cost Estimate

    This cost estimate assumes that the entire facility will undergo a complete renovation of

     the interior and exterior of the facility. 

 

Remediation Cost Estimate:

This cost estimate includes a pre renovation survey for hazardous materials, sample collection and      

analysis and required abatement design and air monitoring services at the above referenced facility. 

This cost assumes that some materials are identified as asbestos, PCBs and lead containing and would 

require abatement and disposal as state or federal regulated materials. This estimate also includes 

abatement design, consulting and air monitoring costs as well as the contractor’s 
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remediation/disposal costs.  Without the preliminary survey of suspect hazardous building materials, 

it is very difficult to provide an accurate cost estimate. If PCBs levels are found in building materials 

from the initial bulk sampling; than additional sampling (wipes/core sampling) will be required and 

the quantity and cost can dramatically change based on the information gathered from initial 

sampling, as well as if no regulated PCBs are identified, cost will be dramatically lower. If any UST’s 

need to be removed and are full of product or have leaked and contaminated soil is identified; then 

costs will increase. This cost estimate is based on 2017 rates and should be used for planning 

purposes only.  The actual project costs may differ from planning cost estimates. 

Estimated UST Remediation Cost                                         $50,000.00

Estimated Abatement Contractor Cost (Asbestos, PCB & lead removal and disposal)         $650,000.00   

Estimated Consulting Cost   (Sampling, design & monitoring)                                                $  95,000.00 

Total Estimated Costs                                                                 $795,000.00

Image 1 below: Some suspect building materials:

Interior and Exterior Window Caulk (Suspect asbestos and PCB materials)

Composite Window Sill (Suspect asbestos containing materials)

Paint on CMU (Suspect lead and asbestos material)
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Image 2 below: 

“Vermiculite” an asbestos containing insulation within CMU block walls 

 of the Gym and locker room area.
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Image 3 below:  Asbestos containing floor tile and associated mastic throughout school
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            Image 4 below: Asbestos containing insulated mudded joint packings on fiberglass insulated piping 

throughout the school.
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  Image 5 below:  Asbestos Containing floor tile and associated mastic throughout the school
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Image 6 below: UST Located behind facility (cap)
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

The Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) section of this study summarizes the recommendations for each 

building along with itemized costs.  The CIP is designed to assist in the planning and management of 

capital and maintenance improvements for District facilities.  In the CIP spreadsheet, building needs and 

recommendations are organized into six categories: Health, Safety, and Welfare; Code Compliance; 

Handicap Accessibility; Maintenance – Extending the Life of the Facility; Energy Efficiency and Hazardous 

Materials Abatement.  Estimated cost of the repairs, replacement, or work noted is developed based on 

the current cost of the work (present value) and the items are prioritized in terms of when repairs 

should occur; Priority-1: immediate needs (1-2 years), Priority-2: short-term needs (3-6 years) and 

Priority-3: long-term needs (7+ years).  The actual years that the items are completed will be determined 

by the school district as they evaluate their stewardship plan each year.  The School District and Dore & 

Whittier (D&W) worked together to organize the building needs, recommendations and priority levels. 

The CIP should be considered a “living/working document” for the District to use as a guide for future 

improvements and can/should be modified as needs and changes arise.  The CIP may also serve as a 

baseline of comparison for other options to be considered.   

This Capital Improvement Plan is a great first step in planning and prioritizing 

work for cost-effective decision making.

These estimates were prepared for budgetary purposes, using 2018 costs; are preliminary and 

conceptual in nature based on limited investigations.  These estimates are identified as “Project Costs” 

and include contingencies as well as allowances for architect/engineering services, permitting, GC 

overhead & profit, etc.  Further refinement of costs will be necessary after a detailed scope of work is 

developed.  Costs for temporary facilities, phasing or for increased escalation beyond this date are not 

included.  The hazardous materials abatement items would only be completed through the course of a 

renovation project, and would depend on the scope of the work. 

A full, detailed scope of work must be developed along with a complete code review and updated cost 

estimate prior to the start of any repair, renovation, or new construction project.

Below is a summary of the Capital Improvement Plan cost estimates: 
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It is important to note that the capital improvement items address the building conditions only and do 

not reflect the functional use of the space, or educational programming.  In some areas of the report, 

we noted conditions where space needs were not being met or site circulation issues need to be 

resolved; however recommendations have not been submitted to resolve these conditions as part of 

Phase 1.  To better understand where these issues occur and how best to resolve these types of 

conditions, a full educational space programming analysis and campus master plan is planned as part of 

Phase 2 of this study.
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South Burlington High School 

(151,500 sf existing) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, 

etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structual,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech)

Priority

1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

1 Health, Safety & Welfare

1.01 Identify Visitor parking spaces with pavement markings and signage 1 LS Civil 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

1.02  Conduct a traffic study to determine to best identify solutions for short term 

parking/loading, dedicated bus drop-off zone, designated visitor parking area, 

improved pedestrian pathways and signage. (applies to both HS and MS)

1 LS Civil 1 $6,000 $900 $600 $1,500 $9,000

1.03 Perform an arc-flash study and AIC fault current study so that all electrical equipment

is properly labelled with the appropriate energy level and hazard level. This insures

that the equipment is properly rated for the use and that when work is performed on

the equipment, the proper safety precautions are taken.  Estimated cost $10,000.

1 LS Electrical 1 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

1.04 Replace each entrance storefront system (exterior and interior vestibule), including

doors, frames and hardware with insulated, thermally-broken heavy-duty entrance

framing system with high strength laminated safety glass (equal to School Guard

Glass) and egress hardware. Include card access and electronic access at all

entrances, both sets of vestibule doors and provide AI video phones at 4 locations 

12 exterior 

pr;     4 

interior pr

Architectural 1 $173,600 $26,040 $17,360 $43,400 $260,400

$194,600 $29,190 $19,460 $48,650 $291,900

2 Code Compliance (items not noted above)

2.01 Continue to replace all the older light fixtures with new LED fixtures.  Install new 

emergency lights and exit lights as required.  Estimated cost $60,000.

Electrical 3 $60,000 $9,000 $6,000 $15,000 $90,000

2.02 Replace all roof access ladders with code and osha compliant ladders. 5 LOC Architectural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

2.03 Remove older, non-compliant drinking fountains and replace with new compliant 

models. New drinking fountains (or electric water coolers) are recommended to 

feature bottle fill stations.

MEP Architectural 2 $4,500 $675 $450 $1,125 $6,750

2.04 Original stair systems throughout the buildings do not meet current code 

requirements for both riser height, and tread depth. Revising the stair systems within 

the confines of the existing building is also challenging as the new code requirements 

will require additional length at each run of stairs, requiring reconfiguration of walls 

and to some extent, corridor systems.  Provide improvements to make stairs safer and 

review with local AHJ.  

10 FLT Architectural 2 $100,000 $15,000 $10,000 $25,000 $150,000

$179,500 $26,925 $17,950 $44,875 $269,250

3 Handicap Accessibility (includes only items not noted above)

Dore and Whittier Architects
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South Burlington High School 

(151,500 sf existing) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, 

etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structual,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech)

Priority

1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

3.01 Review and revise ADA parking space count, location, and configurations (striping and

signage) 

1 LS Civil 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

3.02 Provide sidewalks and/or safe walking paths from parking to building 1 LS Civil 2 $20,000 $3,000 $2,000 $5,000 $30,000

3.03 Continue and finish the required fire alarm upgrades to meet current ADA standards.  

Estimated cost $50,000

1 LS Electrical 1 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

3.04 Provide gut renovations of multi-stall and single toilet rooms to be handicap 

accessible.  Replace flooring, wall tile, ceilings, lighting, partitions, fixtures, etc.  (Note 

that two gang boys, one gang girl, and three single toilet rooms have already been 

completed).  

17 Gang 

(2,625) SF;     

4 single (395 

SF) 

Architectural 2 $531,750 $79,763 $53,175 $132,938 $797,625

3.05 Remove and replace existing sinks and bases with compliant bases , sinks, and faucet 

systems.

45 LOC Architectural 3 $171,000 $25,650 $17,100 $42,750 $256,500

3.06 Music and Band Room: Making these spaces accessible is challenging as it would 

require reconfiguration of wall / entry systems, as well as a reconfiguration of the 

risers themselves. Provide allowance to gut demo entire room and reconfigure. 

3,260 SF Architectural 3 $391,200 $58,680 $39,120 $97,800 $586,800

$1,173,950 $176,093 $117,395 $293,488 $1,760,925

4

4.01 Complete a topographic (with wetland delineation) and boundary survey. 1 LS Civil 2 $8,000 $1,200 $800 $2,000 $12,000

4.02 Repair/replace Sidewalk in front of Library and north side of building. 800 SF Civil 2 $6,400 $960 $640 $1,600 $9,600

4.03 At fire lane east of building, reconstruct with improved drainage, subbase and more 

stable surface (pavement or sur-pac).

573 SF Civil 1 $8,588 $1,288 $859 $2,147 $12,881

4.04 Pave the apron adjacent to the track storage building to prevent gravel from 

spreading onto track surface.

8200 SF Civil 2 $49,200 $7,380 $4,920 $12,300 $73,800

4.05 Vehicle gates around perimeter of track and artificial turf field should be closed and 

locked to prevent unauthorized vehicle access to this facility.

1 LOC Civil 1 $500 $75 $50 $125 $750

4.06 Conduct a comprehensive athletic facility assessment and master plan, which is an in-

depth process that evaluates athletic facility demand and use correlation, if athletic 

field maintenance, use and conditions are a concern.

1 LS Civil 3 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

4.07 Consider videotaping the High School sewer line to determine condition. 1 LS Civil 2 $1,200 $180 $120 $300 $1,800

4.08 Fire hydrants should be operated annually and flushed.  The flow rate should be 

measured and compared to NFPA recommended flow rates

1 LS Civil 2 $900 $135 $90 $225 $1,350

4.09 Undertake a building-wide caulking maintenance and replacement program to 

identify and replace all caulking and sealants that are at the end of their expected 

service life.

1 LS Architectural 2 $25,000 $3,750 $2,500 $6,250 $37,500

Maintenance - Extending the Life of the Building 
(includes only items not noted above)

Dore and Whittier Architects
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South Burlington High School 

(151,500 sf existing) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, 

etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structual,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech)

Priority

1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.10 Mortar at base of wall where it meets asphalt pavement has deteriorated.  Repoint 

masonry joints with water-resistant mortar and apply a breathable water-proof 

coating.

2070 LF Architectural 1 $31,050 $4,658 $3,105 $7,763 $46,575

4.11 There are several areas noted in the 1977 building where movement of the brick face 

was observed.  The two most distinct locations are at the northeast corner of the 

1977 library addition, and at the southwest corner of the 1977  south classroom wing. 

Remove brick 5’ horizontally for entire height at corner.  Install new anchors and 

brick.  Perform this work at same time as window replacement work.  Refer to 

structural report for additional recommendations

313 SF Architectural 1 $46,875 $7,031 $4,688 $11,719 $70,313

4.12 The exterior exposed, concrete-filled steel HSS 10x4 columns along the exterior 

façade of the East and West Wings exhibit splitting at the top of the columns, adjacent 

to the roof overhang.  Splitting of the steel indicates water has infiltrated the concrete 

within the steel column.  The infiltration of water into the steel column suggests that 

there may be corrosion of the interior of the steel column.  The columns do not 

appear to be structural load-resisting elements. Sample cementitious material at top 

of columns to determine whether metallic grout that would continue to produce 

damage present; and measure steel section loss.

Remove any metallic, loose, interfering, or expanded grout in top.

Clean steel; and stich weld and steel patch in place.  Coat interior steel.

Fill top with non-shrink, non-metallic grout; and allow to fully cure and dry.  Drill 3/4” 

diameter “breath hole” in HSS sides amidst new grout depth.

Affix and seal weld steel cap plate.

Clean and coat all steel surfaces and edges.  Apply sealant to breath hole edge.   

815 LF Structural 2 $40,750 $6,113 $4,075 $10,188 $61,125

Dore and Whittier Architects
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South Burlington High School 

(151,500 sf existing) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, 

etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structual,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech)

Priority

1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.13 The exterior exposed HSS columns have corrosion patches and blooms at several 

locations.  Clean corrosion at locations.  Re-test by sounding and spot test hole 

drilling.  If surficial and/or very localized (~>2 square inches) as assumed , patch holes, 

clean surfaces and coat. 

1 LS Structural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.14 At several locations, the brick veneer has defined, linear cracking.  The brick is non-

loadbearing. It appears that the cracks formation may be occurring as a result of 

anomalies in the brick ties pattern at edges and at corners under the influence of 

normal, seasonal brick thermal and moisture movements. Either a maintenance or a 

rehabilitation level of addressing the cracks are appropriate.  

- Removing the patches, routing and preparing the cracks for a recessed, ductile 

sealant application will retard moisture intrusion and allow for brick movement 

without additional major brick wall distress. Plan to recondition the joint on a 5-15 

year cycle.

- Remove the brick around the corner area and add a new tie system.  Installing a 

nearby new brick control joint with sealant (and estimated maintenance of 10-20 

years) may be part of this wall design.

1 LS Structural 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

4.15 At various locations in the East and West Wings, Shrinkage step cracking is present in 

the CMU walls between classrooms, adjacent to the steel lintels at the doors. Monitor 

cracks to determine if they are active or dormant with regard to movement from 

seasonal moisture volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, they can be filled with a 

ductile sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can be repointed with mortars.

33 LOC Structural 2 $16,500 $2,475 $1,650 $4,125 $24,750

4.16 Shrinkage cracking is present in CMU walls at various locations. Monitor cracks to 

determine if they are active or dormant with regard to movement from seasonal 

moisture volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, they can be filled with a ductile 

sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can be repointed with mortars. 

1 Allowance Structural 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.17 Differential deflection cracking is present in the CMU wall in the Girl’s Locker Room.  

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or dormant with regard to movement 

from foundation settlement or from structural opening support deflection in 

conjunction with moisture volumetric changes.  If cracks are active, they can be filled 

with a ductile sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can be repointed with mortars.

647 SF Structural 3 $22,638 $3,396 $2,264 $5,660 $33,957

Dore and Whittier Architects
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20%

Estimated Cost

4.18 Perform a complete air system and water balance on the entire mechanical system.

This will provide a starting point to identify potential problems that can be

immediately addressed. Such as low water flow, low air flow, high pressure drops,

overloaded motors and control issues. Then schedule balancing every 5 to 7 years.

This shall include airflow readings from all equipment and the distribution system.

Data at each unit shall include static pressure profiles across each component in the

air handling units and amperage readings on the fan motors (supply and return) and

heating and chilled water pumps. This will provide the school with the current

operating performance of the system. It will also determine if we are meeting current

ventilation requirements. This will help identify any potential problems. The

estimated cost for to balance the system $10,000 to $15,000.

1 LS Mechanical 1 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.19 Perform water testing on the hot heating water loop annually. This will provide

information on the quality of the water and existing pipe conditions on the heating

system. Steel pipe and other steel equipment (i.e. expansion tank) will deteriorate

over time if the water in the system is not treated properly. Oxygen in the water can

cause the steel to rust, which can lead to premature leaks, and expensive water

damage or replacement of equipment. Each system currently has a glycol and water

mixture. Over time the glycol becomes acidic which deteriorates the piping system.

Having this information can help prevent this, prolong the life of the heating systems

and provide an idea of the condition of the existing piping system. The estimate cost

to test the water is around $600.

1 LS Mechanical 1 $600 $90 $60 $150 $900

4.20 Replace the current glycol solution in the heating and cooling system. The age of this

solution is unknown. The water quality test may indicate that the solution has some

life remaining. The estimated cost to replace the glycol in both the heating and

cooling system is $20,000 to $30,000.

1 LS Mechanical 1 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.21 Perform a duct cleaning on the ductwork throughout the school. This should include

all components and equipment in the air stream. The estimated cost to clean the

ductwork is $20,000 to $30,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.22 Replace the gymnasium AHU’s and exhaust fans. The new unit will not fit into the

existing locations (mechanical room on each side of the stage), therefore a roof top

units (RTU’s) should be considered. The new RTUs can be provided with energy

recovery devices to reduce energy consumption and the heating coil can be located in

the existing mechanical space. The same for the exhaust fans. New fans will not fit in

the existing locations (mechanical room over the locker rooms), therefore, a new roof

mounted exhaust fans will be required. The estimated cost is $20,000 to $25,000 per

RTU and about $5,000 to $7,500 per exhaust fan.

Mechanical 2 $100,000 $15,000 $10,000 $25,000 $150,000
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4.23 Replace the kitchen/cafeteria AHU and exhaust fan. The new unit will not fit into the

existing location (mechanical room over the locker rooms), therefore a roof top unit

(RTU) should be considered. This unit will have to be 100% outside air which can be

heated by a hot water coil in the mechanical room or go with a gas furnace. The same

for the exhaust fan. A new fan will not fit in the same space as the existing, therefore,

a new roof mounted exhaust fan will be required. The estimated cost is $25,000 to

$30,000 for the RTU and about $7,500 to $10,000 for the exhaust fan.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $60,000 $9,000 $6,000 $15,000 $90,000

4.24 The other RTU’s still have some life remaining. When they are replaced consider

converting to VAV with CO2 sensors on the return and airflow stations on the outside

air. 

Mechanical 3 See 4.28

4.25 Replace the existing combustion dampers, actuators and controls with new dampers

that are thermally broken and insulated. They are currently manually controlled. They

need to open with the water heaters or the boiler are on or the boiler room

temperature exceeds set point. Closed when the equipment is off. The estimated cost

is $5,000 to $10,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.26 Replace the older existing exhaust fans on the roof. Ventilation codes have increased

over the years and these type of exhaust fan lose their ability to move air over time.

There is a likelihood that these fans are not capable of meeting today’s ventilation

requirements and new motors are more efficient. The estimated cost is $3,000 to

$5,000 per fan including controls. (assumes 16 fans)

Mechanical 2 $80,000 $12,000 $8,000 $20,000 $120,000

4.27 Replace the three (3) RTU’s from the 1995 renovation. The existing are past their

expected life. Included with replacement of the RTU’s carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors to

control the amount of outside air and airflow stations on the outside air New RTU’s

will be more energy efficient. The estimated cost is $10,000 to $15,000 per RTU. 

Mechanical 2 $45,000 $6,750 $4,500 $11,250 $67,500
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4.28 Replace the unit ventilators throughout the school with a new mechanical system. 

This equipment is past its life expectancy and is due for replacement. In addition, unit 

ventilators of this age require a lot of maintenance and parts can be hard to find. As 

previously mentioned, control valves have already started to fail and there cannot be 

easily replaced. A new RTU the located on the roof of each wing in a heat pump 

configuration with energy recovery, VAV and new terminal units with reheat coils. The 

heat pump configuration will allow for cooling and dehumidification (with reheat), it 

will allow heating on the cooling days before the boiler plant is start, the VAV will 

allow vary amounts of air based on occupancy, the energy recovery will reduce 

operating costs. The controls for this unit can be set up to monitor carbon dioxide 

(CO2) and control the outside based on these value, occupancy sensors can be used 

for lighting control and to control the mechanical system optimizing energy usage. 

The estimated cost is $150,000 to $200,000 per RTU. For comparison, the estimated 

cost to upgrade to new unit ventilators with direct digital controls is about $10,000 

per unit ventilator or $200,000 for a wing. The RTU is much more energy efficient and 

easier to maintain.

Mechanical 2 $800,000 $120,000 $80,000 $200,000 $1,200,000

4.29 Provide complete gut renovation of Kitchen to upgrade exhaust hood, MUA,

ventilation, ansul system, electrical, plumbing, grease trap system, floors, walls,

ceilings, walk-in cooler and freezer. Work requires creating new chase through 2nd

floor locker rooms up to roof, as well as some new beams, columns and footings to

support load-bearing walls carrying gym above.  

2800 SF Architectural/Mechanical/Pl

umbing/Electrical/Structural

2 $840,000 $126,000 $84,000 $210,000 $1,260,000

4.30 Replace existing kitchen equipment and fixtures with new.  Provide allowance 2800 SF Kitchen 2 Included Above $0

4.31 Replace existing gate valves out in the plumbing system with new full ported ball

valves with stainless steel balls. This can be an ongoing maintenance project. Anytime

the domestic water system is down and repaired replace the older gate valves.

Plumbing 2 $300,000 $45,000 $30,000 $75,000 $450,000

4.32 Replace the existing hot water heater with a new gas fire water heater, expansion

tank, and tempering valve. The recirculation pump was replaced in 2013. The

domestic hot water heater was installed in 1995, therefore it is 22 years old and

getting to the end of its life. Domestic hot water is only produced when the boilers are

on. Therefore, the boilers need to run to produce hot water even though there may

not be a need to heat the school. The estimated cost is $20,000 to $25,000.

1 LS Plumbing 2 $25,000 $3,750 $2,500 $6,250 $37,500

4.33 Install a new dedicated gas fired hot water heater, expansion tank, recirculation pump

and tempering valve for the kitchen. Currently, the boilers have to run to provide

domestic hot water even if no heat is required in the school. The estimated cost is

$20,000 to $25,000.

1 LS Plumbing 2 $25,000 $3,750 $2,500 $6,250 $37,500
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4.34 Install hot water temperature sensors in the domestic hot water to the kitchen and

school and connect to DDC system. This will allow monitoring of the water heaters

and water temperatures. The estimated cost is $3,000 to $5,000.

1 LS Plumbing 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

4.35 Due to the age, the fact that there is no longer any electric heat in the building, and

the lack of serviceability, it is recommended that a new electrical service and

distribution system be installed, including a new utility high voltage feeder and

transformer. The new electrical service and transformer can be sized correctly for the

actual load in the building now that the electric heat is removed. The new gear will be

much more compact to allow for more room and better access in the electrical room.

Include allowance for 150' of primary service to transformer and 100' of secondary

service into building, and new electrical room. 

Electrical 2 $1,000,000 $150,000 $100,000 $250,000 $1,500,000

4.36 Trace and label all existing panels and circuits.  Since many of the panels labelling is 

incorrect or incomplete, tracing and labeling the circuits and panels provides a nice 

starting point for any proposed upgrades or renovations.  Estimate cost for this work 

is $30,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.37 Provide a new voice over IP phone system.  Estimated cost $250,000. 1 LS Electrical 2 $250,000 $37,500 $25,000 $62,500 $375,000

4.38 Provide a new PA system, after the new IP phone system is operable. The new PA

system would integrate into the new phone system.  Estimated cost $100,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $100,000 $15,000 $10,000 $25,000 $150,000

4.38 Provide a new back-up generator to serve the kitchen, elevator, boiler room, and 

emergency lighting.

Electrical 2 $300,000 $45,000 $30,000 $75,000 $450,000

4.39 Provide a new IP camera system with new interior and exterior cameras.  Install 

recording equipment “cloud” storage of camera recordings.  Estimated cost $50,000.

Electrical 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

4.40 Foundation: Remove loose and unstable material, remove any rust and protect

reinforcing with an applied coating; patch all missing or cracked concrete. Apply a

protective coating such as elastomeric coating to increase the service life of the

patched walls.  Replace damaged/deteriorated brick.

100 LF Architectural 2 $6,000 $900 $600 $1,500 $9,000

4.41 Concrete ramp and stairs near kitchen loading dock: Remove entire ramp and stairs

and replace with new concrete as well as new stainless steel railings on both sides of

ramp and stair. Utilize elastomeric coatings with integral sand/slip-resistant finish

over concrete.  

400 SF Architectural 2 $24,000 $3,600 $2,400 $6,000 $36,000

4.42 Foundation deterioration at southern wing (former location of overhead garage door);  

remove all deteriorated and loose material at foundation (4  locations of 10 sf each); 

this will likely involve removal of brick.  Install new concrete foundation and replace 

brick.  The extent of improvements will need to be determined after removals. 

Replace entire aluminum framing system (10' x 10') with brick infill at base, and high-

performance window unit above. 

4 LOC Architectural 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000
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4.43 Foundation deterioration at window sill outside cafeteria;   remove all cracked 

concrete down to solid substrate.  Install stainless steel stud anchors and patch 

concrete flush with existing.  Apply elastomeric coating to increase service life of 

patched walls.  Coincide this work with window replacement.

150 SF Architectural 2 $4,500 $675 $450 $1,125 $6,750

4.44 Concrete loading dock: Remove all loose concrete from loading dock walls and slab. 

Modify slab edge to include galvanized steel angle embedded in concrete to protect 

the edge of concrete. Seal all cracks in concrete. Parge concrete to match existing 

adjacent surfaces. Apply protective coating such as elastomeric paint to increase 

service life of patched areas.

Replace dock bumpers.

250 SF Architectural 2 $7,500 $1,125 $750 $1,875 $11,250

4.45 When replacing the windows, provide new sealant and backer-rod. 795 LF Architectural 2 $7,155 $1,073 $716 $1,789 $10,733

4.46 Relocate soil, shrubs and trees away from the building, to allow the exterior façade to 

weep water out.  Clean masonry with a low-acid masonry cleaning detergent.

300 LF Architectural 2 $18,500 $2,775 $1,850 $4,625 $27,750

4.47 Rusting was observed at corners of white cementitious surface at entry.  

Scrape/remove rust.  Apply protective coating to metal and then apply cementitious 

coating and epoxy topcoat.  

100 SF Architectural 2 $1,500 $225 $150 $375 $2,250

4.48 Replace sealants at all granite panel joints - east and west classroom wings (see 

photos)

10563 SF Architectural 2 $52,817 $7,923 $5,282 $13,204 $79,226

4.49 Remove and replace cracked granite panels when sealants are replaced.  Allowance 25 2'x2' panels Architectural 2 $2,500 $375 $250 $625 $3,750

4.50 Replace existing window system at all 1970's additions and at cafeteria in their 

entirety with high-performing, energy efficient window systems with insulated glazing 

tuned to building elevations

1754 sf Architectural 3 $175,400 $26,310 $17,540 $43,850 $263,100

4.51 Replace all hollow metal doors and frames with insulated units. 1 LS Architectural 2 $7,500 $1,125 $750 $1,875 $11,250

4.52 Replace infilled openings with insulated exterior walls, designed for the intended use 

of the interior space to provide improved thermal efficiency.  

100 SF Architectural 2 $8,000 $1,200 $800 $2,000 $12,000

4.53 Replace damaged louvers  at the south wing addition. 3 at 10 sf each 30 SF Architectural 2 $1,950 $293 $195 $488 $2,925

4.54 At refrigerant piping: Seal penetration through exterior wall air/water tight; provide

rubber gasket seal and weatherproof escutcheon on top of granite panel.

1 LOC Architectural 2 $500 $75 $50 $125 $750

4.55 At Kitchen Exhaust: Remove 30 LF of duct and 50 sf window system. Provide

insulated air-tight sealed wall system and thermally broken penetration to minimize

heat loss and heat/air transfer. 

1 LS Architectural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.56 If exhaust damper at the south side of the south wing is no longer in use, remove

entire damper assembly, provide air-tight insulation to fill entire opening, seal

air/water tight and cap. 

1 LOC Architectural 2 $2,000 $300 $200 $500 $3,000
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4.57 North wing - Library: Maintain at least three maintenance reviews of the roof/year.

Replace roof membrane in 10 years.   

14,455 SF Architectural 3 $260,190 $39,029 $26,019 $65,048 $390,285

4.58 East and West Wings: As part of a re-roof project, remove both roofing systems

including existing membranes and polyiso insulation, fiberboard, and perlite down to

metal deck. Provide tapered insulation to provide positive drainage at drains. Add

additional roof drains as necessary to allow a min. of 1/4” per foot slope. Provide new

roofing system with 30-year warranty. 

29,550 SF Architectural 2 $561,450 $84,218 $56,145 $140,363 $842,175

4.59 Auditorium, Band , Boiler and small 1977 additions: Remove membrane roofing from

vertical face of wall. Install metal siding. Use this opportunity to investigate existing

conditions to determine why membrane was added. Remove three to four courses of

brick above thru-wall flashing at band room, auditorium, gym and other roof to wall

transitions. Remove thru-wall flashing and replace with new; install new brick.

Remove pvc membrane and insulation down to deck, provide new tapered insulation

(min 1/4” slope) and new roofing system with 30-year warranty.   

13,000 SF Architectural 2 $540,000 $81,000 $54,000 $135,000 $810,000

4.60 Replace all caulking at control joints. 1 LS Architectural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.61 Provide cast-iron or stainless steel strainers at all roof drains. 1 LS Architectural 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.62 South Wing: Confirm R-value of installed system with Garland to determine

compliance with energy code.  

The stone should be reviewed regularly to make sure the BUR sheet is covered by

stone.  

1 LS Architectural 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

4.63 Gym Roof: The field applied top-coating is a temporary fix. Within the next 3-4 years,

the school district should consider replacing this roof system with new.

Remove existing roofing, insulation, etc down to deck. Provide new tapered

insulation (min 1/4”per ft slope) and roofing system (with 30-year warranty). Replace

air intake units.  

15800 SF Architectural 2 $284,400 $42,660 $28,440 $71,100 $426,600

4.64 Remove all existing VCT, flash patch substrate to provide an even surface, install new

linoleum.  Estimate 80% of building

126834 SF Architectural 2 $887,835 $133,175 $88,784 $221,959 $1,185,803

4.65 Remove the kitchen quarry tile flooring system down to the substrate slab, and 

provide a new mud set quarry tile floor system

1395 SF Architectural 2 $34,875 $5,231 $3,488 $8,719 $52,313

4.66 Remove all existing carpeting and replace with flocked flooring, or linoleum. 21663 SF Architectural 2 $151,644 $22,747 $15,164 $37,911 $227,466

4.67 In boiler room, Chip away to remove any loose concrete in floor at sawcut location,

clean, and fill with epoxy grout mixture to provide a flush condition.

100 SF Architectural 2 $1,500 $225 $150 $375 $2,250

4.68 At doors: Re-secure, or replace damaged door stop hardware, remove damaged VCT

and replace with new.  Provide allowance of $3k

1 LS Architectural 2 $3,000 $450 $300 $750 $4,500
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4.69 Thoroughly scrape painted slabs, fill any voids with appropriate material (floor leveler, 

epoxy floor patch, and re-paint or re-seal.  (allowance for 3,000 sf)

3,000 SF Architectural 2 $18,000 $2,700 $1,800 $4,500 $27,000

4.70 In Locker Rooms: Remove existing CMT and install new CMT at floors and walls.  2530 SF Architectural 2 $75,900 $11,385 $7,590 $18,975 $113,850

4.71 In some locations oversized openings have been provided for penetrating items. In 

one case a 10” hole was provided in CMU for running of 2 Data lines. Provide conduit 

through wall for running of Data lines, infill opening around conduit with mortar (in 

this particular instance), or other materials related to specific wall construction.  

(allowance for 20 locations)

20 LOC Architectural 2 $8,000 $1,200 $800 $2,000 $12,000

4.72 Replace acoustic panel ceilings throughout the school with new humidity resistant

panels. Remove existing ceiling grid system and replace with new at the same time.

123888 SF Architectural 2 $619,439 $92,916 $61,944 $154,860 $929,159

4.73 Kitchen: Repair damaged areas of GWB ceilings and repaint with a washable gloss, or

semi-gloss paint. Replace fissured ACP and existing grid with new washable acoustic

ceiling panels (server area).

1395 SF Architectural 2 $8,370 $1,256 $837 $2,093 $12,555

4.74 Replace doors and frames (estimate 50%) with new, for reasons of: accessibility 

accommodation (change in door size, or hardware, or both), wear and tear, different 

program requirements, breakage, unsuitability of the door type to its function, and/or 

change in handing or swing direction.

50 % Architectural 2 $212,400 $31,860 $21,240 $53,100 $318,600

4.75 Glazing needs to be replaced in the borrowed lite systems to tempered glazing. 45 LOC Architectural 2 $54,000 $8,100 $5,400 $13,500 $81,000

4.76 Undertake a storage needs study for classrooms, to identify the types of storage 

needed for typical classrooms.  Replace storage casework in classrooms with modern 

storage cabinets that better meet classroom needs. Replace classroom casework with 

new units that are compliant with accessibility rules for the age of the intended users, 

and with a uniform appearance throughout the school.

45 LOC Architectural 2 $144,000 $21,600 $14,400 $36,000 $216,000

4.77 Remove existing chalk and cork boards and related trim from walls; provide new 

marker and tack boards following repair of scars at wall surfaces.  Assume two new 8’ 

marker boards and two new 6’ tack boards per classroom. 

5805 SF Architectural 2 $87,075 $13,061 $8,708 $21,769 $130,613

4.78 Install new wall padding along front wall of gymnasium stage from 4” above floor to 

approximately 3’ above floor, with a 12” lap onto the stage.

236 SF Architectural 2 $4,244 $637 $424 $1,061 $6,367

4.79 Corridors: Remove and replace old lockers with new heavy duty locker systems. 1380 OPN Architectural 2 $303,600 $45,540 $30,360 $75,900 $455,400

4.80 Locker Rooms: Remove and replace athletic lockers with new heavy duty, non-

metallic locker system.

207 LOC Architectural 2 $51,833 $7,775 $5,183 $12,958 $77,750
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4.81 Gym Stage: Provide new, basic-level LED stage lighting and controls appropriate for a 

secondary stage setting.  

MEP Architectural 2 $250,000 $37,500 $25,000 $62,500 $375,000

4.82 Gym Stage: Adjust curtain travelers for smooth operation. 1 LS Architectural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

$9,419,778 $1,412,967 $941,978 $2,354,945 $13,983,718

5 Energy Efficiency / Energy, Water Saving (includes only items not noted above)

5.01 Replace the existing pneumatic control and older Legacy system with a new direct

digital control system. This can be done over a couple of year period. This will include

complete removal of the pneumatic control system (compressor, tubing/piping,

sensors, controllers and valves). Installation of new controls, sensor, damper

actuators and complete valve assemblies. This will also include the addition of carbon

dioxide sensors and airflow stations. The CO2 sensors measure the amount of carbon

dioxide in a space and adjust the outside air according. This results in a tremendous

energy savings. The airflow stations can track the amount of outside air into the

school. The estimated cost is $250,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $250,000 $37,500 $25,000 $62,500 $375,000

5.02 Add variable frequency drives (VFD’s) to the two (2) RTU’s serving the Library and

Science Wing. This will include replacing the existing reheat coils with new variable air

volume (VAV’s) boxes with integral reheat coils and new controls. This will result in

energy savings. Additional measures should include occupancy sensors for each VAV

(these sensors can be interlocked with the lighting), carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors to

control the amount of outside air and airflow stations on the outside air. The

estimated cost is $50,000 to $60,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $60,000 $9,000 $6,000 $15,000 $90,000

5.03 Add variable frequency drives (VFD’s) to the two (2) RTU’s serving the Auditorium.

There is no need to replace the heating coil since this is a single zone. This will result

in energy savings. Additional measures should include occupancy sensors, carbon

dioxide (CO2) sensors to control the amount of outside air and airflow stations on the

outside air. The estimated cost is $15,000 to $20,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $20,000 $3,000 $2,000 $5,000 $30,000

5.04 Remove the abandoned AHU’s that previously served the Auditorium. As previously

described the RTU’s discharge the supply air for the Auditorium through the

existing units which is inefficient (the existing components may still be

installed, which is adding static to the system. These translates to more

horsepower). Modify the ductwork, add a new heating coils, new controls

and insulate the ductwork. The estimated cost is $10,000.

1 LS Mechanical 2    $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

5.05 Add variable frequency drives to the main circulating pumps. This will result in

electrical energy savings. This will require replacing the existing 3-way valves with

new 2-way valves. The estimate cost is $5,000 to $10,000 for the VFD’s on the pumps.

1 LS Mechanical 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000
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$350,000 $52,500 $35,000 $87,500 $525,000

6 Hazardous Materials Abatement

6.01 Estimated costs UST Remediation Cost allowance HazMat 3 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

6.02 Estimated costs for PCB’s Testing and Abatement Plans Services allowance HazMat 3 $525,000 $78,750 $52,500 $131,250 $787,500

6.03 Estimated costs for Design, Construction Monitoring and Air Sampling Services allowance HazMat 3 $75,000 $11,250 $7,500 $18,750 $112,500

$650,000 $97,500 $65,000 $162,500 $975,000

 TOTALS $11,967,828 $1,795,174 $1,196,783 $2,991,957 $17,805,793

GENERAL NOTES

6.  Due to the conceptual nature of these recommendations and estimates and the complexity of existing conditions, several solutions may be provided to achieve the end result.  Existing conditions in some areas may limit the ability to fully implement the proposed 

scope of work.  Part or all of this work may trigger other renovation requirements related to code, seismic, sprinklers or handicap accessibility, which may not be included in the costs above.  Once a determination is made to move forward with a specific improvement 

line item, a mini study specific to the scope of work should be done to confirm the scope of work, prepare sketches as necessary and prepare a refined cost estimate.  

1.  Cost Estimates have been prepared by PM&C.  Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction.  They are based on current market conditions and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market 

conditions for each year beyond this date.  No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.

2.  An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (asbestos, lead, pcb).  The actual cost depends on the scope and extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of the work.

3.  GC Overhead & Profit and estimated Soft Costs and Owner's Contingency have been included in these figures.  

4.  Refer to each section of the Report for more detailed information.  Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed.

5.  Some items should be completed in combination with other items.  Some of these suggestions may be noted above.  We recommend that once a scope of work is desired to be pursued, a mini-study should be done to confirm which work should be done together.  

See the next general note below for additional information.
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Capital Improvement Plan

F. H. Tuttle Middle School

South Burlington School District

South Burlington, Vermont

24 April 2018

F. H. Tuttle Middle School 

(120,552 sf) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structural,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech, 

HazMat)

Priority

1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

1 Health, Safety & Welfare

1.01 Remove existing vestibule (approx 800 sf). Construct new entrance vestibule that not 

only addresses existing thermal and heat issues but also provides improved security 

into the building.  When replacing  the entrance vestibule, use laminated safety glass, 

similar to "school guard glass" to slow potential violent intruders.  Allowance to 

include new CIP concrete foundation, brick, rigid insulation, sheathing, metal stud and 

GWB, with flat roof, metal fascia and curtainwall system along front.    

800 SF Architectural 1 $240,000 $36,000 $24,000 $60,000 $360,000

1.02 Replace Roller shades throughout building (exterior windows and sidelights to 

classrooms) to provide window  shades that are easily operable, especially  in the 

event of a lockdown.  

3789 SF Architectural 1 $22,731 $3,410 $2,273 $5,683 $34,097

$262,731 $39,410 $26,273 $65,683 $394,097

2 Code Compliance (items not noted above)

2.01 A few paper exit signs above doors were noted.  Provide code compliant hardwired 

and illuminated exit signs. Allowance

3 loc Architectural 1 $2,700 $405 $270 $675 $4,050

$2,700 $405 $270 $675 $4,050

3 Handicap Accessibility (includes only items not noted above)

3.01 ADA parking space count, location and configurations (striping and signage) should be 

reviewed and revised as appropriate to meet requirements.  Provide allowance of 

1 LS Civil 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

3.02 Continue and finish the required fire alarm upgrades to meet current ADA standards.

Estimated cost $40,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $40,000 $6,000 $4,000 $10,000 $60,000

$45,000 $6,750 $4,500 $11,250 $67,500

4

4.01 Parking reconstruction at entire parking area (between HS and MS), including 

replacement of existing subbase materials, re-grading and redesign of drainage 

87,000 SF Civil 2 $522,000 $78,300 $52,200 $130,500 $783,000

4.02 At overflow staff parking north of the building, reconstruct parking subbase, 

pavement and striping.

26,200 SF Civil 2 $104,800 $15,720 $10,480 $26,200 $157,200

Maintenance - Extending the Life of the Building 
(includes only items not noted above)
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F. H. Tuttle Middle School 

(120,552 sf) Quantity

Unit

(%, SF, LF, etc.)

Discipline 

(Architectural, Civil, 

Landscape, Structural,  

HVAC, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire 

Protection, Tech, 

HazMat)
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1 = (0-2 yrs)

2 = (3-6 yrs)

3 = (7+ yrs)

Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.03 The Tuttle Middle School sewer should continue to be jetted annually (or as required).  

After the next jetting, it is recommended to video the line to determine condition and 

location of likely cause of back-up.  Pending results of video, limited repair, or perhaps 

full replacement should be considered.   Include an allowance for replacing 100' of 

sewer line exterior of building.

1 LS Civil 3 $17,000 $2,550 $1,700 $4,250 $25,500

4.04 Provide an external grease tank for kitchen waste line 1 LOC Civil 3 $16,000 $2,400 $1,600 $4,000 $24,000

4.05 Perform a complete air system and water balance on the entire mechanical system.

This will provide a starting point to identify potential problems that can be

immediately addressed. Such as low water flow, low air flow, high pressure drops,

overloaded motors and control issues. Then schedule balancing every 5 to 7 years.

This shall include airflow readings from all equipment and the distribution system.

Data at each unit shall include static pressure profiles across each component in the

air handling units and amperage readings on the fan motors (supply and return) and

heating and chilled water pumps. This will provide the school with the current

operating performance of the system. It will also determine if we are meeting current

ventilation requirements. This will help identify any potential problems.  

1 LS HVAC 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.06 Evaluate the chiller water piping. This piping is 50 years old and not knowing the

condition of the fluid inside, it is hard to determine the condition on the pipe. Provide

an allowance for replacement.

1 LS HVAC 2 $125,000 $18,750 $12,500 $31,250 $187,500

4.07 Perform water testing on the hot heating and chilled water loop annually. This will

provide information on the quality of the water and existing pipe conditions on the

heating system. Steel pipe and other steel equipment (i.e. expansion tank) will

deteriorate over time if the water in the system is not treated properly. Oxygen in the

water can cause the steel to rust, which can lead to premature leaks, and expensive

water damage or replacement of equipment. Each system currently has a glycol and

water mixture. Over time the glycol becomes acidic which deteriorates the piping

system. Having this information can help prevent this, prolong the life of the heating

systems and provide an idea of the condition of the existing piping system. 

1 LS HVAC 2 $2,500 $375 $250 $625 $3,750

4.08 Replace the current glycol solution in the heating and cooling system. The age of this

solution is unknown. The water quality test may indicate that the solution has some

life remaining. The estimated cost to replace the glycol in both the heating and

cooling system is $20,000 to $30,000.

1 LS HVAC 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.09 Perform a duct cleaning on the ductwork throughout the school. This should include

all components and equipment in the air stream. The estimated cost to clean the

ductwork is $20,000 to $30,000.

1 LS HVAC 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000
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(120,552 sf) Quantity
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(%, SF, LF, etc.)
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Landscape, Structural,  
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Costs incl GC 

Markups 
1

Design and 

Estimating 

Contingency 

15%

Owners 

Contingency 

10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.10 Replace the existing combustion dampers, actuators and controls with new dampers

that are thermally broken and insulated. They are currently manually controlled. They

need to open with the water heaters or the boiler are on or the boiler room

temperature exceeds set point. Closed when the equipment is off. The estimated cost

is $5,000 to $10,000.

1 LS HVAC 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.11 Replace the existing exhaust fans on the roof. Ventilation codes have increased over

the years and these type of exhaust fan lose their ability to move air over time. There

is a likelihood that these fans are not capable of meeting today’s ventilation

requirements and new motors are more efficient. The estimated cost is $3,000 to

$5,000 per fan including controls.

10 loc HVAC 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000
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10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.12 Replace the air handling systems (13 air handling units (AHU), return air fans (RAF)

and controls). These AHU’s and RAF’s appear to be in good condition, however, they

are 50 years old. They are past their expected life. Include a variable air volume (VAV)

air system with terminal reheat and energy recovery. This type of system has the

same equipment as the existing except the reheat coils are replaced with VAV

terminal units. These units vary the amount of air supplied to a space depending on

the occupancy. When the space is occupied, the air system will supply the required

airflow. When the space is unoccupied, the airflow is reduced to a minimal amount

which saves on electrical and fuel costs. This portion can be implemented in the

current system which will start saving energy. This energy savings then can fund

future projects like replacement of the AHU’s and RAF’s. The replacement of the

AHU’s and RAF’s can be scheduled; they do not need to be replaced at the same time.

HVAC 2 $750,000 $112,500 $75,000 $187,500 $1,125,000

4.13 Add a makeup air unit for the kitchen. Currently there is no makeup air in the kitchen.

As previously mentioned the air infiltrates from other areas of the school. The air is

ultimately coming from outside. Therefore, systems that were not designed to handle

the added load are picking it up. A dedicated makeup air system will increase

mechanical system performance. Add motorized dampers in the return ductwork

from the Cafeteria that are interlocked to the kitchen exhaust fan. 

HVAC 2 $30,000 $4,500 $3,000 $7,500 $45,000

4.14 Relocate water lines adjacent to the combustion air louvers. These lines tend to

freeze when combustion air louvers are open. The estimated cost is $5,000.

1 ls HVAC 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

4.15 Replace the gate valves in the boiler room with new full ported ball valves with

stainless steel balls on the water system entrance. The existing valves are showing

signs of leakage and over time the packing dries out and can start leaking if opened or

closed. The estimated cost is $5,000 to $10,000

1 LS HVAC 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.16 Replace existing gate valves out in the plumbing system with new full ported ball

valves with stainless steel balls. 

HVAC 2 $250,000 $37,500 $25,000 $62,500 $375,000

4.17 Replace the existing pressure reducing valve with a new unit. Consider installing a

smaller PRV in parallel for low flow conditions. The estimated cost is $5,000 to

$10,000.

1 LS HVAC 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.18 Replace the older domestic water heater. It is at the end of its useful life. The

estimated cost is $15,000 to $20,000.

1 LS HVAC 2 $20,000 $3,000 $2,000 $5,000 $30,000

4.19 Install hot water temperature sensors in the domestic hot water to the kitchen and

school and connect to DDC system. This will allow monitoring of the water heaters

and water temperatures. The estimated cost is $3,000 to $5,000

1 LS HVAC 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000
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20%
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4.20 Evaluate and address issues with the hot water recirculation system. It appears that it

takes a long time to get hot water to the faucets and each end of the school. This

could be due to several issues a bad pump, isolation valves close or system not

balanced. Provide an allowance of $7,000

1 LS HVAC 2 $7,000 $1,050 $700 $1,750 $10,500

4.21 Remove propane and dispose of tank properly. HVAC 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

4.22 There is power factor correction equipment installed. Currently the power factor

correction equipment is missing a capacitor. The resulting power factor currently is

around .85. This low power factor could induce some hefty utility penalties if not

repaired quickly. There have been power factor utility penalties in the past. This

should be repaired as soon as possible.

Electrical 1 WORK COMPLETED 

WINTER 2018

4.23 Provide surge protection or lightning protection for the electrical distribution system;

none existing.

Electrical 1 $25,000 $3,750 $2,500 $6,250 $37,500

4.24 Trace and label all existing panels and circuits. Since many of the panels labelling is

incorrect or incomplete, tracing and labeling the circuits and panels provides a nice

starting point for any proposed upgrades or renovations. Estimate cost for this work

is $20,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $20,000 $3,000 $2,000 $5,000 $30,000

4.25 Continue to replace all the older light fixtures with new LED fixtures. Add and replace

exit lights.  Add lighting controls   Estimated cost $50,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

4.26 Not Used

4.27 Provide a new voice over IP phone system.  Estimated cost $200,000. 1 LS Electrical 2 $200,000 $30,000 $20,000 $50,000 $300,000

4.28 Provide a new PA system, after the new IP phone system is operable. The new PA

system would integrate into the new phone system. 

Electrical 2 $120,000 $18,000 $12,000 $30,000 $180,000

4.29 Provide a new IP camera system with new interior and exterior cameras.  Install 

recording equipment “cloud” storage of camera recordings.  Estimated cost $20,000.

1 LS Electrical 2 $20,000 $3,000 $2,000 $5,000 $30,000

4.30 Foundation walls exhibit cracking and spalling at various locations. Remove loose 

concrete, patch and parge concrete to match existing planar surface.  If concrete is 

still attached and viable, clean out cracks and seal with compatible sealant.   

1 LS Structural 2 $26,400 $3,960 $2,640 $6,600 $39,600

4.31 There are occurrences of hairline step cracking, shrinkage cracking, and 

chipping/spalling of the brick veneer at various locations.  Include allowance for 

replacement, repair and repointing: $15,000

1 LS Structural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.32 Some vertical control joints at windows are missing sealant, which can allow moisture 

ingress into the building envelope. Remove failed mortar or sealant from vertical 

joints and install new sealant throughout exterior of building. 

1 LS Structural 2 $22,980 $3,447 $2,298 $5,745 $34,470
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4.33 There is cracking of CMU wall vertical control joints, at various interior locations. 

Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or dormant.  If cracks are active, they 

can be filled with sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can be repointed.

1 LS Structural 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.34 There is shrinkage and differential settlement cracking of interior CMU walls, at 

various locations. Monitor cracks to determine if they are active or dormant.  If cracks 

are active, they can be filled with sealant.  If cracks are dormant, masonry can be 

repointed.  Include allowance of $5,000

1 LS Structural 2 $5,000 $750 $500 $1,250 $7,500

4.35 There is cracking of CMU walls in the Gym, in the vicinity of the basketball hoop 

attachments to the wall. Reinforce masonry around attachments.  Replace, reset, and 

grout blocks. 

6 LOC Structural 2 $12,000 $1,800 $1,200 $3,000 $18,000

4.36 Some of the mortar/sealant has fallen out at the horizontal joint along the wind girt in 

the Gym, on the South and East walls. Remove failed mortar/sealant. Clean joint, fill 

with mortar/sealant. 

153 LF Structural 2 $7,650 $1,148 $765 $1,913 $11,475

4.37 Some areas of exterior brick were covered with soil/landscaping, thus making it 

difficult for the brick cavity to  drain.  Remove  soil away from the building and clean 

120 LF Architectural 2 $3,360 $504 $336 $840 $5,040

4.38 Wooden support framing has been installed at an exit door leading out from the gym 

where the foundation wall steps down.  An aluminum sheet provides a threshold 

(Image 4-Arch report).  The wood at this location will eventually deteriorate and/or 

warp over time.  When doors are replaced, remove aluminum threshold and pour a 

concrete topping, doweled into existing foundation.  

6 LF Architectural 2 $360 $54 $36 $90 $540

4.39 Remove all exterior metal panels and any remaining fiberglass batt insulation behind 

panels.  Provide exterior  sheathing, vapor/air barrier membrane, spray-foam 

insulation (min. R-15) continuous and connect  to vapor barrier at roofing system.  

This work should be done at the same time as a re-roofing project as the fascia is 

directly attached to the metal panel system. 

3,490 SF Architectural 1 $209,400 $31,410 $20,940 $52,350 $314,100
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4.40 Significant efflorescence was observed at numerous locations around the building, but  

particularly at building corners and protruding pilasters, as well as a few areas within 

2’ of the roof fascia. It was also observed that the top course of brick, just below the 

fascia in several locations has become loose due to  excess pulling/shrinkage from the 

roofing membrane. The efflorescence is typically due to  excess moisture getting 

behind the  brick and being forced out through the brick.  This appears that it is likely 

due to water ponding at the roof level and finding its way into the brick or  it could be 

through the gaps in the mortar where the brick has pulled away.  At time of roofing 

replacement, remove and replace all failed masonry near roof edge and clean brick. 

Estimate 30% of perimeter of roof.

396 LF Architectural 1 $97,120 $14,568 $9,712 $24,280 $145,680

4.41 Along the north side of the building, a significant horizontal crack was observed at 

approximately 4’ below the 2nd floor window sill.This appears to be at approximately 

the location of floor level change, and could be due to  thermal-stress due to 

insufficient thermal break.  Investigate cause and extent of cracking.  Remove cracked 

brick as well as the course above and below it, address the source of the issue and 

install new brick.  

200 SF Architectural 1 $24,000 $3,600 $2,400 $6,000 $36,000

4.42 At brick below windows: locate source of moisture/water ingress into the brick cavity 

and address.  At chimney, refer to roofing portion of this report for recommendations.  

Repoint and clean the brick at  chimney.  Clean exterior brick.  

300 SF Architectural 1 $12,000 $1,800 $1,200 $3,000 $18,000

4.43 Mortar at vertical joints of window insets have failed. Repoint masonry joints at all 

windows.

Architectural 2 $25,000 $3,750 $2,500 $6,250 $37,500

4.44 Damaged or deteriorated brick was observed along  the exterior wall in isolated areas. 

Hire a mason to remove any damaged brick (estimate 100 sf) and replace with new.  

Perform this work at the same time as other masonry work.

100 SF Architectural 2 $12,000 $1,800 $1,200 $3,000 $18,000

4.45 Replace all windows with high-performance, thermally-broken window systems. 2457 SF Architectural 2 $245,700 $36,855 $24,570 $61,425 $368,550

4.46 Some doors are original hollow-metal (HM) doors that are in need of replacement as 

they exhibit rust, are difficult to operate and hardware is obsolete.  Remove 100% of 

exterior HM frames and install new.  Estimate 50% of doors to be re-used and 50% to 

be replaced.  All sidelights and lites within doors shall be  "School Guard Glass" or 

equal.  

1 LS Architectural 1 $51,500 $7,725 $5,150 $12,875 $77,250
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4.47 HM framed two-story storefront system at each stair well are constructed with non-

thermal HM frames for the entire two-story height.  Rusting was observed at 

numerous locations.  These frames have far exceeded their expected life span and are 

due for replacement. Perform this work at the same time that metal panels are 

removed and replaced, as they are all integrated.  

435 SF Architectural 1 $43,500 $6,525 $4,350 $10,875 $65,250

4.48 The score  board mounted to the exterior wall is in poor condition and should be 

considered for replacement.  Efflorescence is observed above and the side and 

bottom of the scoreboard as well. Replace score  board and address water ingress 

issue.

1 LS Architectural 2 $15,000 $2,250 $1,500 $3,750 $22,500

4.49 Two open exterior conduit pipes were observed near  the boiler room. It is unclear 

what these are serving  but they should be capped so water doesn’t enter  and 

deteriorate the conduit that may serve a future use. 

2 LOC Architectural 1 $500 $75 $50 $125 $750

4.50 Ensure  all exterior  holes are  infilled solid and a water-proof sealant applied.  Provide 

$1,000 allowance

1 LS Architectural 1 $1,000 $150 $100 $250 $1,500

4.51 A wall exhaust fan is missing a cap, and water has been running down the exterior 

wall staining and deteriorating the brick and mortar.  If exhaust fan is no longer 

needed, this should be removed, insulated and capped to eliminate water, insects and 

the elements from entering.   Clean stained masonry. 

1 LS Architectural 1 $500 $75 $50 $125 $750

4.52 Significant deterioration observed at the base of a steel angle at a column.  This 

appears to be likely due to lack of thermal break, thus allowing moisture and salts to 

enter into wall.  Moisture may be entering brick wall cavity and resting at the base, 

where it cannot weep to the outside because there are no weep holes.  Perform 

investigative work to confirm hypothesis and address source of moisture.  Remove all 

rust down to bare steel, apply zinc and epoxy coating.  Provide allowance of $10,000

1 LS Architectural 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.53 Remove entire addition that houses a kitchen cooler  and construct new 

cooler/freezer designed specifically for its use.  

1 LS Architectural 2 $51,510 $7,727 $5,151 $12,878 $77,265

4.54 The entire roofing system should be  removed down to the deck and replaced with a 

min. of R-30 continuous insulation, and a roofing system with a 30-year warranty.   

Provide 6 additional roof drains and tapered insulation at corners and perimeter.  

62,154 Architectural 1 $1,136,772 $170,516 $113,677 $284,193 $1,705,158

4.55 Remove all siding and roofing at penthouses.  Provide insulated metal panel system 

with vapor and air barrier tied into roof system.  Perform this work at the same time 

as re-roofing and new HVAC work. (5,620 SF roofing; 3,520 SF siding)

1 LS Architectural 1 $548,400 $82,260 $54,840 $137,100 $822,600
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10%

Soft Cost 

Allowance 

20%

Estimated Cost

4.56 At chimney, include allowance to have the brick repointed, and cleaned, and insert 

rigid insulation, along with a monolithic stone or stainless steel , water-proof cap on 

the chimney,  and drip edge to shed water away.  Replace lead thru-wall flashing 

around the chimney.  (Future consideration should be made to remove chimney 

entirely)    

279 SF Architectural 2 $14,660 $2,199 $1,466 $3,665 $21,990

4.57 At entire school, where installed, remove existing VCT, flash patch substrate to 

provide an even surface, install new sheet linoleum or linoleum tile.   Provide 

transition strips at flooring transitions and door thresholds.  Quantity listed is an 

allowance; actual quantities to be determined prior to finalizing costs for the work. 

80,000 SF Architectural 2 $560,000 $84,000 $56,000 $140,000 $840,000

4.58 At Platform: Remove and replace the wood floor in its entirety with maple strip sports 

flooring and hardwood trim.

500 SF Architectural 2 $12,500 $1,875 $1,250 $3,125 $18,750

4.59 Remove existing carpeting and replace with Flocked Flooring, linoleum tile, or VCT in 

smaller offices.

15000 SF Architectural 2 $105,000 $15,750 $10,500 $26,250 $157,500

4.60 Replace flooring in Library with carpet tile for ease of maintenance. 6000 SF Architectural 2 $36,000 $5,400 $3,600 $9,000 $54,000

4.61 Worn flooring, such as toilet room tile and sealed concrete flooring, although not 

aesthetically pleasing,  does not pose any issues at this time. Patch/repair damage as 

it occurs. If warranted update finishes as part of a larger room renovation.

10,000 SF Architectural 2 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

4.62 Some CMT in locker and toilet room floors were damaged or missing. Remove any 

remaining loose tile, prep surface for re-tiling, install new CMT to infill voids. If 

warranted update finishes as part of a larger room renovation.

5000 SF Architectural 2 $100,000 $15,000 $10,000 $25,000 $150,000

4.63 Moveable partitions are functional for flexibility of classroom space configurations 

however they do not always provide sufficient acoustic separation.  If desired, remove 

moveable partition and construct a partition wall with a communicating door.  

(approximately 3 locations)

90 LF Architectural 2 $25,860 $3,879 $2,586 $6,465 $38,790

4.64 Replace acoustic panel ceilings throughout the school with new humidity resistant 

panels. Areas in good condition should be monitored as part of a maintenance 

management plan. Repair issue causing water stains before replacing stained/missing 

tiles. Replace ceiling grids simutaneously. Amount indicated is allowance.  Actual 

quantity to be deterimined prior to finalizing costs

80,000 SF Architectural 2 $400,000 $60,000 $40,000 $100,000 $600,000

4.65 Replace acoustic ceiling system in kitchen with washable panels in a grid system that 

is corrosion resistant and approved by the USDA for use in commercial kitchens. 

8000 SF Architectural 2 $48,000 $7,200 $4,800 $12,000 $72,000

4.66 Replace tectum ceiling in Gymnasium, Exercise Room and OT/PT space with sound 

absorbing, abuse/impact resistant acoustical panels.

8000 SF Architectural 2 $128,000 $19,200 $12,800 $32,000 $192,000

Dore and Whittier Architects
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4.67 Replace doors within the facility with new wood doors as part of a maintenance plan, 

with ratings where appropriate to the opening rating.  Refer to Regulatory Compliance 

section for discussion of accessibility issues related to doors and hardware.  Estimate 

50% of doors

1 LS Architectural 3 $358,350 $53,753 $35,835 $89,588 $537,525

4.68 Replace classroom casework with new units that are compliant with accessibility rules 

for the age of the intended users, and with a uniform appearance throughout the 

school. Estimate 16' per classroom

448 LF Architectural 2 $179,200 $26,880 $17,920 $44,800 $268,800

4.69 Remove existing chalk and related trim from walls; provide new marker and tack 

boards following repair of scars at wall surfaces.  Assume one new 4’ marker board 

per classroom. 

504 SF Architectural 2 $12,600 $1,890 $1,260 $3,150 $18,900

4.70 Replace toilet compartments. Architectural 2 $37,650 $5,648 $3,765 $9,413 $56,475

4.71 Replace fixed tables and chairs, as well as worn loose furniture throughout the 

building to provide a flexible learning environment.  Provide allowance

1 LS Architectural 3 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

4.72 Gym: Remove wood paneling and install new wall padding at this location 

(approximately 6’x6’ area). 

36 SF Architectural 1 $648 $97 $65 $162 $972

4.73 Gym: Replace acoustical wall panels in kind. 1200 SF Architectural 2 $19,200 $2,880 $1,920 $4,800 $28,800

4.74 Locker Room: Remove and replace old lockers with new heavy-duty, ventilated locker 

systems in the locker rooms.

116 EA Architectural 2 $29,000 $4,350 $2,900 $7,250 $43,500

4.75 Platform: Upgrade stage lighting and controls appropriate for a middle school setting.  MEP Architectural 2 $350,000 $52,500 $35,000 $87,500 $525,000

4.76 Platform: Professionally clean and re-hang stage curtains, and adjust travelers for 

smooth operation if needed. 

1 LS Architectural 2 $10,000 $1,500 $1,000 $2,500 $15,000

4.77 Media Center: Replace bookshelves, circulation desk and built-in casework. Prior to 

replacement, a study to consider future use should be undertaken. 

1 LS Architectural 3 $31,140 $4,671 $3,114 $7,785 $46,710

5 Energy Efficiency / Energy, Water Saving (includes only items not noted above) $7,613,760 $1,142,064 $761,376 $1,903,440 $11,420,640

5.01 Replace the existing lo-hi-lo burners with modulating burners as scheduled for next

year. This is an excellent energy savings measure. The estimated cost is $50,000 to

$60,000.

1 LS HVAC 1 $60,000 $9,000 $6,000 $15,000 $90,000

Dore and Whittier Architects
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5.02 Replace the existing pneumatic control system with a new direct digital control

system. This can be done over a couple of year period. This will include complete

removal of the pneumatic control system (compressor, tubing/piping, sensors,

controllers and valves). Installation of new controls, sensor, damper actuators and

complete valve assemblies. This will also include the addition of carbon dioxide

sensors and airflow stations. The CO2 sensors measure the amount of carbon dioxide

in a space and adjust the outside air according. This results in a tremendous energy

savings. The airflow stations can track the amount of outside air into the school. 

1 LS HVAC 2 $400,000 $60,000 $40,000 $100,000 $600,000

$460,000 $69,000 $46,000 $115,000 $690,000

6 Hazardous Materials Abatement

6.01 Estimated costs UST Remediation Cost allowance HazMat 3 $50,000 $7,500 $5,000 $12,500 $75,000

6.02 Estimated costs for PCB’s Testing and Abatement Plans Services allowance HazMat 3 $650,000 $97,500 $65,000 $162,500 $975,000

6.03 Estimated costs for Design, Construction Monitoring and Air Sampling Services allowance HazMat 3 $95,000 $14,250 $9,500 $23,750 $142,500

$795,000 $119,250 $79,500 $198,750 $1,192,500

 TOTALS $9,179,191 $1,376,879 $917,919 $2,294,798 $13,768,787

GENERAL NOTES

4.  Refer to each section of the Report for more detailed information.  Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed.

5.  Some items should be completed in combination with other items.  Some of these suggestions may be noted above.  We recommend that once a scope of work is desired to be pursued, a mini-study should be done to confirm which work should be done together.  See 

the next general note below for additional information.

1.  Cost Estimates have been prepared by PM&C.  Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction.  They are based on current market conditions and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market 

conditions for each year beyond this date.  No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.

2.  An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (asbestos, lead, pcb).  The actual cost depends on the scope and extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of the work.

3.  GC Overhead & Profit and estimated Soft Costs and Owner's Contingency have been included in these figures.  

Dore and Whittier Architects
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6.  Due to the conceptual nature of these recommendations and estimates and the complexity of existing conditions, several solutions may be provided to achieve the end result.  Existing conditions in some areas may limit the ability to fully implement the proposed scope 

of work.  Part or all of this work may trigger other renovation requirements related to code, seismic, sprinklers or handicap accessibility.  Once a determination is made to move forward with a specific improvement line item, a mini study specific to the scope of work should 

be done to confirm the scope of work, prepare sketches as necessary and prepare a refined cost estimate.  
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

Background

South Burlington High School (SBHS) is located on Dorset Street in 

the city of South Burlington. SBHS serves a student population of 

approximately 900 with growing enrollment projections. In addition 

to residents of the city of South Burlington, SBHS serves as a “School 

Choice” for 90-140 students per year from surrounding communities 

which do not have schools at grades 9-12. 

SBHS is one of six schools within the South Burlington School District 

which serves approximately 2,400 students, district-wide.

 The original SBHS building was designed by architect Julian W. 

Goodrich, A.I.A and was constructed in 1960 (Image 1).

In 1978 Wiemann – Lamphere Architects designed the addition of 

the north library wing, south wing as well as some renovations to 

the original building.

There have been a number of building modifications completed over 

the years.  Drawings and documentation of the modifications are 

limited.  

“The mission of the South Burlington 

School District, a community 

committed to excellence in education, 

is to ensure that each student 

possesses the knowledge, skills, and 

character to create a successful and 

responsible life. We will do this by 

building safe, caring, and challenging 

learning environments, fostering family 

and community partnerships, utilizing 

global resources, and inspiring life-long 

learning.”

SBHS
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Project Introduction

South Burlington School District (SBSD) Nutritional Services 

Department provides breakfast and lunch at all six schools within 

the school district. The SBSD Nutritional Services Department 

employs 18 people and serves an average of nearly 1,600 complete 

meals per day (275,000 meals per year) plus offers ala carte options 

at every site.   

SBHS’s existing kitchen, servery and dining areas have been 

minimally updated over the life of the building.  The antiquated 

layout and equipment support a food service model no longer used 

within the school district. 

Boasting an active Farm to School program, a successful business 

model and progressive approach to school dining, SBSD is looking 

to align the antiquated high school food service facilities with the 

modern service model being provided. 

Project Goals:

 Provide a variety of high quality meals and snacks  to the 

SBHS population

 Reduce line wait time during lunch periods 

 Create a user-friendly work environment by updating 

facilities, equipment and maximizing work flow efficiencies

 Capture the business of the more than 40% of students who 

leave campus during meal times to purchase meals from surrounding businesses in the 

community

 Create an inviting dining environment where students will want to gather

Through the course of this study, Dore & Whittier Architects worked closely with the South 

Burlington School District, SBSD Nutritional Services Department, and SBSD Facilities 

Department to gain input regarding the condition, maintenance and functionality of the existing 

facilities as well as desires for the future facilities.

In addition, the school’s Nutritional Services Department has been working with the 

administration, students and staff for the last three years to gather information both formally 

and informally on their needs and desires in both aesthetics and food service offerings.  A team 

of students went to other area high schools to evaluate their programs and came back with a 

power point presentation depicting the changes they would like to see. This is included in the 

Appendix

VISION

“South Burlington Farm to School 

supports a learning environment that 

facilitates the growth of healthy 

students for a bountiful and 

sustainable future.”

MISSION

“The Farm to School program supports 

the South Burlington School District 

curriculum and Nutritional Services to 

promote healthy eating and to raise 

awareness about local and global food 

systems. Farm to School programming 

supports these initiatives through 

building connections with Vermont 

farms, making fresh and local foods 

available in school meals, and working 

towards providing hands-on food 

education opportunities for all 

students.”
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All recommendations developed during the course of this study support the integration of 

sustainable design components including, energy efficiency, recycling of materials, water 

conservation, renewable energy technology and environmentally friendly materials to the 

extent feasible. 

Documentation

This report is based on information gathered by visual observations of the SBHS facilities 

conducted by Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. and its consultants, as well as the review of 

existing building documentation provided by SBSD.  

EXISTING KITCHEN AND CAFETERIA FLOOR PLAN NORTH
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

After a thorough review of the existing conditions, discussions and interviews with staff and 

administration, we have found that the existing kitchen and cafeteria is in need of significant 

renovations and expansion.  Outlined below is a brief summary of our findings:

SPACE USE ISSUES

1. The kitchen and cafeteria have remained virtually unchanged for the past 56 years, with 

significant deficiencies in health, safety, functional use, building and accessibility codes as 

well as energy efficiency.  

2. The layout, location and adjacencies of spaces in the kitchen, servery and cafeteria is very 

inefficient.  

a. The lack of food preparation space creates a substantial burden on every-day functional 

use of the space.

b. The two serving areas creates an inefficient and tight cooking area

c. The servery area layout and circulation is very inefficient.       

3. The cafeteria space is divided into two areas, separated by a dishwashing station.  

a. The cafeteria space is severely limited, requiring the tables and chairs to be lined up 

in long rows in order to fit 300 seats into the space (900 students/3 seatings), with 

very limited space for circulation.  Based on current code, the cafeteria space as 

currently available, can only seat approximately 220 students.

b. Lunch is served in two separate rooms.  This requires that two separate serving areas 

are provided to serve the students; but neither space is large enough to hold all the 

food options.  Inadequate amount of space and the configuration creates confusion, 

a lengthy process for obtaining lunch, and creates cross-flow circulation issues. 

4. Lack of cooler and freezer space and inadequate number and type of storage racks

5. Lack of dedicated office space. 

BUILDING and INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES

1. Egress distance for occupants exiting from cafeteria space does not comply with current 

code.

2. A number of features create barriers to handicap accessibility, including door knobs, 

space adjacent to door entry, room signage, counter heights, aisle widths in the kitchen, 

and switch heights.  

3. The walk-in cooler addition is in very poor condition.

4. Single-pane exterior windows result in significant heat loss and cold drafts.

5. Original doors are in fair condition.  Some doors have wired glass, which are a safety 

concern.

6. Ceilings and flooring are in fair condition.

7. Inadequate number of hand-washing sinks.  The ones that are available are not located 

where needed.  
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8. 56 year old mechanical system; does not comply with current mechanical, energy, and 

health codes and does not provide adequate ventilation or exhausting that is needed.  

a. Lack of proper exhaust hoods over three separate cooking areas; not compliant with 

current code.

b. Exposed ducts and hoods in the kitchen space are not compliant with current health 

codes.

c. Lack of adequate ventilation has resulted in the use of residential fans installed, which 

does not comply current health codes.

d. Some controls are pneumatic, which is an antiquated system for controls.  

e. There is one exhaust fan connected to two hoods; each hood should have its own 

exhaust fan

f. The kitchen exhaust hood should be constructed of welded steel contruction with no 

dampers or other accessories in the airstream.  

g. The dishwasher exhaust should be aluminum or stainless steel, watertight 

construction.

h. The kitchen plumbing services are not isolated from the remainder of the school.  

9. Safety guards are missing from some kitchen equipment.

10. Electrical systems in the cafeteria space appear to be up to current code, with the 

exception of a deficient number of fire alarm devices and the lack of occupancy sensors.

11. Electrical systems in the kitchen and support spaces are significantly lacking and 

inadequate:

a. Fluorescent lighting in original fixtures and ballasts.

b. Very few GFI outlets, and many have broken faceplates and cracked devices.

c. No gas solenoid valve that disconnects the gas supply; not compliant with current 

code.

d. No relay protection that disconnects power to appliances under the hood in case of a 

fire; not compliant with current code.

e. No ansul system that is connected to the fire alarm system; not compliant with current 

code.

f. PA system  and Clock system is original.

g. Electrical distribution panels in the kitchen are original; these are well over the 

expected life-span.  All wiring in the kitchen appears to be original. 

h. Two newer electrical distribution panels do not have proper clearances in front of 

them.  

i. Freezer and cooler controls do not have proper clearances in front of them.

j. Inadequate amount of emergency lighting  

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Reconfigure the kitchen and servery area to accommodate the current needs of the 

kitchen, students and staff

B. Reconfigure and expand the cafeteria to provide three seatings of 300 students each.

C. See Conceptual Plan Section of this study.
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COST ESTIMATE

The cost estimate provided within this study is intended to provide a range of “ballpark” costs 

that could be expected in pursuing a cafeteria/kitchen renovation and addition project.  This 

includes a complete “gut” renovation of the existing kitchen and cafeteria (approx.. 6,400 sf) 

demolition of an existing walk-in cooler addition (200 sf) and construction of a 2,000 sf addition 

for additional kitchen and seating area.  Project Cost ranges are between $3.5M and $6M.  

Further development of the plan and identification of scope is necessary to refine this range.  See 

Section E for more information. 
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Image 1 – Cafeteria A

Image 2 – Cafeteria B

Image 3 – Food Pick Up Area

ARCHITECTURAL ASSESSMENT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The building survey for this report was conducted on July 

20 and 27, 2016.  

South Burlington High School kitchen and cafeteria was 

originally constructed in 1960 and since that date very few 

modifications to the food service facilities have been 

made.  

The school’s kitchen is antiquated in both layout and 

equipment and does not support the food service model 

of today’s schools.  Management considers the cafeteria 

to be outdated and cramped, with an unappealing 

atmosphere.

The Nutritional Services staff have attempted to improve 

the food delivery program, and part of one dining room 

was converted to a self-service prepared-food pickup 

area, to supplement the traditional hot food serving line.  

This area is accessible from only one of the two dining 

areas.  The configuration of the cafeteria has limited the 

implementation of this and other potential improvements 

however. 

Currently the cafeteria serves approximately 51% of the 

student population at lunch, and the school has a goal of 

increasing this to 57% this year and to 65-70% within the 

next two years.  The school offers three lunch sessions, 

and with a population of approximately 900 students, 

their goal for seating capacity is 300.

The food service facilities consist of the following:

Kitchen and serving facilities total approximately 3,075 

s.f.:

 Kitchen and Serving Lines: 1,330 s.f.

 Walk-in Cooler: 170 s.f.

 Dry Storage: 220 s.f.

 Walk-in Freezer: 204 s.f.

 Queuing/ Checkout: 700 s.f.

 Dish Washing Room: 207 s.f.

 Locker / Mop / Laundry: 100 s.f.

 Loading Dock Entry: 83 s.f.

 Tray Drop Off: 61 s.f.

Two dining areas exist with a total area of approximately 

3,325 s.f.

 Cafeteria #1: 1,300 s.f.

 Cafeteria #2: 2,025 s.f.
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Image 4 – Existing Plan

 Interior wall thickness: 200 sf

Total interior existing space: approximately 6,600 sf

The dining areas are currently separated from each other 

by the dishwashing area, which is defined by masonry 

bearing walls on each side of the linear space that support 

the gymnasium floor above.  The kitchen proper is also 

separated from the southernmost dining area by 

loadbearing masonry walls that extend to the roof two 

stories above.

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

Building codes have been modified since the building was 

constructed and was last renovated.  While building codes 

allow the building to continue to be used for its current 

purpose without mandatory upgrades (unless specific 

items have been identified by the Building Inspector as 

being unsafe), renovations or additions may require that 

conditions that don’t comply with current codes be 

remediated as part of the renovations.  Any such 

renovations should consider the following code 

compliance measures:

 A potential project reconfiguring the cafeterias and 

kitchen to provide for additional seating capacity 

would be considered as a Rehabilitation project with a 

Change in Use, as defined by the building code.  As 

such, all new work would have to comply with the 

current code for new construction, however existing 

building features are not necessarily required to be 

brought into compliance with the current code 

requirements.  

 Current code requirements mandate that Assembly 

spaces be separated from Educational occupancy 

areas by 2-hour rated fire resistant construction.  

Without potentially destructive investigation, this 

study could not confirm that the existing construction 

provides a 2 hour separation at the surrounding walls 

and floor above, however familiarity with other parts 

of the building suggests that the floor assembly above 

does not provide a fire separation. The code 

requirements for Rehabilitation with Change of Use 

do not necessarily require that the building be retrofit 

with a 2 hour separation of the cafeteria, however it’s 

possible that if extensive renovations remove all 

ceiling finishes, the AHJ may require the addition of 

fireproofing to the underside of the floor deck above 
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and supporting steel.  As part of any major renovation 

project we recommend including spray-applied fire 

proofing or other protection for the floor deck and 

supporting steel.

 As currently configured, Cafeteria #1 with the 

renovated food pickup area does not appear to 

provide exiting in conformance with current codes. 

(Image 4). The building code requires that when 

multiple exits are required, they must be separated by 

a distance of not less than half the longest diagonal 

measurement of the space.  While two exits are 

provided from the cafeteria to the corridor, they are 

not adequately separated from each other, such that 

a fire near that end of the room could trap the 

occupants within the room.  Exiting would be possible 

through the kitchen, however this is not permitted by 

current codes.  Any renovations to Cafeteria #1 or the 

foodservice areas in general should include the 

provision of a second means of egress. 

 Fire ratings at corridor doors could not be confirmed 

due to the presence of continuous hinges which cover 

where fire labels would exist.  Any planned 

renovations should include confirmation of fire ratings 

of existing doors and frames, and anticipate potential 

replacement with 90 minute rated assemblies.

 Base on a simple analysis of the allowable occupant 

load of 15 square feet per person for assembly seating 

with loose tables and chairs, the maximum allowable 

occupant load for the two spaces would be 

approximately 220 persons, which falls short of the 

school’s goal to serve three sessions of 300 students 

each.  Some increase of occupants is permitted where 

proper egress capacity can be demonstrated; however 

the code-permitted occupant load is often more 

dense than seating configurations can achieve with 

practicality.  Without some reconfiguration of spaces 

and additional seating area, it is unlikely that the 

cafeterias could accommodate 300 at one time.  

ACCESSIBILITY

The Vermont Access Rules and Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) 2010 Standards are applicable to the building.  

Vermont Access Rules are a series of amendments to the 

2010 ADA Guidelines, and are enforced as part of the 

building code.

Image 5 – Egress Separation
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Given the building’s age, items that are compliant with the 

1991 ADA Guidelines and are not altered are considered 

to be “safe harbor” and are not required to comply with 

the 2010 Standards, even if the 2010 Standard 

requirements are different.  Building features that do not 

comply with the 1991 guidelines, those that are altered, 

and those for which there are no requirements in the 

1991 standards are required to comply with the 2010 

standards.

There is certainly potential ambiguity regarding the scope 

of required accessibility upgrades under the ADA 

Standards, and “safe harbor” rules.  It’s worth noting that 

the ADA Standards are enforced generally by civil lawsuit, 

and leaving conditions that are not in compliance with the 

2010 standards “as is” under the interpretation of “safe 

harbor” does not guarantee against a lawsuit (and the 

related legal fees) from being brought by a complainant.  

Building owners may opt to undertake comprehensive 

renovations to help ensure building-wide accessibility and 

avoid inadvertently discriminating against any person with 

disabilities by leaving barriers to access in place.  The 

following identifies observations not in compliance with 

current regulations:

 Doors feature a mix of lever and knob style locksets; 

knob handles are not compliant with ADA (Image 6).  

These should be replaced with lever-style hardware 

regardless of any planned renovations.  The kitchen 

cooking areas are considered work areas and are 

exempt from full compliance with accessibility 

guidelines, and application of the ADA guidelines to 

employee spaces – especially commercial kitchens – is 

often subject to varied interpretations. Generally, 

primary circulation paths within the kitchen are 

required to be compliant.  Such paths must be 36” 

wide, and projecting items along such paths should be 

avoided; a wall mount sink in the kitchen was noted to 

create a significant projection; it is anticipated that 

this would likely be eliminated with any full-scale 

kitchen renovation. 

 Where doors are located within thick masonry bearing 

walls, the resulting pockets in which the door is 

located exceeds the 8” limit in ADA (Image 7).  While 

this is not compliant with current code, the depth of 

alcove was not a requirement in the 1991 ADAAG, so 

Image 6

Image 7
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in this current condition such doors do expose the 

school to risk.  As these doors are located in bearing 

walls, modifying the door openings and walls in the 

absence of significant alterations could be presented 

as structurally impractical; however if extensive 

renovations are planned, alteration of these openings 

to provide the required floor clearances to within 8” 

of the door face is recommended.

 Tactile room signage is generally not provided at any 

doors in the cafeteria area.  Any renovations would be 

required to include accessible room signage.

 Fixed sales counters are required to provide at least a 

36” long section at 36” high maximum.  The recently 

constructed counter in the Food Pick-up area exceeds 

the maximum height (Image 8).  Any planned 

renovation should anticipate replacing this feature 

entirely.

COOLER ADDITION 

Previous expansion of the kitchen included the addition of 

an exterior walk-in cooler and an enclosed vestibule to 

provide protected access from the kitchen.  The vestibule 

construction includes wood siding with hollow metal 

doors and frames (Image 9).  

 The siding is in fair condition, however the doors and 

frames exhibit considerable corrosion and rust near 

the bottom of the openings.  

 Interior walls exhibit some moisture damage and 

disrepair, and generally do not provide a sanitary 

environment for storage and transport of food 

products (Image 11).

 The door to both sections of the cooler unit are not 

conveniently installed, as they swing against the 

natural traffic flow to / from the kitchen.

 One man-door is also located adjacent to the edge of 

the loading dock, and does not include a code-

compliant landing area at the exterior of the door 

(presumably for direct unloading from small trucks). 

The original concrete loading dock – including the 

portion at the vestibule addition – is weathered 

concrete and damaged at multiple spots.  The dock is 

approximately 24” above the vehicular pavement, and 

appears to be used primarily for trash storage. 

Image 8

Image 9

Image 10

Image 11
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Image 12

Image 13

Image 14

 The cooler unit appears to be sitting on exposed wood 

skirting or foundations, which are showing 

deterioration from exposure (Image 10).  The grade at 

the side and end of the cooler rises up to or above the 

floor level of the cooler, and foundation conditions 

there could not be determined. 

 The cooler box itself is in fair to poor condition; the 

mechanical unit on top is somewhat damaged and 

missing a cover (Image 10).  Joints between panels in 

the cooler walls are not consistently tight, suggesting 

that the unit may be prone to air leakage. 

Removal and replacement of this cooler and the vestibule 

construction should be considered a priority of any 

renovation. The vestibule construction should be 

demolished and reconstructed as part of any renovations, 

possibly to include a proper-height loading dock.

WALLS

Walls in the kitchen proper are a combination of glazed 

structural tile units at interior walls (Image 12) and 

multicolor ceramic tile at the exterior wall (Image 13).  All 

walls are in fair to good condition with isolated spots of 

damage or abandoned fastener scars.  The finish colors 

have somewhat “dated” appearance.  

One open, abandoned junction box was observed, which 

is located in the student queuing area for the hot food line 

(Image 13). We recommend a cover be applied to this 

with tamper-proof screws.

Structural glazed facing tiles are now somewhat obsolete 

in the industry and may be difficult or impossible to match 

in size and color as part of a renovation, which may inform 

decisions related to scope of demolition and renovation or 

application of new finishes throughout the kitchen as part 

of any renovation.

Walls in the dining rooms are generally painted concrete 

masonry units (CMU), while the walls in the recently 

added food pick-up area are painted gypsum wall board 

(GWB). All are in generally good condition, however there 

is some isolated damage at corners of the GWB (Image 

14).
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Image 15

Image 16

WINDOWS

Windows appear to be single-pane in a narrow profile 

aluminum section with poor thermal performance.  While 

not a code requirement, any significant renovations of the 

cafeterias and kitchen should consider replacement of 

existing windows with thermally broken frame units and 

high performance glazing to improve the thermal 

performance of the building. We understand that the 

school is currently undertaking a window replacement 

program, which includes abatement of polychlorinated 

biphenyl (PCBs) containing sealants and related materials.

Windows are present at the length of the exterior wall of 

the kitchen (Image 15).  The presence of the windows and 

the fin-tube heating located below each window 

effectively prevents the placement of commercial cooking 

equipment in proximity to the windows, limiting possible 

arrangements and negatively impacting potential 

efficiencies for kitchen configurations.  Potential 

renovation options should consider the removal and infill 

of some existing windows to allow for potential 

reconfigurations.

DOORS

Doors within the cafeteria dining rooms are solid core 

wood and are in generally fair to good condition, with 

some original doors showing staining and finish 

deterioration along the bottom edge. Newer doors in the 

recently renovated food pickup area are a different 

veneer finish than those original to the building. 

We note that many vision panels at transoms and in doors 

feature wired glass.  While still permitted in the code, the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission has deemed wired 

glass as dangerous due to the danger the sharp wires pose 

if the glass is broken, and since it has been proven that the 

wires reduce the glass resistance to fire instead of 

enhancing it.  We recommend that the school consider 

replacing all wired glass panels in sidelights and door 

vision panels in the building with safety glass or fire glass 

to eliminate this hazard. 
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CEILINGS

Ceilings in the kitchen are painted gypsum wall board or 

plaster with surface-mount lighting, and in fair condition. 

There is evidence of recent repairs near a window 

adjacent to the hot food cooking line (Image 17).  The 

surface finish is somewhat soiled throughout and in need 

of repainting.  

Ceilings in the cafeteria dining spaces are 2 x 4 acoustic 

tile in poor to fair condition with lay-in type lighting.  

Many tiles are damaged or stained, and grid sections are 

discolored; some grid members in the food pick-up area 

exhibit peeling finish and corrosion (Image 18).  Any 

planned renovations should include consideration of 

complete replacement of acoustic ceiling systems and 

lighting.

Image 17

Image 18
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Straight serving line

Straight serving line

Small servery

FOOD SERVICE ASSESSMENT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Crabtree McGrath Associates, Inc., a consulting group 

specializing in foodservice facilities planning and design has 

been retained by Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc. to provide 

an analysis of the existing conditions and plan 

reconfiguration recommendations for the kitchen and 

serving facilities located in the existing South Burlington 

High School.

A site visit was conducted on January 26, 2016 that 

included a tour of the existing facilities and a meeting with 

Rhonda Ketner, South Burlington School District Nutritional 

Services Director, John Stewart, SBSD Business Director and 

Bart Miceli, SBSD Facilities Director to assess the current 

site conditions and discuss the problems associated with 

preparing and serving food for a growing population in an 

aging infrastructure.

Built in 1960, the foodservice facility has expanded over the 

years to accommodate the growing population.  Additional 

space has been added to expand the refrigerated storage 

needs as well as added laundry and janitor facilities.  

However, other critical areas such as food preparation and 

cooking equipment have not kept up.  Food preparation 

that normally takes place at dedicated stations now 

overflows onto makeshift stations often consisting of food 

serving line counters, added tables and mobile carts 

throughout the space without the added support of items 

like hand washing and food wash sinks which compromises 

food safety.  Cooking equipment varies in age and 

condition. There are a few items (a tilt braising pan, 

stationary kettle and pizza deck oven) that should be 

considered for reuse in the new facility but the majority 

should be replaced with Energy Star rated appliances which 

provide lower operating cost and in many cases rebates 

from your utility provider.
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Small servery

Currently the school has a population of 900 students but 

is projected to grow to 950.  Of this population the 

foodservice program is serving 440 lunches and 165 

breakfast meals per day to grade 9-12 students in three 

forty-minute periods starting at 11:50 AM and ending at 

1:50 PM.  Meal participation is projected to grow from 51% 

to 65% within two years.  

The serving areas consist of two straight line counters and 

a cramped makeshift serving room consisting of mobile 

equipment, folding tables and vending refrigerators. 

Straight line service was common up until 2000.  In this 

model students line up at the start of the meal period in a 

line that extends down the hallway waiting their turn to see 

what options are available.  This style of service has been 

abandoned due to its inefficiency to serve food quickly and 

provide students with a variety of fresh options. The more 

accepted method now is to create a large open servery like 

those found in higher education facilities which scatter the 

students throughout the room and allow them to select 

food from specific stations rather than wait in a line.  

Waiting times are reported to be fifteen-minutes which can 

significantly reduce the amount of time students have to 

eat and unwind.  

Additionally lunch is served in two rooms separated by the 

dish washing room.  This creates a problem; two separate 

serving areas are needed to effectively serve all of the 

students in a timely manner.  Unfortunately neither of the 

current serving areas is large enough to hold all of the food 

options available in one place which forces students to 

either accept the selection in one serving area or the other 

or spend additional time navigating through the different 

spaces in order to find what they're looking for.  This 

requires more time spent in the servery and creates more 

cross-traffic flow issues.

In conclusion, the current facility and its equipment are 

antiquated.  The school and its students would benefit from 

a fresh approach to the foodservice program, one that 

would allow the staff to produce better quality food 

products in a safe environment and provide the students 

with a better experience.
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Here food is shown being prepared on the student serving 

line before lunch service begins.  While the counter top 

materials (stainless steel) are suitable for preparing food 

the area does not include the hand washing sink to allow 

staff to conveniently wash their hands.

A makeshift counter has been set up for producing Panini 

sandwiches.  Per the mechanical code, cooking food which 

releases grease laden vapor should be located under an 

exhaust hood or use some type of countertop self-

contained ventilator.  A proper hand washing sink should 

be located nearby.

There is no dedicated office space in the kitchen area.  

Instead the manager has a desk in the middle of the food 

preparation area.  A properly sized office should be 

provided to give the manager a place to work without 

interruption.

Food preparation on servery counter

Food preparation on servery counter

Panini grill

Office desk
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This picture shows the relationship between the cooking 

equipment and the exhaust hood overhead.  The position 

of the kettle does not meet code; the kettle should be set 

at least six inches inward from the edge of the hood to 

maintain proper airflow capture.

Shown here is insufficient exhaust hood coverage.  At least 

six inches on the side and twelve inches in the front are 

required by code.  In the background there is a second 

exhaust hood suspended from the ceiling.  Per the health 

code there should not be space between the ceiling and the 

top of the hood.

This picture shows an exhaust duct extending from the 

hood to an old window opening.  The duct should be 

concealed above the ceiling.

Also note the switch for the hood fan is mounted on the 

hood which does not meet accessibility codes.  

Residential fans are mounted on the walls in various 

locations throughout the kitchen.  These are a health code 

violation as they allow dust and other materials to blow 

around and potentially end up in food.  A properly designed 

kitchen will include tempered make-up air to keep the 

kitchen at a constant and comfortable temperature.   

Exhaust hoods

Exhaust duct

Fans
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The large floor mixer (right of oven) should have a safety 

guard.  It can be retrofitted to some models.

Dish washing room.  This area should be equipped with a 

hand sink per the health code.

There are two refrigerated rooms, the original located in 

the main kitchen and an additional room that was added 

later behind the kitchen.  Both of these pictures show 

product stacked high which can be attributed to lack of 

space and lack of the right type of storage racks.   Poor 

circulation leads to shorter shelf life and improper cooling 

within specified time limits.

Mixer

Dish washing room

Refrigerated room

Refrigerated room
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STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT

In general, the observable structural conditions in the affected areas are found to be in serviceable 

condition and do not require repairs.  

As it concerns the existing base building structure, the proposed Kitchen alterations involve the removal 

of some combination of both gravity load- bearing and shear walls; and shear (only) walls.  (Images 1 and 

2).  In both cases, the following is required:

 Controlled demolition of existing walls

 Temporary shoring of the existing gravity and lateral floor loads above that are incident to the walls 

to be removed to install new framing and support localized existing slabs or framed beams.

 Infill or repair the existing slab-on-grade at the wall location.

For the existing walls handling the gravity loads from the elevated framed steel beam and concrete slab 

on metal deck floor above, the following is proposed:

 Along the existing east-west corridor, new steel posts and beams would be framed in up at the existing 

floor soffit (the existing CMU above the ceiling will also be removed.)

 Along the north-south corridor, new concrete tie columns and steel beam framing would be placed 

above any new opening in the ceiling plenum (the existing CMU above the ceiling will remain to the 

extent that utility requirements allow.)     

 Any large opening at the north-south corridor will require foundation augmentation to alleviate load 

concentrations at the new jambs.  A new combined grade beam and slab element tied into the existing 

strip footing is anticipated.  (Some slab removal will be required for this.)

For the existing (shear) walls that are employed currently as lateral load resisting elements for the stability 

of the elevated floors and roof, it is proposed that they be replaced with vertical diagonal bracing at 

discrete locations aligned with the current walls.  An open moment frame is impractical because excessive 

space consuming columns are required and not cost–effective in matching the stiffness (and capacity) of 

the existing walls.  This will also allow for a Level 2 Alteration (IEBC 2012 for Vermont) approach and not 

require the entire building to be brought up to current code.  The diagonal framing is to be configured to 

allow for openness and passage around, such as with a single diagonal.

Additional proposed structural considerations for the renovation are:

 Use existing building drawing bearing capacity for foundations subject to field testing during new 

construction

 Use Owner provided existing building drawings for designs and pending field verifications as 

framing is exposed.

For new any Addition work, a steel framed and shallow foundation primary structure would be envisioned.

Efforts to minimize the removal of existing walls, will reduce construction cost and complexity.  Outlined 

in the following images is an example of what may be necessary if removal of existing walls is necessary.
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Image 1 Ground level and Foundation Plan
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Image 2 Elevated level Framing Plan
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

EXISTING MECHANICAL SYSTEM

 The equipment appears to be original to the school. Therefore, the mechanical system is 
about 56 years old.

 In 1995, there was a project to install hot water heat throughout the school. I believe at that 
time the controls were upgraded to a hybrid system.

 In 1995, the electric heat in the make-up air unit (MAU) was replace by a hot water heating 
coil (HC-15). There are 2 1/2" hot water supply and return heating lines that run up from the 
kitchen to the mechanical room above the locker rooms to the MAU with a flow of 45 gpm 
each.

 The electrical radiation in the kitchen and cafeteria was replaced with hot water fin tube 
radiation.

 There was some minor ductwork changes at the same time.

HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS

 The kitchen and cafeteria are heated by hot water fin tube radiation with pneumatic controls.

 There is currently one (1) make-up air unit (5,600 cfm and 100% outside air) that serves the 
kitchen and cafeteria. This unit is located in the mechanical above the locker rooms.

 Fresh air intake is supplied by a louvered penthouse on the roof and connected to the make-
up air unit, which heats the air with hot water (45 gpm).

 Air is supplied from a mechanical room, down through a chase in the locker rooms and 
distributed by a low pressure duct system.

 There is currently one (1) exhaust fan (6,710 cfm) that serves the kitchen and dishwashing 
area. This fan is located adjacent to the make-up air unit in the mechanical room.

 Air is exhausted from the kitchen and dishwashing area, up through a chase in the locker 
rooms adjacent to the supply air. It appears that the exhaust duct is galvanized steel or 
similar to construction to the supply air ductwork.

 Air is exhausted from the mechanical room up through the roof in a louvered penthouse.

 A second hood was added and the exhaust ductwork routed outside to an exhaust fan on the 
east side of the school. This ductwork is of welded steel construction.

 The mechanical system is controlled by a hybrid control system of pneumatics and direct 
digital controls (DDC). The sensors are DDC and the actuators for the dampers and valves 
are still pneumatic.
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 A Melink exhaust hood control system was added to save energy. This control system varies 
the exhaust fan speed based on heat and smoke that is developed under the hood. It works 
best when the exhaust fan only serves one hood. According to the maintenance staff the 
system never appeared to work properly.

 The refrigerator and freezer condensers are located outside on the east side of the kitchen.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS

 Plumbing services for the kitchen come directly from the boiler room on the north side of the 
cafeteria. The hot and cold water piping appear to serve some appliances for underground.

 There is a 5-inch sewer line that drains to a 2000 gallon grease trap (estimated) outside east 
of the kitchen.

 There is a 1 1/2-inch gas line that serves some appliances under the kitchen hoods.

 There is a pots and pans sink on the east wall.

 There are hand wash sinks and floor drains in various locations.

 There is a dishwasher and 45 kW hot water booster.

 A main 4-inch sanitary sewer and 5-inch rain leader exit out the south end of the kitchen.

 Domestic hot water for the kitchen is supplied by storage tanks in the boiler room. These 
storage tanks are heated from the gas-fired boilers.

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

 The single exhaust fan connected to two (2) hoods. There should be a separate exhaust fan 
for each hood.

 It appears the existing exhaust ductwork is standard galvanized steel with slip joints. Per 
current code, the kitchen hood exhaust ductwork should be of welded steel construction with 
no dampers or other accessories in the airstream. The dishwasher exhaust should be 
aluminum or stainless steel or water tight construction.

 The school has to run the boilers to produce domestic hot water for the kitchen.  During the 
heating season this is economical however during the warm months when there is no heating 
demand, the boilers have to be fired to heat the domestic hot water; this is very inefficient.

 There is no way to isolate the kitchen plumbing services from the remainder of the school.

 There does not appear to be a 140 degree hot water supply to the pots and pans sink.

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE

With proper service and maintenance the average life of the equipment is as follows:
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 The air system should have a life of 30 years. This does not include drive (motor and belt) 
replacements.

 The control system should last 20 years. After 20 years, the likelihood of failures of control 
valves, damper operators, thermostat and sensors increases substantially.

 The plumbing systems should have a 50-plus year life.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDED REPLACEMENT OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM

 Completely remove the existing mechanical systems serving the current kitchen include:
 Fin tube radiation.
 Supply and exhaust systems (ductwork, diffusers, etc.) in the kitchen, cafeteria and 

up through the locker rooms to the mechanical room.
 Make up air unit and exhaust fans.
 Roof hoods and penetrations.
 Controls.

 Heat the Seating Area, Kitchen and Cafeteria with local terminal heat transfer units such as 
fin tube radiation of unit heaters.

 Ventilate these spaces with a new 12,000 cfm roof top unit with gas heat (no cooling), 
economizer, filters and heat recovery on the roof of the new addition. This unit shall be 
capable of 100% outside air and also provide make up air to the kitchen. 

 Provide new low pressure ductwork (construction to 2.0” SMACNA Standards) to ventilate 
the Seating and Cafeteria. The supply and return air ductwork will be 48”x24” each 
(estimated sizes based on exhaust airflow).

 Provide transfer ducts to allow the air to be exhausted from the main kitchen hood. This is 
intended for times when the kitchen is occupied. During unoccupied periods the air will be 
returned back to the roof top unit.

 Provide five (5) new upblast type exhaust fans on the roof. Airflows are approximate.
 4,000 cfm exhaust fan.
 4,200 cfm exhaust fan.
 1,400 cfm exhaust fan.
 1,500 cfm exhaust fan.
 800 cfm exhaust fan.

 The hood exhaust ducts shall be construction to NFPA 96 and be routed up the existing 
48”x48” shaft. The ductwork construction shall be welded steel with no dampers.

 The dishwasher exhaust shall be constructed of aluminum or stainless steel, sealed water 
tight and be routed up the existing shaft adjacent to the other exhaust ducts.

 Provide a new inline fan to exhaust the Laundry and bathrooms.
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 Provide a small air to air heat exchanger to ventilate the Office.

 Extend the existing building control system to control the new equipment.

 Install a new Melink control system on two (2) of the larger exhaust hoods.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PLUMBING SYSTEM

 Add a dedicated domestic gas-fired hot water heater to serve the kitchen and surrounding 
areas. The water heater temperature setting can be set to 180 degrees F to meet the 
dishwasher requirements and save electrical energy. The water temperature then can be 
stepped down with mixing valves to 140 degrees F for the pots and pans sink and stepped 
down one more time for the hand wash sinks. These mixing valves should be located in a 
maintenance room in the kitchen because there may be insufficient space to route these lines 
from the boiler room.

 Repipe the domestic hot and cold water to serve the kitchen only. Maintain the domestic hot 
and cold water piping up to the locker rooms.

 Provide plumbing services (gas, hot and cold water, drains) to meet the new kitchen layout.

 Provide new plumbing fixtures.

 Maintain existing underground plumbing routes on the south side of the kitchen.

 Reroute the underground sewer and exterior underground grease trap on the east side of the 
kitchen to allow installation of the new addition.

Crw1616:report
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ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

Part 1 – Existing Conditions

Cafeteria space

1. The lighting in the cafeteria is LED, installed ~one year ago.  The lighting in the cafeteria can 

be reused and relocated.  The fixtures are recessed troffers, 2’ x 4’.

2. There are currently no occupancy sensors in the cafeteria.  Occupancy sensors should be 

added to replace the wall switches.

3. The exit lighting and emergency lighting in the cafeteria are in good condition and can be 

salvaged and re-installed.

4. The fire alarm devices such as heat detectors, horn/strobes, and smoke detectors in the 

cafeteria are in good condition and may be reused and reinstalled in the renovated space.  

There is currently an inadequate quantity of devices to fully cover the entire cafeteria with 

the code required fire alarm equipment.  Additional devices will be required during any 

renovation.

5. There is currently WIFI in the cafeteria, this device can be relocated and reused.

6. The PA system speakers and PA system call station is in good condition and can be reused.

Kitchen Space and Support Space

1. The light fixtures in the kitchen area and support spaces are fluorescent.  Many appear to be 

original fixtures, with ballast retrofits and new lamps.  New lighting and lighting controls 

should be installed throughout these spaces with new occupancy sensors in the support 

rooms.

2. There are very few GFI outlets.  Commercial kitchens require that all receptacles are GFI 

protected.  Many receptacles have broken faceplates and cracked devices.  All existing 

devices should be replaced with new.

3. There is no gas solenoid valve that disconnects the gas supply in the event of a fire.  This is 

required for all gas appliance under a commercial kitchen hood.

4. There is no relay protection that disconnects all power to the appliances under the hood in 

the event of a fire.

5. There is no ansul system that is connected to the fire alarm system.

6. The PA system and Simplex Clock is original from 1960 and should be replaced and updated.

7. All wiring in the kitchen area appears to be original, except the added wiring for the freezer 

and cooler.  Most of the wiring is over 45 years old.  Electrical wiring and distribution 

equipment is expected to last ~40 years.  All wiring in the kitchen area should be removed 

and replaced to accommodate a new kitchen layout.
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8. There are (2) General Electric (GE) distribution panels in the kitchen area that are original to 

the 1960 construction.  The panels are not well labeled.  The panels are well beyond the 

expected life of electrical distribution equipment.  The panels should be replaced with new 

and all wiring should be removed.  New wiring should be installed to accommodate the new 

layout and all devices.  The panels are adequately sized for the proposed new kitchen layout 

and equipment.  The panel feeders may be reused.

9. The existing panels noted above originally did not provide adequate circuits, so (2) 

additional panels have been added since the original construction to provide new circuits, 

such as the freezer and cooler and associated controls.  The (2) new panels are not labeled 

and it is difficult to tell exactly what equipment they serve.  The new panels also do not have 

adequate working clearances in front of them.   There is a desk in front of the kitchen panel 

and the panel in storage room is blocked.

10. The freezer and cooler controls noted above are surfaced wired with a timeclock for the 

defrost cycle which also do not have adequate working clearances.  It is recommended that 

freezer and cooler controls be re-evaluated and relocated to accommodate the new 

construction and equipment.

11. There is not adequate fire alarm protection or annunciation for the spaces.  Additional 

detectors and horn/strobes are required.

12. Additional emergency lighting is required in the kitchen spaces.

Part 2– Proposed Electrical Work Required

1. It is recommended that the entire ~6600 square feet of renovated space be completely 

stripped of all electrical wiring, equipment, devices, fire alarm, and lighting back to a 

reasonable distance to allow for the proposed renovations.

2. The LED fixtures, fire alarm devices, speakers, new exit lighting, new emergency lighting, 

WIFI devices, and panel feeders in the space shall be salvaged for reuse.

3. Provide new panels and breakers for all new and relocated kitchen equipment.

4. Provide new wiring and circuits for all new and relocated kitchen equipment from the new 

panels. 

5. Provide new fire alarm equipment as required to fully cover all spaces for protection and 

annunciation.  It is estimated that (7) additional detectors will be needed and (7) additional 

horn/strobes will be needed.

6. Provide a fire alarm connection to the ansul system.

7. Provide relays to disconnect all power under the hoods in the event of an alarm condition.

8. Provide GFI protected receptacles throughout the kitchen area for all equipment and 

convenience.

9. Provide new lighting in the kitchen. Reinstall all salvaged lighting.  Provide new occupancy 

sensors in all spaces as safety allows.  It is estimated that (20) new fixtures will be required.

10. Provide limited specialty lighting for menu boards, displays, and similar items.
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11. Provide new exit lights and emergency lights as required.  It is estimated that (3) additional 

exit lights and (6) additional emergency lights are required.

12. Label and trace all wiring and circuits that need to remain that provide power outside the 

scope of the kitchen and cafeteria renovations.

13. Provide power for all newly proposed HVAC equipment.

14. Reinstall new data wiring and WIFI devices as required.

15. Install new PA equipment, reuse speakers and add new to fully cover the entire space.



Food Service Assessment D
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FOOD SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS

Kitchen Plan 

 Develop a new modern food preparation facility using industry leading energy efficient 

equipment that will reduce both energy and labor cost.

 Make better use of the available space to create more efficient work stations that will improve 

work flow.  The new work stations will be dedicated to food preparation and be equipped with 

all of the required sanitary items required to meet the health code standards.

 Improve equipment ventilation and bring the system up to current mechanical code standards.

 Improve working conditions through the use of condition supply air into the kitchen 

environment.

Servery Plan 

 Create a new modern open servery that is better lit, takes advantage of natural lighting, is more 

welcoming and brings all of the students together into one room for a better sense of 

community.

 Increase circulation to allow students to move freely within the space and choose from 

numerous food stations.

 Significantly reduce waiting times

Budget for equipment

 The budget for the kitchen and servery equipment is $550,000.00.  This includes the cost of the 

equipment and installation set in place by the kitchen equipment sub-contractor.  The 

equipment includes all servery counters, storage shelves, cooking and food preparation 

equipment, stainless steel tables and sinks, refrigerated rooms and mechanical refrigeration 

system, exhaust ventilation hoods and make-up air plenums but not the associated ducts of 

fans.  All final utility connections are provided by the general contractor and their sub-

contractors.

Energy Conservation

 Walk -in refrigerated rooms - Typically mechanical refrigeration systems for these rooms are 

controlled with simple time clock defrosts at the freezer coils.  It works well but it is not an 

intelligent system.  We recommend utilizing a Smart Defrost system that is designed to defrost 

the refrigerated room only when they are needed. Typical time clock controlled electric defrost 

systems have four defrosts per day.  Using a Smart Defrost system can reduce the number of 

defrosts from none to two per day.  This system represents an average savings of 75% in energy.  

In addition to the smart defrost we recommend the use of PSC or ECM motors in all 

refrigeration room blower coils.  These motors last longer and represent a 72% energy 

consumption reduction, and run quieter than traditional motors.   

 The Exhaust hoods - Today there are new technologies on the market that allow us to realize 

savings without restricting the type of hood availability.  These systems are called Energy 

Management Systems or EMS.   What EMS controls do is modulate the speed of the exhaust and 
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make-up air units (MAU) fan motors with variable frequency drives (VFD's). In simple terms the 

control system senses heat at the exhaust duct and increase or decreases the amount of 

exhaust rate based on demand rather than running at 100% capacity 100% of the time.  EMS 

systems have been shown to significantly reduce the energy consumption and electrical 

demands associated with operating the hood systems. On average this represents a 62% 

reduction in electrical demand.   

In addition to electrical energy savings there would be an energy savings gained from the 

reduced heating load at the MAU. Typically the average fan speed associated airflow of the MAU 

will drop 30% resulting in a significant amount of air that does not need to be heated.  The 

average pay back for these systems is less than one year and in most cases the cost is 

immediately reimbursed by the local gas and power utility. 

 Hood Lights - By replacing the incandescent light bulbs in exhaust hoods significant reductions in 

energy usage can be realized.  Incandescent bulbs transform about 85% of energy they use into 

heat.  The life spans of these lights are approximately 750 to 1000 hours.  Consider the constant 

vibration at the hood and this is reduced even further.  The initial cost of a 60 watt incandescent 

bulb is about 50 cents each and assuming the typical hood has eight lights in it we can calculate 

that these eight bulbs will cost about $525 dollars per year to operate. 

Compact fluorescent lights CFL's are much more efficient.  They convert only about 25% of 

energy put into them into heat.   The lifespan of a CFL is 7,500 to 10,000 hours but the initial 

cost is about $10 each.  This initial high cost is quickly recovered since the cost to operate CFL is 

about $160 per year.   Compact fluorescents should be specified for all new hoods going forward 

but consider the savings if the change was implemented to include all existing hoods system 

wide. 

 Low-Flow Pre-Rinse Spray Valves - A low-flow pre-rinse spray valve is one of the easiest and 

most cost effective energy saving devices available to the foodservice operator. In addition to 

minimizing water consumption, water heating energy and sewer charges are also reduced. 

Replacing a typical spray valve that flows up to three gallons of water per minute with a low-

flow unit can yield the same result with less water. 



Conceptual Plan and Cost Estimate  E
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CONCEPTUAL PLAN and COST ESTIMATE

After a thorough review of the existing conditions, and several meetings with the Nutritional 

Services director and school district administration, a number of concepts were developed and 

through an iterative process, we have arrived at the concept presented here.  This has been 

developed, taking into consideration the existing conditions and space needs as identified within 

this study.  This concept should serve as a basis for future development of the design.  

Conceptual Floor Plan – not to scale NORTH
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COST ESTIMATE

Outlined below is a cost estimate range, to provide a rough ballpark cost for future reference.

Conceptual Cost Estimate- SBHS Kitchen/Cafeteria

 SF Cost Estimate range

Demolition 200 $2,000 $6,000

Kitchen renovation area 2,600 $780,000 $1,170,000

Cafeteria renovation area 3,800 $570,000 $950,000

Cafeteria and Kitchen addition 2,000 $500,000 $700,000

Loading Dock and Site Work - Allowance  $80,000 $200,000

Hazardous Materials Allowance  $75,000 $250,000

Base Construction Cost Range  $2,007,000 $3,276,000

General Conditions, GC OH&P,Bonds, 

Insur 15%
 $301,000 $492,000

Design & Estimating Contingency, 15%  $346,000 $565,000

CONSTRUCTION COST SUBTOTAL 8,400 $2,654,000 $4,333,000

Soft Costs (including A/E fees, Owner 

Contingency, permitting, insurance, 

etc): 25%

 $664,000 $1,083,000

Kitchen Equipment  $200,000 $600,000

TOTAL - PROJECT COST 8,400 $3,518,000 $6,016,000

1.  Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended 

for use in construction.  They are based on current market conditions (Dec 2016) and must 

be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this 

date.  No cost for phasing or temporary space has been included.

2.  An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (asbestos, lead, 

pcb) as well as loading dock and site work.  The actual cost depends on the scope and 

extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as 

part of the scope of the work.

3.  GC Overhead & Profit and estimated Soft Costs and Owner's Contingency have been 

included in these figures.  

4.   Before moving forward with a  project, it is recommended that the design is developed 

further at the schematic design level, further investigation of existing conditions is 

performed, with floor plans and outline specifications, schedule, phasing, additional testing 

of suspect hazardous materials, in order to prepare a detailed cost estimate.
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Cafeteria Comparison



We created questions to ask food service 
directors.  We interviewed Leo LaForce the 
food service director of CVU and Doug Davis at 
BHS.   



How we selected our topic

We wanted to we wanted to do something that 
would affect the food served, and how we can 
get more say in the picking/choices of the food.



What have we accomplished?

We looked at the surveys Rachael’s made. We 
used some of the data from those in our 
presentation to the school board. We 
suggested different color dishes, more ethnic 
options or days, and an overall make over of 
the cafeteria to make it appear happier or 
lighten the mood based on results from the 
survey



We had spent the last two weeks before school 
vacation looking at the cafeterias at BHS and 
CVU. We compared the food, the atmosphere, 
and things we liked about them that we don’t 
have here. 

Please consider our feedback and ideas.



Breakfast
Full Price

Breakfast 
Reduced Price 

Lunch Full-
Price

Lunch Reduced 

Elementary $1.20 $0.30 $1.95 $0.40

Middle School $1.40 $0.30 $2.05 $0.40

High School $1.40 $0.30 $2.05 $0.40

Burlington Meal Prices



CVU Meal Prices and Menu

CVU Meal Prices

http://cafe.cvuhs.org/cafeacute-menu.html

CVU menu

http://cafe.cvuhs.org/cafeacute-menu.html

http://cafe.cvuhs.org/cafeacute-menu.html
http://cafe.cvuhs.org/cafeacute-menu.html


Meal Schedule

CVU has a 3 month rotation schedule.
CVU uses some meals again, but their rotation is over 3 
months.  They have different food items that they switch in 
and out to keep the rotation the same, but also incorporate 
more foods and exposure to different foods. 
This rotation system gives kids who aren’t willing to try new 
things what they want, and the kids who are willing to 
experiment chances to try new things.



Variety 
In a recent survey of our school conducted by a classmate, we found that out of 
the hundred(on average) students that responded, more than half would like to 
see more variety, and about half of those want more ethnic dishes and themed 
days, mostly Mexican, Italian and Chinese. 
There was feedback about the repetitive options, which on most days are 
pizza, pasta and sandwiches. We also found that roughly 87% of students said 
that they would be willing to get a new meal if they had a sample 1st. This 
would help minimize you making a new meal and having it be wasted, you 
know roughly how many are willing to try it based on whether they like it. 
There are ways to incorporate more variety with minimal consequences. CVU 
has a 3 different main meals, a burrito/taco bar, and a salad bar, everyday. 



Delivery 

At the SBHS cafeterias we have very long lines.  They are very slow 
and inefficient compared to other schools like CVU.  They have a very 
open cafeteria where you can walk up and grab any food you want, 
instead of waiting in line.  Waiting in line can cause kids to not have 
enough time to eat, and can make them rush.  It can also means that 
kids might not have enough time to eat everything on their tray, and it 
will get thrown out.  Also, some students and teachers will not want to 
wait in line, because they know it will take awhile to get the food and it 
is not worth it to them. Which then means that they will not eat anything 
during the day during school, or they will bring their own lunch, or 
purchase lunch elsewhere.



CVU Cafeteria 







Seating and Atmosphere

The atmosphere in both CVU and BHS are more lively. The 
people aren’t as cramped in certain tables and seem to 
spread out more. This could be because they have tables 
that only hold 8 people, and they are circular, so they can 
move them around and customize, so to speak. CVU also 
offers booth seating, so if the tables aren’t what you want, 
you can make it smaller. The overall mood seems brighter, 
and felt less dividing.







Signage

At CVU the signs are on elevated monitors and 
it is very large, clear, and colorful.  
At Burlington they had a mounted projector that 
went through a powerpoint of different options. 

We recommend; elevated, large, and colorful 
signs.  The signs should change on a daily 
basis based on what is offered.
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GYMNASIUM & LOCKER ROOMS MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
ASSESSMENT 
 

EXISTING MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

• A major portion of the equipment appears to be original to the school. Therefore, the 
mechanical system is about 56 years old. 

• In 1995, there was a project to install hot water heat throughout the school. I believe at that 
time the controls were upgraded to a hybrid system. 

• In 1995, the electric heat in each unit and locker rooms was replaced by a hot water heating 
coil and baseboard radiation. There are 1 1/4” hot water supply and return heating lines up to 
each unit from below the stage with a flow of 13.5 gpm each. The baseboard radiation for the 
locker rooms is fed up from the kitchen. 

GYMANSIUM HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

• There are currently two (2) heating and ventilating units (8,000 cfm each) that serve the gym 
and stage. 

• There is a common fresh air intake over the stage that provides the outside air requirements 
for the gym. 

• Fresh air intake is supplied by a louvered penthouse on the roof and connected to each air 
handling unit by a 40” x 20” outside air duct. 

• Return air is connected to a 60” x 48” grille located near the floor. This grille is connected to a 
masonry chase, which in turn is connected to ductwork which is connected to a return air fan. 

• The return air fan either exhausts air from the space to a louvered penthouse directly above 
the mechanical room or returns air back to the air handling unit. 

• This outside air is mixed with return air from the gym, filtered, heated and supplied to the gym 
through a 62” x 16” wall register by an air handling unit. This unit hangs in a mechanical 
space adjacent to the stage. 

• The stage is supplied by a 24” x 12” register at 700 cfm. 

• These units are provide make up air for the exhaust fan the locker rooms on the east side of 
the gym. 

• Each system is controlled by a hybrid control system of pneumatics and direct digital controls 
(DDC). The sensors are DDC and the actuators for the dampers and valves are still 
pneumatic. 

• A wall mounted thermostat located adjacent to each return grille controls the temperature 
from each air handling unit. 
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GYMANSIUM HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

• There is currently an exhaust fan in the mechanical room (2,480 cfm) above the locker rooms 
that exhausts 1,240 cfm from each of the locker rooms. 

• This air is transferred from the gym by two (2) 24” x 12” transfer grilles on each side of the 
locker room. 

• The locker rooms were originally heated with electric heat. In 1995, the electric heat was 
replaced by hot water baseboard and convectors. These units are fed up from below. 

• A wall mounted thermostat located by the return grilles controls the temperature. 

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES 

• School officials report that during events, the gym overheats and feels like there is very little 
air movement. 
 

PROJECTED EQUIPMENT LIFE 

With proper service and maintenance the average life of the equipment is as follows: 

• The air system should have a life of 30 years. This does not include drive (motor and belt) 
replacements. 

• The control system should last 20 years. There will be failures of control valves, damper 
operators, thermostat and sensors. 

 

OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

EXISTING SYSTEM CONDITION 

• The air system (inclusive of air handling units, return fans, ductwork, grilles and louvered 
penthouses) is well past its useful life and should be replaced. 
 

• The piping system appears to be in fairly good shape. It may not need replacement 
depending on the system installed. 
 

• The hybrid DDC and pneumatic control system is past its useful life and should be replaced.  
Pneumatics is a technology that is not commonly used anymore and finding technicians and 
parts will become more difficult.  
 

• The ductwork in the locker room appears to be in good condition and may not need to be 
replaced. This ductwork should be cleaned. 
 

• The outlets and inlets appear tired and abused, they should be replaced. 
 

• The exhaust fan that serves the locker rooms is past its useful life and should be replaced. 
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• The terminal heat transfer units in the locker rooms appears to be in fairly good condition. 
 

RECOMMENDED GYMNASIUM MECHANICAL SYSTEM REPLACEMENT 

• Completely remove the two (2) existing air systems serving the gym. This includes the air 
handling units, return fans, air outlets and inlets, roof hoods (exhaust and intake), ductwork 
and controls. There is insufficient space to install new equipment in the existing mechanical 
rooms on each side of the stage. In addition, the outlets and inlets are damaged, and the 
controls need to be updated. 
 

• Install two (2) new roof top units. These units shall be 9,000 cfm with heating coil, energy 
recovery, filters, supply and return fans and economizer cycle. The new RTUs to sit directly 
over the current mechanical room. It should be noted, that the existing structure will have to 
be analyzed to determine if it is adequate to support the new equipment. 
 

• Pipe the existing hot water to the new RTU location. 
 

• Install new air outlets and inlets in the same location. Install new ductwork as needed to meet 
the layout (the existing ductwork could be reused). 
 

• The new control system to be fully DDC include a carbon dioxide sensor to control the 
amount of outside air. 
 

RECOMMENDED LOCKER MECHANICAL SYSTEM REPLACEMENT 

• Completely remove the locker room exhaust fan, discharge ductwork, roof hood and controls. 
This should include the existing outlets and inlets. 
 

• Install one (1) new roof top unit. This unit shall be 3,000 cfm with heating coil, energy 
recovery, filters, supply and exhaust fans and economizer cycle. The new RTU would sit over 
the mechanical room by the locker rooms. It should be noted, that the existing structure will 
have to be analyzed to determine if it is adequate to support the new equipment and this 
work should be coordinated with any work in the kitchen. 
 

• Pipe the existing hot water to the new RTU location. 
 

• Install new air outlets and inlets in the same location. Install new ductwork as needed to meet 
the layout. Most of the existing exhaust ductwork could be reused up to the mechanical room 
(it should be cleaned).  
 

• The new control system to be fully DDC including a carbon dioxide sensor to control the 
amount of outside air. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADDRESS “OVER HEATING” 

• The following two (2) options identify possible remedies to address “over heating” in the gym 
space. Option 1 may be done today, without any upgrades to the existing ventilation system 
or may be done in conjunction with the recommended mechanical system upgrades. Option 
2 is only possible with the new HVAC system upgrades. 
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• Option 1 - The least expensive option is to add two (2) exhaust fans, centrally located in the 
gym that will exhaust the gym during the warmer months. These fans can be controlled by a 
thermostat. If the space temperature increases, the thermostats will increase the fan speed to 
exhaust heat from the space. It is intended that these fans only be used in the spring, 
summer and fall, not during the winter because there is no makeup air system. In addition, 
the intent is the have exterior doors open when these fans are operating. This will remove 
heat but will never cool the gym below the outside air temperature. 
 

• Option 2 - Add air conditioning to the gym air handling units. 
 

 

Crw1616:report-revised 
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